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Viva il Duce: The .Influence of Fascism
on Italians in South Australia in the
1920s and 1930s
Desmond O'Connor*
The first big increase in the size of-the Italian community in Australia occurred
after World War I, due mainly to the tightening up by the USA of its immigration
laws, including the application of a quòta system, and also to the introduction
by the Italian shipping line Lloyd Sabaudo of a direct link between Italy and
Australia. As a result, the number of Italians in Australia mòre than tripled in
the 1920s and 1930s, growing from 8 000 in 1921 to 30 000 in the period before
the Second World War. In South Australia the increase was six-fold: from an
official census figure of just 344 in 1921 to about 2 000 by 1940.
With. the rise to power of Mussolini in 1922'the Fascist government started
organising Fascist Party branches abroad with the aim of 'fascistising' throughout
the world Italian migrants and their activities.' In November 1924a Commissioner
for Emigration, Virgilio Lancellotti, was sent to the Melbourne consulate to set up
an information office and'to prepare a repòrt for Rome on the Italian community in
Australia.2 While in Melbourne Lancellotti met, and hired as tiis secretary, Giuseppe

Ameno, who had arrived therein August 1924? Ameno, an accountant by profession, was devoted to the Fascist cause, having been deputy mayor in eàrly 1923 in
the first Fascist local government administration in his home town of San Matzano
Oliveto (prov. Asti) in Piedmont and in 1923 and 1924 administrative secretary of

Desmond O'Connor is Senior Lecturer in the Italian Discipline at the Flinders University of South Australia.
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From 1923 the establishment of Party branches world -wide was coordinated and assisted by a
Secretariat - General of Fasci Abroad. In the latter part of the decade diplomatic representation was expanded
and all positions filled by politically- active, Italian -born officials who were mainly war veterans. Between
1928 and 1929 as many as 70 new consulates were opened abroad and 120 new consular appointments made.
In Australia Fascist Vice - Consuls were appointed to Perth, Sydney, Brisbane and Townsville. In 1928 a new
Statute for Fascist Branches Abroad was issued by Rome, ordering the local branches to defend the tralianitii
of the migrant community (against pressures of absorption into the host society) and fo cooperate with and
obey the directions of the consular representative. For more details see D Fabiano, fasci italiani all'estero',
in B Bezza (ed.), Gli italiani fuori d'Italia, Milan, 1983, pp 223 -232.

2

G Cresciani, Fascism, Anti - Fascism and Italians in Australia 1922 -1945, Canberra, 1980, p 11.

3

Australian Archives (hereafter AA): D1919, SS378, Amerio to the Secretariat - General of Italian Fasci
Abroad, 17 October 1939.
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the local Fascio.4 In May 1925, on the recommendation of Lancellotti, Amerio was
appointed secretary to the Honorary Consular Agent for Italy in South Australia,
Australian-born Eric S Paterson, a licensed land- broker and principal in the firm of

Maelor, Jones and Paterson, Land and Estate Agents in Currie Street. When
Lancellotti that same month was made Fascist Party delegate for Australasia with
the task of setting up local Fasci, he immediately nominated Amerio the Party trustee
for South Australia with the responsibility for setting up a Branch in this State.'
Paterson was appreciative of the administrative assistance that Amerio was able to
give him at a time when the number of Italians arriving in Adelaide was increasing
markedly, especially since Paterson, although he had been Consular Agent since
1910, had a knowledge of Italian that was, by his own admission, limited to being
able to read and understand the language `fairly well' and being able to write and
speak it `a little'.6 The two seem to have got on reasonably well together. When in
July 1926 Paterson relinquished his position as Consular Agent for Italy (although
he continued to assist Amerio in a subordinate role for several years), he informed
the Governor of South Australia that the Italian was `a very worthy and capable
gentleman'.' Amerio, for his part, ignored Paterson's advice to keep out of politics
and to treat all Italians alike, whether they be Fascist or anti Fascist. Instead, he felt
it his duty to convert the local community to the Fascist cause. In his first months
in Adelaide he spent his evenings and weekends contacting the local Italians and
making the acquaintance of those in the community who had already belonged to
the Fascist Party before leaving Italy or who were sympathetic to Fascism.8
Amerio's initial attempts at proselytising met with little success, for which he
blamed the antagonism of a small number of Italian `subversives' who lived in

Adelaide boarding houses and associated with anti Fascist Italian miners from
Broken Hill .9 When on 15 November 1925 at his home in Torrensville he set up the

first South Australian Fascist Section, there were just two members, himself and
Giovanni Battista Carollo, a toolmaker employed at Holden's, Woodville, who had
been a Fascist in Italy from 1921 and had participated in the March on Rome and
in punitive expeditions against anti Fascists in the Trentino in 1922.10 At a second
meeting at Amerio's home on 22 March 1926 the members had become six in
number, although Amerio reported that only two actually turned up, the excuse
4

ibid.

5

AA: AP501/2, Amerio, Libro d'oro, p 2, and D1919, SS378, Amerio to Secretariat-General, 18 June 1934.

6

AA: AP 501/2, Folder 73, Paterson to Consul General Grossardi, 20 March 1926, and Paterson to Governor
Bridges, 29 July 1926.

7

ibid, 29 July 1926.

8

AA: DI919, SS378, Amerio to Secretariat-General, 17 October 1939.

9

ibid, and Amerio to Lancellotti, 29 October 1928.

IO

AA: D1915, SA13249, and AP501/2, Libro d'oro, p 3.
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Photograph 1. Inauguration of the banner of the Adelaide Fascio, 21 April 1928, at Maggi's ice
cream factory, South Terrace (now the site of Pulteney Grammar). In the front row are Fr
Giuseppe Minetti, Vincenzina Amerio, Vice Consul Giuseppe Amerio, Gustavo Ocner and
standard bearer Francesco Borgia (Courtesy Aust. Archives, Adelaide).

being that the others were temporarily absent from Adelaide because of work
commitments." Seven months later (20 October 1926) the number had increased
to thirteen, still too few to turn a Section into a recognised Fascio, for which Fascist
regulations required a membership of 25. This number he finally managed to muster
on 4 June 1927 when, by now fully installed as the South Australian Consular Agent
for Italy, he called a meeting at the Consulate office at 17 Currie Street and declared
the Fascist Branch formed. I2 A president, secretary and assistant secretary were
elected by secret ballot, with Amerio remaining Party trustee. But since an election
was too democratic a procedure that risked loosening the required close -knit bond
between Fascio, Consulate and Rome, Amerio was immediately ordered by Lancellotti to take on, as the official government representative, the presidency of the
Fascio and to nominate his committee himself. The following year Amerio received

further advice that Rome had abolished trusteeships and traditional committee
positions in favour of a subordinate management committee that was to be appointed by the local Party Political Secretary who in turn would be appointed by,
and responsible directly to, the Secretariat- General of Fascists Abroad in Rome.

11

Libro d'oro, p 4.

12

ibid, p 5.
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Ameno now formally became the Political Secretary of the Adelaide Fascio, a
3
c
position he occupied continuously until 1940.'
An early. decision that the newly - formed Fascio made in June 1927 was-to
set about organising a Club. Several members, including Mario Auricchio, were
instructed to publicise the plan and collect fees, but the idea found little favour
amongst the local Italians, even after the then - president of the Fascio, Gustavo
Ocner, who had become critical of the lack of progress in setting up the Club,
assigned to himself alone the task .of seeking membership¡ subscriptions from
the Italian community. When. Ocner angrily reported in September that only
three Fascists had agreed to pay a subscription, the idea was promptly dropped.14
In the meantime, however, much to the annoyance of the Fascists, Auricchio,
who had an estate agency in King William Street, had decided to found his own
Club; independent of the Fascio. This he managed 'to do with the help of Italians
in small business and with the promise that the Club would be non - political and
non- religious.15 Such a move was quite unacceptable to Amerio, who had clear

instructions from Rome that all clubs and associations had to be under the
control of the local Fascist Party. Despite great pressure from Ocner, Auricchio
would not change his mind, insisting that in his Club, to be called the Vittorio
Veneto Club (after the town and the battle that had become the symbol of Italy's
victory in World War I), Fascist members would not be allowed to wear their
black shirts nor organise Fascist celebrations. In December the Fascists decided
to stack the Club meeting, with the result that they succeeded-in putting Fascists
on thenommittee. But since Auricchio remained manager of the Club'and had

backed it, financially, he called new elections in January and at the January
meeting introduced 49 of his own new members, made up, in Ocner's words,
of 'Communist hotheads and individuals of questionable class living in Hindley
Street boarding houses '.'6 A pro - Auricchio, anti- Fascist committee was duly
elected, which induced Ocner and other Fascists to resign from the Club. The

Desmond O'Connor
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beginning of 1928 to 77 at the beginning of 1929 to 169 in 1930 and 173 in
1931. Amongst the reasons for this increase were: the very active involvement
now of influential businessmen Umberto (Alberto) Del Fabbro and Felice
Maggi who, on joining the Management Committee, became the Fascio's most
ardent propagandists; the creation under the Fascist umbrella of 'a Women's
Group, a Youth Group and (from 1932) a Saturday Italian school; the support
and recognition given to the Fascio by the Catholic Church and, occasionally,
in localities outside Adelaide, by the local mayor;'8 last, but not least, the
propaganda and persuasion of Amerio, who in his ongoing attempt to have his
official appointment upgraded from Consular Agent to Vice- Consul boasted to
Lancellotti that he had managed to `create a colony and make it Fascist',, a success
he claimed to be due in part to his method of summoning his adversaries to his office
'to caution tjiem or lecture them or rebuke them'.19 Amerio did not add that he could

also threaten them by reminding them that, if they were not sympathetic to the
Fascist cause, he could obstruct their application to bring out family members from
Italy or could make more difficult for them any plan they might have of repatriating
to Italÿ 20 As for his claim -that the -Italian community in SA was by the end of the
1920s totally Fascist, this was a gross exaggeration. While there was no organised
anti - Fascist movement amongst the local Italians, the majority were not interested
in getting involved in politics, as evidenced by the small number of Fascist members
compared to the total Italian population. Indeed, in the early 1930s the number of
members of the Adelaide Fascio actually began to decrease, and during the latter
part of the decade remained stagnant at around 1002' Amerio was always at great
pains to explain away this failure to expand further. His excuses were invariably
that the Italian community in SA was not a stable population, since Italians were

always travelling in search 'of work, that it was a community spread so widely
throughout the'State that it could never be brought together for any function, and
that it.was so impoverished that it could not afford to contribute financially to the

Vittorio Veneto Club, however, survived only to April 1929, owing to financial

difficulties and the Depression, which forced some of its main supporters,
including Auricchio himself, to leave Adelaide."
Failure to penetrate and absorb the Vittorio Veneto Club in 1928 proved of no
great moment to the Adelaide Fascio, for these years 1928 and 1929 were marked
by a large increase in its membership, with enrolments jumping from 33 at the
13

ibid.

14

AA: AP501/2, Italian Club, Ocner to Amerio, 16 November 1927.

15

ibid.

16

ibid, Ocner to Amerio, 7 January 1928.

17

AA: D 1915, SA 1618, Melano to Amerio, 22 February 1932; D 1915, SA 19054, Ocner to Secretariat- General,
5 May 1929.

18

The mayor of Port Wakefield was present at the constitution of the Port Wakefield Section of the Adelaide
Fascio in November 1932, and the mayor of Port Pirie was frequently in attendance at Port Pirie Fascist
functions (AA: AP50112, Cronistoria del Fascio di Port Pirie).

19

AA: D1919, SS378, Amerio to Lancellotti, 8 October 1929.

20,

Amerio opposed, for example, the application by Adelaide tailor Ugo Pozza to bring out to Australia his
two sisters because Pozza had `never given any indication that he still possessed good Italian sentiments'
(AA: D 1915, 3569, Amerio to Melbourne Consul Anzilotti, 17 May 1933). Because of this, the application
was held up for four years,, until Pozza with an apparent change of heart began to behave `reasonably
correctly' and `participated hi the life of the [Italian] community and in patriotic celebrations' (ibid, Amerio
to Secretariat, 26 February 1935, to Anzilotti, 18 December 1935, and to Melbourne Acting Consul Boni,
18 October 1939). However, in 1939, when it was discovered that Pozza had reportedly given Adelaide
police a list of names of local Fascists, Amerio once again wrote to the Melbourne consulate recommending
that requests or applications of any kind lodged by Pozza through the consulate be refused (ibid, Amerio to
Boni, 18 October and 30 October 1939).

21

AA: AP50I/2, Libro d'oro, pp 13 -17.
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One country group he did successfully fascistise were the fisher folk in Port
Pirie. In 1928 several members of the Adelaide Fascio, Port Adelaide fishermen
from the village of Molfetta in Southern Italy, urged Amerio to consider forming
a Fascio at Port Pirie where their relatives were part of a large Italian community
(c. 400), consisting mainly of other fishermen and their families from Molfetta.24
The possibilities of success were obvious: the community was localised; it was

8
7
t

Photograph 2. Alberto Del Fabbro and consular representative Eric Paterson take the salute at
a ceremony held at the Adelaide Vice Consulate (17 Currie St.) to celebrate the restoration of
the Italian coat -of -arms at Innisfail, Queensland, which had been removed from the Innisfail
Consulate building and some days later had been found damaged on the banks of the Johnstone
river (Register, 16 September 1930).

various Fascist activities. Even the formation in Adelaide of a soccer team was
out of the question, he reported in 1935, because the South Australian colony
22
was `too poor and too scattered' He did make a token gesture towards proselytising one small country group when in 1932 he brought together 25 Italian
fishermen at Port Wakefield and formed there a sub -branch of the Adelaide Fascio.
But since most of these fishermen had moved to the Port Adelaide area by 1938,
the Port Wakefield sub -branch was dissolved and transferred to suburban Glanville
where the Adelaide Fascio had already (from 1934) initiated a Saturday Italian class
for the fifteen to twenty children of the fishermen in the area.23 As far as the Port
Adelaide Italians were concerned, there is no evidence to suggest that Amerio was
interested in approaching and converting to his cause the fifty or so Italian wharf
labourers employed, mainly as volunteers, at the Port Adelaide docks.

close -knit, not only because most of the Italians were engaged in the fishing
industry, but also because they came from the same Italian town and many were
inter related; although they spent weeks at a time on their boats fishing away
from Port Pirie, they always returned to port whenever there was a reason to
celebrate, such as a religious festival. Furthermore, in the Port Pirie community
were other Italians who were employed at the Broken Hill Associated Smelters
and, although these were mainly Northern Italians from Venetia and Tuscany,
they too might be fascistised.
Unlike the slow start of the Adelaide Fascio, the Port Pirie Fascio was well
supported at the outset: on the 1929 Easter weekend Amerio, Del Fabbro, Ocner
and Michele Cappo from Port Adelaide went to Port Pirie and were greeted by
an organising committee that had already publicised the meeting to be held that
evening, 1 April, in the Parish Hall of St Mark's Catholic Church. No fewer than
170 Italians attended, 107 membership subscriptions of 5/- were paid, and a
Committee was appointed with Vito Capurso as Secretary. His position was
subsequently confirmed in Rome by Piero Parini, the Secretary General of
Fascist Branches Abroad, who several months later reminded Capurso of his
duties in a long letter couched in typical Fascist rhetoric:25 full documentation
must be forwarded to Rome of each new member's `political, moral, and
military- service history '; members of the Fascio abroad, `dear to the heart of
the National Government', were expected to be `advance sentinels of Italianness'; the Fascio's Women's Group was expected to be readily available to work
in the area of welfare where opportunities were `limitless'; the young Fascist
children, `the most treasured of the whole Fascist organization', and destined to
be the `perfect Fascists of tomorrow', needed to be especially nurtured because
they were `pure and free of unsavoury contact' and their hearts could `receive
the good seed for which they themselves [would] one day be grateful to us'.
Such verbose directives probably made little sense to the average, semi literate
fisherman of Port Pirie, whose main task was survival of himself and his family
in a period of severe economic hardship. The Fascio was not seen by them as
the tangible presence of a grand political ideal, but rather as a useful direct link
with Italy and specifically with Molfetta, whose local Fascio could and did

22

ibid, Dopolavoro, p 6.

24

ibid, Cronistoria del Fascio di Port Pirie.

23

ibid, Amerio to Secretariat-General, 27 September 1938.

25

ibid, Piero Parini to Vito Capurso, 23 September 1929.
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willingly and promptly help its citizens in Port Pirie at the practical level of, for

example, tracing relatives, bringing out family members, and attending to
required certificates and other documentation.

The Port Pirie Fascio also had a social function that gave members the
opportunity to come together to celebrate, not only the standard Fascist corn-

A

memorations such as the Birth of Rome or the March on Rome, but also religious

festivities, including the most precious feast -day for the molfettesi, the Feast
each September of Our Lady of Martyrs. Even the inaugural Fascist meeting of
1 April was organised as a social gathering which went on until 2 am, with
dancing and musical entertainment provided by an orchestra and singers.26 The
Catholic Church and local government quickly involved themselves in the
activities of the Port Pirie Fascio: the 1929 Feast of Our Lady of Martyrs also
became the occasion for the inauguration of the Fascio's new banner, a celebration attended by the local priest, Father Michael Clune, and the Port Pine Lord
Mayor, Mr C A Degenhardt. Father Clune blessed the banner and spoke in Italian
to the 300 gathered of the close bond between the Fascist regime and the Church
of Rome. Mr Degenhardt apologised for not being able to speak their language,

expressed his pleasure at being at the gathering, and acknowledged that the
Italians in the Port Pirie community were `good patriots and good citizens' of
both Australia and Italy.27 By 1932 this participation of Fascism, Church, and
State in the September festivities was even more marked: 400 people turned up
at the Ball organised by the Fascio and held in the Catholic Church hall, which
was adorned with the Italian and Australian flags and the portraits of the Duce
and King George. The proceedings began with the grand entry of Acting Vice

Photograph 3. Commemoration by members of the Port Pirie directorate in April 1931 of the
second anniversary of the founding of the local Fascio. Front centre: Francesco Camporeale,
Secretary, and Francesca Caputo, Directress of the Women's Section (Courtesy Aust. Archives,
Adelaide).

ale was sent Party membership cards from Rome, a zealous Customs officer at

Consul Amerio accompanied by the Mayor of Port Pirie, Mr M M B Middleton,

Port Pirie temporarily confiscated two of the cards and sent them off to the

and the new Port Pirie Fascio Secretary, Francesco Camporeale, while the

Adelaide CIB for information and an opinion, adding however that `the [Fascist]
society and the membership thereof of naturalised British subjects is probably
harmless'.30 Even as late as Easter 1938 (when Italy's new Empire and her
intervention in Spain had isolated her from the democracies), the Port Pirie
Fascio was able to organise a Ball in the Port Pirie Town Hall on the occasion
of a visit by Melbourne Consul Ernesto Arrighi, with the support and participation of the Mayor Mr Threadgold.31 Although financial membership of the Port
Pirie Fascio dropped to between 60 and 80 in the 1930s, this was due more to
the poverty of the community than to any disillusionment with the organisation.
The Fascio set up a Women's Section, a Youth Group, an Italian School for the
children, a Library (mainly of Fascist literature sent from Rome), and a Dopolavoro (Sports and Recreation Association). It also made plans and collected

orchestra played the Italian Fascist song 'Giovinezza' and `God Save the King'.

Also present were the Chief of Police, local councillors, representatives of
Customs and other dignitaries 28 Such public support for the Italian community

was a reflection of the respect that Italy enjoyed abroad at the time (as a
peace- loving friend of Britain, as a country of order and stability, as an anti -bol-

shevik bulwark, and for its Church -State relations after the signing of the
Lateran Pacts),29 and certainly the existence in 1932 of a Fascio in Port Pirie
gave little cause for concern. Earlier that year when Fascist Secretary Campore26

ibid, Cronistoria del Fascio di Port Pirie.

27

ibid.

28

ibid, Camporeale to Secretariat General, 12 September 1932.

29

Cresciani, Fascism, Anti- Fascism and Italians in Australia 1922 -1945, pp 16 -17, 23 -24, 31, 41 -42. More

30

AA: D1915, SA 1783, J B Richards, Sub - Collector of Customs, Port Pirie, to Investigation Branch, Adelaide,
1 March 1932.

31

ibid, Francesco Camporeale, report, 19 April 1938.

locally, the Advertiser, in an editorial in defence of Italian migrants, called Italy 'a Great Power, which
fought side by side with the British Empire and the other Allies for the liberties of the world' (31 March
1928, p 13).
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donations for a never -to -be -built Casa d'Italia, and took charge of the Port Pirie
Fishermen's Association (initially non - Fascist when created in 1929 but rapidly
fascistised by its c.100 Italian members). To the end, the Fascio remained almost

entirely an organisation of Molfettese fishermen and their families. Little

support came from the Northern Italians, some of whom worked at the Smelters,
and who were labelled `subversive' in the reports sent by the Port Pirie Fascist
Secretaries Capurso and Camporeale to Amerio and to Rome.32
The Adelaide Fascio too, like its counterpart in Port Pirie, enjoyed the favour

of the Catholic Church. At the blessing of the new banner in April 1928, the
local Italian priest, Father Minetti, made a much appreciated speech on loyalty
and love of the Fatherland, and urged those present to persevere in the ideals
personified in the Duce.33 Throughout the 1930s the Church supplied the St
Francis Xavier Cathedral Hall freè of charge for the children's Saturday Italian
classes and for the fund- raising dances organised by the Fascio, which were
frequently attended by members of the Adelaide clergy.34 St Patrick's Church,
Grote Street, was the venue for the inauguration and blessing, in 1938, of the
Youth Group's banner. The anniversary of the March on Rome was celebrated
with High Mass at St Francis Xavier's Cathedral and Fascists were instructed
to wear their black shirts.35 Yet, when in 1936 the xenophobic Smith's Weekly
ran a story on the Adelaide Italian School where young Fascists `give the salute
to the Duce in correct style' and where `the Fascists' doctrines are fostered, and
where children are allowed only to speak in Italian during school hours', the
newspaper went out of its way to discount any connection between Fascism and
the Church whose hall was being used. `The only reason why a hall was loaned
to conduct the Italian school', said the paper emphatically, `was because all the
scholars were Catholics'.36
By now, 1936, hostility to Fascism had increased. Italy had defied the British
by invading and conquering Ethiopia. This was not only Mussolini's finest hour,

on the local scene it was the moment of glory for Amerio and the Adelaide
Fascio. As soon as news reached Australia of Italy's capture of Addis Ababa,
Amerio began organising a huge celebration for the following Sunday. But

public opinion was such that permission to use Australia Hall, Angas Street, was
turned down, and the Trades and Labor Council objected to the second choice
32

'Besides the people of Molfetta, there are also Italians from other parts of Italy - about 30 of them who are
Venetians and some Tuscans. They do not belong to the Fascio, nor to other institutions because there are
no other in this colony. I am sure that some are anti- Fascist' (AA: D1915, SA 1783, Camporeale to Amerio,
10 May 1933).

33

AA: AP501/2, Gagliardetto, p 2.

34

ibid, Libro d'oro, p 14, and D1915, SA2367, report by Umberto Del Fabbro, II July 1934.

35

AA: D 1915, SA3852, circular to Italians, 25 October 1932.

36

Smith's Weekly, 13 June 1936.

r

_

Photograph 4. Adelaide Fascio Saturday Italian School, outside St Francis Xavier's Cathedral,
Wakefield St., c. 1935 (Courtesy Aust. Archives, Adelaide).

of Osborne Hall, in Gouger Street.37 At the last moment the Fascio decided to
hold the celebration in South Terrace at the residence and ice cream factory of
Committee member Felice Maggi. Amerio later called it `the largest gathering
of Italians in the history of the SA Italian community'. Over 800 people turned
up, some coming from the country and `from places 200 kilometres away'.38
According to the Advertiser, the number included `many Australian sympathisers'.39 Maggi's factory was decorated with flags and bunting, photographs of
Mussolini and King Victor Emmanuel were displayed, and 40 gallons of beer

and 20 gallons of wine were consumed. During the long evening of music,
dancing and patriotic songs, Amerio, in full Fascist uniform and adorned with
medals, read the speech (which he had reconstructed from the Advertiser's
reports) given by Mussolini in Rome on the proclamation of the Empire.40
Letters of indignation, denouncing Adelaide's Italians and the Vice Consul,
began flowing in to the Advertiser even before the party started.41 The Commonwealth Investigation Branch in South Australia did not, however, report on
the celebrations, but simply put on file a small newspaper cutting containing a
summary of the evening's festivities. Clearly, it was still unsure of the existence
37
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of an active Fascio in Adelaide and unaware of the presence of its counterpart
in Port Pirie, as a report issued from Canberra a few months later shows. The
fourteen -page Australian Security Service report on Italian Fascist activities and
propaganda in Australia contained just one short paragraph on South Australia,
which read:

r`

There does not seem to be much activity in this State, although on the

}A]VI T.

occasion of the official termination of the Italo- Abyssinian War,
between 30 to 40 children paraded as members of the Balilla and the
Vice- Consul, Signor Amerio, attended in Fascist uniform and ad-
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dressed the children. [...] It has been learnt, however, that the
Vice Consul at Adelaide, Mr Amerio, was and may still be the Secre-

tary of the Adelaide Fascio and, as such, had signed membership

r'

cards in 1928.42

The SA State government, too, failed to recognise the threat and subtlety
of Fascist propaganda. Premier Richard Butler, who openly and frequently

condemned the influx of Southern Europeans into Australia, favouring
instead Northern European migration,43 officially welcomed the captain and
crew of the Italian cruiser Raimondo Montecuccoli when it arrived at Port
Adelaide in February 1938; he claimed, in reply to protests from the Trades
and Labor Council and from the ALP, that the visit was `simply a goodwill
call', with `no political significance'.44 The Advertiser's leading article was of
the same opinion, and urged South Australians to give the visitors a friendly
welcome and not to repeat the `unedifying demonstration' that had occurred
ten days before in Melbourne.45 The newspaper provided an extensive coverage
of the ship's arrival, and even took the extraordinary step of agreeing to
Amerio's request to publish in Italian in its columns his detailed programme
for the visit, for `the many residents of Adelaide [who] could not understand
printed English'.46 Amerio, for his part, summoned all the Fascists and sympathisers he could from Adelaide, Glanville and Port Pirie to attend the official
dinner at the South Australian hotel, the Ball at the Myer Apollo restaurant, the
picnic in the Adelaide hills for the sailors (for which transport was provided
free by the Tourist Office and the State Railways), and for the Mass to be

Photograph 5. Inauguration of the banner of the Adelaide Fascio Youth Group at St Patrick's
Church, Grote St., 28 October 1938 (Courtesy Aust. Archives, Adelaide).

celebrated on board the ship.47 The Trades and Labor Council and the ALP,
whose deputation Premier Butler refused to receive, voted to boycott the
visit of the cruiser, asserting that it had been on a similar `goodwill mission'
off Abyssinia and Spain where it had been responsible for the sinking of two
British merchant ships.48 Two demonstrations were arranged, one at Botanic

Park, the other in Apollo Place. At the latter, organised by the South
Australian Council against War and Fascism, a crowd of about 500 gathered
and shouted `Down with Mussolini', but were forcibly dispersed by `a strong
body of police'.49 Whether there were anti Fascist Italians in the crowd of
protesters is not known, but one Adelaide Italian who signed himself `Bas tonatoli Forte' (ungrammatical Italian for `Take a big stick to them') wrote

a letter to the Advertiser in support of the protests. He expressed his
satisfaction that `our Australian friends are waking up to the danger of
Fascism', and promised to `support them in keeping Australia free ',5o
47
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By 1938 Amerio was following instructions from his superiors to collect
information useful in the event of hostilities breaking out. In 1937 at Rome's
request, he compiled a lengthy summary of South Australia's economic situation'

that included detailed information on its industries, roads, railways, airways,
hospitals, water, electricity and gas supplies.51 In August 1938 Melbourne
Consul Arrighi wrote to Amerio about a 'delicate matter': he wanted Amerio to
find out why Australian Ministers and parliamentarians had been repeatedly
flying in and out of Alice Springs. Amerio contacted some Italians who worked
in the Alice Springs area and reported to Arrighi that the government was
`building roads and blocks of houses and hutments, some of which are large
enough to serve as military barracks 52 Three months later Amerio had received
further information from an Italian in the area to the effect that 'Alice Springs
[...] is to be uged as a-depot for war material to supply Darwin in case of a
Japanese invasion; that wide roads are to be built from Alice Springs to the north;
that the air -field is there'.53
The South Australian CM was still not convinced, in March 1938, that Fascists
were active locally. According to Inspector Williams 'a Fascist Party was formed
at one time' but 'it ceased to exist two years ago', so that now there was 'no active
Fascist organization in this State'.54 Two months later Canberra CIB advised its
South Australian Branch that a Fascio did in fact exist in Adelaide and Port Pide,
but it took a whole year for the Adelaide CIB to be finally persuaded: in May 1939
Inspector Williams was able to tell Canberra that he now had proof of the Fascio's

existence, because he had actually spoken to the ex- Secretar of the Fascio in
Adelaide (unnamed in the memorandum, but in reality Victor Del Fabbro, Secretary
of the Adelaide Fascio in 1927, but suspended in December of that year, following
a quarrel with his cousin Alberto Del Fabbro).55
In late 1939, following the outbreak of war against Germany, Australian Security

gave orders to the States to call in for interrogation those Italians who were
considered pro - Fascist and to prepare dossiers on them. The CIB in Adelaide now
worked in collaboration with Military Intelligence at Keswick, to which an Italian-

speaking sergeant, Alastair Sandford, had been assigned. Sandford identified a
handful of local Italians as pro- Fascist, these were interviewed and a file opened on
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Intelligence together drew up and dent to Canberra a list of Italians in Adelaide to be
immediately restricted if Italy entered the war. The list contained 22 names, of whom
fourteen were naturalised British subjects and three were from Port Pirie57

In the meantime Amerio, after fifteen years' residence in Australia, was given
approval by the Ministry in Rome to return to Italy on leave. He left Adelaide
in January 1940, intending to be absent for six months (but, as it turned out,
remaining in Italy owing to the outbreak of hostilities). In his place the Italian
government appointed a far more dedicated Fascist, Felice Rando. Rando,who

had arrived in Australia in 1922, had been a staff member at the Sydney
Çonsulate, editor of the pro - Fascist newspaper Corriere degli Italiani in Australia, and Secretary of the Sydney Fascio.58 At the time of his appointment to

Adelaide he was Inspector of the Italian Fasci for the whole of Australasia.
Shortly after Rando's arrival in Adelaide in early February 1940, Inspector
Williams of Adelaide CIB could give no' more information to Canberra than
that very little was known of the new 'Vice - Consul, and that 'one reputable
Italian businessman [had] known Mr Rando favourably for some time '.59 A
week later, with more information finally in hand from Military Intelligence,
Adelaide police interviewed Rando and told him that as an alien he must
register and have his fingerprints taken. Rando immediately complained to the
Consul - General in Sydney, who in turn wrote to the Department of External
Affairs, with the result that the registration was no longer insisted upon,6o
Rando wasted little time in making his presence felt in a city whose Fascio,
inherited from Amerio, was deemed by the Consular authorities to be rather
stagnant and in need of revitalisation.6' In the first weeks he made house -tohouse visits to all the Italian families in the Payneham area, a suburb whose
market gardeners, mostly from Southern Italy, had probably'been neglected by
Amerio. He quickly organised a football team, the Savoia Club (which after the
war would become Juventus and then Adelaide City) and, much to the annoyance of an Italian businessman, ordered two of the players to report for soccer
practice at a time when they were required at their employer 's worksite.62 Rando
also approached the police and gained approval to hold meetings which he stated
would have 'no political significance' 63 On 17 March, to commemorate the XXI

them. He also named a few he knew 'intimately' and whom he considered
non- Fascist.56 In April 1940 Inspector Williams of Adelaide CIB and Military
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anniversary of the foundation of the Fasci di Combattimento (Fighting Fasci),
he organised a gathering at Richards Building, Currie St, attended by about 70

its role as peacemaker, had little in common with statements reported by the
police who had been present at the meetings.

people. In his report Sergeant Sandford, who was present at the meeting,

In April Rando returned briefly to Sydney for his marriage. While he was away
the only gathering of Italians reported by police was a picnic held at Hahndorf

described at length the theatrical display that he witnessed:
When the little Consul finally bobbed into the room at3.15 in true Gilbert

and Sullivan style, dressed in black shirt and tie with gold official cuff
links and the spade- shaped tricolour badge of a Fascist official on his

left breast, the assembly jumped to its feet as a man, saluting and
shouting `A noi' (For us) with the greatest enthusiasm, except for the
children at the back of the hall, whose patriotic fervour was upset by the
unforeseen entry of a small and dejected black dog immediately before
the Consul.64

Using what Sandford called `the Hitlerian ranting method', Rando embarked
upon `the most virulent and inflammatory speech, quite openly anti - British and
anti-Ally' 65 It was not what the Adelaide Italian community was used to. Their

patriotism and admiration for Fascism, while Amerio had been their representative, had never extended to condemnation of their new country and its
politics. Rando's faith in the regime was too blind to realise that such a speech
would cause him to lose followers rather than gain them, especially since it was
common knowledge that the police were now observing the Italian community's
every move. Nevertheless, Rando went to Port Pixie a week later for.the Easter
celebrations where, in a similar speech, he announced that Italy would soon be
at war on the side of Germany and was ready to protect its rights and interests 66

When the Australian Minister for Foreign Affairs complained to the Italian
Consulate in Sydney about the tone of the two speeches, Consul - General
Mammalella cabled a coded message to Rando informing him that he had given
the Australian Government an assurance that no similar incident would occur
in future and requesting Rando to forward him the text of both speeches 67'Rando
replied that he had actually given three speeches, the third to the Fascist Section
at Glanville on the afternoon of his departure for Port Pixie, and that no written
text had been prepared by him in advance. The reconstructed text that he sent
to Mammalella, full of praise for the glorious achievements of Fascist Italy and

attended by 300, at which a soccer match and various games were played. The police

took note of the numberplates of all vehicles at the recreation grounds and subsequently identified the owners. When Rando returned with his bride to Adelaide,
he organised, for 19 May, another gathering in Richards Building, Currie Street, to
celebrate the Empire and the Birth of Rome, and to welcome to Adelaide the
Melbourne Consul, Mario Luciolli (who failed to appear, at the last moment, on
account of illness). The atmosphere was now quite different. Sandford this time
reported that `few of the local Fascist bigwigs' were present amongst the 100 people

who attended, most of whom were `market gardeners and their families from
Payneham and Campbelltown' 68 Enthusiasm was markedly less, Rando was not in
Fascist uniform, and the audience, which seemed `both dull and serious', reluctantly
joined in the singing of Italian patriotic songs. It was almost as though everyone
present already knew that this would be the last gathering of the Italian community
before the outbreak of war against Italy.

On the morning. of 11 June, immediately news was received that Italy had
declared war, the premises of persons in South Australia known to have Fascist
sympathies were searched, and the Fascists on whom dossiers had been prepared
were arrested by officers accompanied by soldiers with fixed bayonets 69 Rando,
when contacted at his home by the Advertiser, stated that the authorities had

treated him with `the utmost courtesy' as he waited for instructions from the
Consulate- General._7° These arrived promptly, and on 15 June he departed for
Sydney, from .where with other consular staff he left Australia by ship for
Japan.71 On 21 June Inspector Williams reported to Canberra and Sydney CIB
that `it is alleged that Rando left here with the proceeds from certain Italian
dances held in Adelaide just prior to the outbreak of war with Italy. Certain
members of the Italian community sought to obtain the -money from Rando, but
he refused to hand it over. The amount in-question is stated to be £65'.72 On 12

June Rando had locked the Vice - Consulate door of his office in the Eringa
Building, 62 Ciirrie Street (which also served as the headquarters of the Adelaide
68
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Fascio), and had put a sign on the door that the Advertiser reporter quoted

verbatim in the paper the next day: Da oggi in poi Consolato chiuso (From today
Consulate closed).73 What the reporter probably did not know was that on that
had left the State, Sergeant Sandford raided the

very day, even before Rando
office and seized `numerous documents'.74 There is no record of Sandford's
reaction to what he found: not only were all the consular records of Amerio and
Rando there, but so too were all the files and records of the Fascio from its
inception, including full lists of its paid -up members. It was now a relatively
simple task for Security to round up the Fascists on the books and produce
indisputable evidence at subsequent hearings. Was Rando so naive to think that
Security would not raid his office, or did he purposely not destroy files that could
prove so damaging to a number of Italians in South Australia? Two more days
went by before he took some action to safeguard consular property: on 14 June
he signed over to the Auditor General's Office in Adelaide the furniture in the
Vice- Consulate, together with `records and library books', `flags and photos',
and other sundry items.75 Although Rando was led to believe that the property
would remain locked in the basement of the Audit Office, as early as 18 June
the Auditor General, J W Wainwright, advised the Defence Department at
Keswick that the records in his possession would `be made available immediately on request'. As it turned out, several times during the next two years,
Military Intelligence asked for and was given access to the remaining records,
the most important of which were taken away for translating and cataloguing.76
For South Australia's Italian community the discovery of intact files (both in
Adelaide and at the house of Secretary Pasquale Catanzaro in Port Pirie) was to
some extent a blessing in disguise: unlike, in particular, Western Australia and
Queensland, where all Italians were seen as potential enemies, and little attempt
was made to differentiate between Fascists, anti- Fascists and non Fascists,
Italians in South Australia were left alone if there was no suggestion of their
involvement in the Fascio. Furthermore, some sympathy was shown by Military
Intelligence towards those Italians who appeared only on early Fascist records,

`t
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Photograph 6. The newly formed Savoia football team (Adelaide, 1940). Back row, left to right:
O Mattiazzo, O Castanetto, Vice - Consul Felice Rando, M Bini, F Giancaspro, C Castellani.
Centre: F Russo, C Bini, M Bailetti. Front: G Gava, G De Be /lis, E Pistono (Courtesy Aust.
Archives, Adelaide).

but not later, or about whom very little was recorded. Whereas the number of
arrests in Queensland and Western Australia reached several thousand, in South
Australia only 173 Italians were detained during or after June 1940, of whom
30 were released by the end of that year; 129 were still in Loveday in May 1943
(of these 61 were from Port Pirie), and the last 10 were released during 1944,
although several of these Fascist leaders had restrictions imposed on their
movements and their activities until the end of the war.77
Who were the Italians in Adelaide who had been sympathetic to Fascism?
Unlike the membership of the Port Pine Fascio which was made up almost
entirely of Molfettese fishermen and their families, many of the Adelaide

sympathisers were from Northern Italy and hence had developed a good
73
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relationship with Amerio; the most important were storekeepers or business
people who worked in industries such as terrazzo, mica, and tailoring, or in the
manufacture of pasta, margarine or ice cream, and employed' other Italians,
many of whom they had sponsored; most lived in the west end of the city; some

The Tragic Tale of the South
Australian German Historical Society

had arrived in Australia before the rise of Fascism ór just after; like the fishermen

in Port Pirie, nearly all of whom were naturalised because it was a fishing -licence requirement, some business people became naturalised in order to cornpete for government contracts. At the same time, membership of the Fascio
facilitated their commercial dealings with Italy. Although Rome frowned on
Italians becoming naturalised British subjects, and refused outright to allow
them to remain on Fascio committees, in South Australia Amerio ignored such
directives, probably because he would have been hard - pressed to find suitable
non - naturalised Italiäris to replace them. Not only did naturalised Italians belong
to the Adelaide committée, but several, including Administrative Secretary
Alberto Del Fabbro, had an Australian- born'wife (a situation that would have
been anathema for a leading political figure in a Nazi Party branch in Australia),
spoke only English at home, and raised children whose best chance of learning
a smattering of Italian was at the Saturday Italian School.
The internment of long -time South Australian residents such as these whatever its appropriateness in a climate of war coupled with the Australian
Security's irrational conviction that Italians throughout the country were ready
to engage in fifth column activities brought with it considerable emotional and
physical suffering for those detained and for their families. Many could never
understand hnw years of social exchange in a Club -like setting, during which
they had been given the opportunity to express their affection for their homeland
and keep in touch with their compatriots, when there was never any thought of
harming the country that they had'adopted, would be déserving of such punishment. The pain of these years was felt by second - generation Italians, too, such
as the Adelaide-born conscript who, in Australian Army uniform, would travel
to Loveday to see his interned father, or the credulous young man, born in
Glanville who could not speak Italian, but who was interned because he had
been advised that, if he became a member of the Fascist Party, it would be easier
for him to travel within Italy when the time came for him to fulfil his dream of
seeing the land of his parents. For these people, too, Fascist propaganda and
militarism have a lot to answer for.

Kerrie Round*
South Australia was late to develop amateur societies or groups dedicated to
preserving the past. In New South Wales the Australian Historical Society
formed in 1901, and Victoria formed its first amateur historical society, the
Historical Society of Victoria, in 1909. No independent historical societies
devoted to the history of the state formed in South Australia until 1935, when
the state was preparing to celebrate the centennial of settlement. Interestingly,
in this largely Anglo- Celtic community, members of the approximately 10% of
the population who were German or were descended frpm German pioneers
were the first to become interested in their forebears. t A group of prominent
German- Australians formed the German Australian Centenary Committee
which evolved after 1936 into the South Australian German Historical Society
(hereafter SAGHS). But this commemoration of the past emerged' at an inopportune time for German-South Australians and the historical society disbanded
soon after the outbreak of the Second World War. Ian Harmstorf, in his article
`South Australia's Germans in World War II', shows that the treatment of
Germans in South Australian during this war was unpleasant, but not as horrific
as during the, Great War.' Nevertheless, the harsh treatment of some GermanAustralians left a lasting impression and had a deleterious effect on the celebration of.the German heritage and history in South Australia.

The South Australian German Historical Society
Prompted by the imminent centennial in 1936, Heinrich Krawinkel arranged
a meeting with other leading members of the German- Australian community at
Bálfoür's Cafe in King William Street, Adelaide, on Tuesday, 8 January 1935.
Kerrie Round is a postgraduate student in History at Adelaide Universitytresearching the growth of amateur
history in SA.
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the evening of 19 September 1935.
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German names of Hahndorf, Lobethal and Klemzig.5 On 19 August Krawinkel

There he suggested that South Australians of German descent should participate

sent a letter to the German community to inform it of the existence of the

in the state's centenary celebrations.3 These present decided that Krawinkel

association and its aims and to solicit funds to achieve these aims.6
At a meeting on 9 November 1935 the chairman reported that the Official
State Centenary Committee had recognised the German- Australian Çentenary
Committee as a sub - committee.' The committee met its first objective 'when on
12 December 1935 the Governor of South Australia confirmed the law returning

should convene a public meeting of representatives of German- Australian urban
and rural communities. Twenty -nine people attended this meeting at the South

Australian Allgemeiner Deutscher Verein (the German Club) on 7 February
1935. The new group was named the German- Australian Centenary Committee
and elected as Chairman Krawinkel, who then outlined the following objectives
for.the committee to complete by the end of 1936:
Restoration of Klemzig Cemetery
Restoration of and celebration at the grave of Carl Linger [the German born composer of the music for Song of Australia]

Restoration of place names ( Hahndorf, Klemzig and Lobethal)
Preparation of historical records óf German immigration and settlement
in South A'ustralia since 1836

Participation in general festivities such as
All Nations Pageants
Sports, Exhibitions, etc.
Arranging of Germany participating in an International Air Race from
London to Adelaide, and the visit of a German Warship!'

Krawinkel advised the meeting of his discussions with the Premier, R L
Butler, and other men in public life, who were fully in favour of the formation
of the committee and of its objectives. The meeting then elected five members
to the committee and resolved to hold meetings in country districts from which
a further five representatives would be drawn.

Two hundred people attended the next meeting, held on 4 May 1935 at
the Ambleside Institute, and elected C G E Nitschke, a well -known local
businessman and Chairman of the Mount Barker 'District Council, as the
official representative for Ambleside. In the meantime Krawinkel met with
various individuals and groups, including the Premier, the Acting Premier,
the President of the Royal Geographical Society and members of the Returned Sailors and Soldiers Imperial League, presenting a case for returning
place- names, in particular Ambleside, Tweedvale and Gaza, to their original
3
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the place names to the original German names. The Returned Sailors and
Soldiers Imperial League and the Royal Geographical Society supported these
changes, as by this time the ill- feeling against the Germans, intense during the
1914 -1918 war, had abated and German Australians were again felt to be part
of the South Australian community.
Krawinkel and his committee then began working towards another, goal, restoring Carl Linger's grave and erecting .a monument to his honour! Since the economy
was still in depression and the community had little money to spare, Advertiser
launched a Penny Fund with a target of £ 100. Each day from 7 February to 1 April
the paper published articles promoting the fund, accompanied by a running tally of
the donations in pennies. The appeal attracted interest throughout the community,
and primary school children in particular gave generously. The Director of Education, W J Adey, supported the appeal and arranged for school children to make a
pilgrimage to the grave and to sing Song of Australia on the day of the dedication
ceremony. In a letter sent to German businessmen Krawinkel commented that [m]y
Committee is primarily concerned to instill into the younger generation a love for
our country, and believes that this can be achieved by nationalising the song and
honouring the man who composed it.i9 The Centenary Committee supported the
project, as did the Australian Natives' Association, and at least eight of its branches
contributed to the memorial fund.10 The appeal reached its target in eight weeks and
5
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on 17 June 1936 Premier Butler, in front of a crowd of more than a thousand
people, dedicated the memorial in West Terrace Cemetery to Carl Linger. In his
speech the Premier praised Krawinkel and the members of his committee as
`deserving of the highest commendation.' He continued, ' [blut after all, such a
spirit is typical of South Australia. We are fortunate indeed that all sections of
our community are ever ready to unite in a common effort for the common
good.,u

The committee's next objective was to clean up the Klemzig Cemetery, the
cemetery of the first German village, and to erect a memorial to the pioneers buried
there. Again, the South Australian community supported its efforts. On 25 July 1936
two hundred school children 'planted trees in the principal' streets of Klemzig to
commemorate the centenary of German settlement and to honour those first German
settlers. The Acting Lord Mayor of Adelaide, Alderman R Homburg, and members
of the Enfield District Council also took part. On 29 August 1936 the Governor, Sir
Winston Dugan, dedicated the memorial stone before an assembled crowd of more
than four thousand; many of whom were not of German descent.
In connection with another of its objectives, the publication of a short history

of German settlement in South Australia, the committee sent a form letter to all
Lutheran pastors asking each of them to write a brief history of his town.12 The
committee wished to record the contributions to South Australia's religious life,
learning, music, art, agriculture and viticulture of German immigrants and their
descendants. To this end the committee sent a further letter to South Australians
with German names, requesting information on the life and work of German
immigrants and their descendants since 1936.t3
To raise money for the restoration. of the Klemzig Cemetery the committee
held a Kaffee Abend (concert) in the Adelaide Town Hall on 23 September 1936.
Although successful, the concert did not make a profit and the committee was
unable to pay debts already incurred. The committee realised that they could
not participate in the Pageant of Progress (part of the official centenary celebrations and one of the committee's original' aims) on 22 December 1936 because
of a lack of funds and also because rural German- Australians were unable to
devote sufficient time to the project.14 Shortage of money also meant deferring

the proposed centenary publication. In addition to these difficulties the two
Lutheran churches, the Evangelical Lutheran Synod of Australia and the United
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Evangelical Lutheran Church of Australia, were at odds over their individual
contributions to the Klemzig Memorial Fund.ls
The centenary year had come to an end, but the German Australian Centenary

Committee had not met all Of its objectives nor all of its obligations. As
Krawinkel considered its Work to be worth continuing, he proposed to re -form
the centenary committee into the SAGHS. This society would proceed with
collecting informatioh for the proposed history of the Germans in South Australia and would pay the outstanding debts of the committee. The committee
unanimously elected Krawinkel as president and Dr A J Schulz as treasurer.16
Krawinkel also finalised the establishment of a Klemzig Memorial Trust of six
members, two representatives from each of the Lutheran churches and two

members from the historical society, to care for the Klemzig Cemetery Reserve." On 1 June 1937 Krawinkel sent a letter in both English and Germán to
members of the German community appealing for financial support. He explaihed that the purpose of the new society was to keep the Klemzig and Carl
Linger monuments in good condition and that its immediate aim was to complete
the historical investigations begun by the centenary committee and to publish

the results.18 The society organised another Kaffee Abend for 11 September
1937, and the ABC national station 5CK broadcast part of this concert.
An important function of both the comrhittee and the society was to establish
closer ties between Germany and Australia. In a letter thanking the Premier for
his part in the ceremonies for Carl Linger, Krawinkel hoped that his committeë
might:

be able tq do at least a little towards fostering friendship between
Australia and Germany. With the world sa greatly disturbed as it is
today, and when misunderstandings may so easily arise, our committee
feels that it may legitimately wish, and even feel it a duty, to do whatever

lies in its power to promote the spirit of goodwill and strengthen the
friendly social, commercial and diplomatic relationships between the
two countries.19

The letter of 1 June 1937 expressed the same sentiment.20 In keeping with
this aim, the committee agreed to provide Marsi Homburg, Krawinkel 's sister15
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in -law, with official letters of introduction to Pastor Grollmus at Klemzig in
Germany, to the Reichs - Rundfunk - Gesellschaft at Berlin (the German equivalent of the ABC) and to the Deutsches Ausland - Institut (also referred to as DAI
or German Foreign Institute) at Stuttgart21 Homburg wished to further connec
tions between the two towns because many of the original German immigrants
had come from Klemzig. She also wished to collect from the Reichs- RundfunkGesellschaft recordings of a ceremony held in the German Klemzig at the time
of the dedication of the memorial atKlemzig in South Australia. She attended
the Congress of Germans Abroad at the Deutsches Ausland Institut. The DAI
subsequently awarded her brother -in -law the silver badge for services to Deutschtum (the German way of life) abroad.
Krawinkel and Schulz sent another letter to German- Australians on 14 June
1938 that was both a request for financial support and an appeal for members.
It summarised the achievements of the society and outlined its continuing aims.
On 11 June 1938 the society sponsored a talk by Marsi Homburg on her travels
to Klemzig. She played recorded speeches from the German Klemzig on the
occasion of the unveiling of the Klemzig Memorial in South Australia and
showed pictures of Klemzig and surrounding districts. The society held another
successful Kaffee Abend in September 1938 and guests included Premier Butler,
and the ABC again broadcast sections of the program. The historical society
planned its next Kaffee Abend, to raise funds for improving the old Klemzig
Cemetery Reserve, for 9 September 1939.22 Prominent South Australians of
non -German descent, including the newly elected Premier Thomas Playford
and his wife, H H Shannon, MP, and Sir Richard and Lady Butler, accepted
invitatidns to attend. This time` other commitments' precluded the ABC from
broadcasting any of the concert. After the outbreak of war on 3 September 1939
Krawinkel cancelled the concert and soon afterwards the SAGHS voluntarily
disbanded.
The committee succeeded in commemorating Carl Linger and his music and
in bringing the achievements of the early German 'pioneers to the notice of
non German South Australians.. However in other areas, most notably the
publication of a history of Germans in South Australia, it failed. Nevertheless
the SAGHS accomplished more than any other group in the state in recording

and celebrating its past. And in all of its activities it included all South
Australians, thus fostering unity and community. But not all South Australians
continued to look benignly on the historical society. When world circumstances
changed, so did interpretation of the society's activities.
21

22
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Case for the Prosecution - Fifth Columnists
As soon as Australia went to war, police departments and army authorities in
each state interned or restricted the liberty of many aliens and other suspected
persons. In 1939 the Australian government passed the National Security Act
and from the beginning of 1940 each military district of the Australian Military
Forces provided reports on German communities for Army Headquarters. The
Commonwealth government established Australia's first national security organization in March 1941 and this organization assumed responsibility for
aliens,,including internment, leaving only the physical supervision to the Army.
To enable the internees to appeal against continued detention, Aliens' Tribunals
were established and to cover internees other than enemy aliens the government
set up Advisory Committees in each state. To oversee these security operations,
in March 1942 the government appointed a Director General of Security.23

What had been acknowledged by the South Australian community as a
celebration and commemoration of pioneering South Australians became, to the
intelligence section of the Australian Military Forces, a deliberate undermining
of the Australian way of life and an attempt to mobilize German- Australians to
the cause of the Third Reich. The intelligence section never established the size
of the society and estimates varied between a membership of thousands to 126
active participants 24 The section had no interest in the few British Australian
members whom it considered simply respected the German settlers and admired
the society's efforts to preserve an interesting side of South Australia's history.25

Intelligence officers concentrated their interest particularly on four GermanAustralians associated with the historical society: Heinrich Krawinkel, president; Adolph Schulz, treasurer; Marsi Homburg, secretary; and Hermann
Homburg, who had no official connection with the society but was Krawinkel's
father -in -law and Homburg's father.

Krawinkel had acted as the honorary German Consul for South Australia
from 1929 to 1931, when problems with his business forced him to relinquish
the post. In d 935 he offered again to act as consul so long as his expenses could
be reimbursed.26 He associated with J H Becker, head of the Nazi Party (NSDAP,

National Sozialistische Deutsche Arbeiter Partie) in South Australia, and with
Paul Beckmann and O Seger who were also openly connected with the Nazis.
The intelligence section interned Krawinkel on 30 May 1940, but he had been
23
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`much under suspicion' before then.27 He returned home on 14 November 1940
under restriction but was re- interned on 7 October 1941 until the end of the war.
Krawinkel's award from the Deutsches Ausland- Institute for services rendered
to Germanism abroad' presented to him in Adelaide by the Germ an Consul, Dr
Seger, aroused suspicion since this institute was highly suspect. Its purpose was
to foster the cultural and business relations to the homeland of Volks- Germans
(anyone of German descent) throughout the world and enlisted overseas Germans already committed to the Nazi Party. In their report of 18 November 1944
the intelligence section included a memorandum dated 23 April 1934, written
by Dr Ehrich, Adjutant of the Deutsches Ausland - Institut. In this, Dr Ehrich
emphasised that, 'it will be of inestimable importance for the development of
Deutschtum abroad if the Deutsche Ausland Institut ... is provided with material
and helped by persons who stand in the thick of the fight for a National Socialist

Deutschtum abroad.' Elsewherd in the memo Ehrich encouraged overseas
Germans to visit the Institute to corroborate family information with the
Institute's `staff.28

Another black mark against Krawinkel was his connection with a library of
approximately 25 books sent to the historical society by the Deutsches Ausland-

Institut. Members of the intelligence section believed these books to be Nazi
propaganda aimed at coercing loyal German- Australians into sympathy with
the German Reich and this library appears to be one of the chief reasons fir
Krawinkel's detention. The section found several volumes in searches of Kraw-

inkel's and Homburg's premises, and over the years family members and
members of the historical society brought further volumes forward, but the
section never assembled the entire library.
Security officers believed that many of Krawinkel's other actions also proved
he was a Nazi:

In 1934 Dr J H Becker, Landesvertrauensmann [confidential local
agent] of the NSDAP received instructions from the Auslands- Organisation of the NSDAP to ,arrange for co- operation with the DAI and to

choose some suitable person in his sphere of office to join the Vertrauensrat (Confidential Council) of the DA!..... Becker and Krawinkel
were closely associated from this time onwards. Both received circulars
as 'Friends of the Institute' ; Krawinkel performed all the duties assigned
to a member of the Vertrauensrat, such as supplying the institute with
copies of locally printed German papers, answering enquiries for missing persons etc., and he later received a decoration from the Institute as
27
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one of the 'Vorkaempfer' (Champions, advance guard) for German
Volkstum.29

The military authorities did not intern Dr Schulz, Principal of the Teachers'

Training College in Adelaide, probably because of his prominence in the
community. The Deputy Director of Security, S A, felt even that `a search of the

premises of Schulz may cause political repercussions', and referred to his
superior in Canberra for instructions.30 However, the authorities remained
suspicious of Schulz throughout World War II. The 4th Military District,
Southern Command, which controlled intelligence operations within South
Australia, prepared a report in November 1940 complaining that the National
Security Advisory Committee in South Australia, which heard objections
against intemments, had favoured Krawinkel and Homburg and expedited their
hearings. In this report the military authorities questioned Schulz's reliability as
a witness for Krawinkel and Homburg and referred to Schulz as `a very weak
reed who, notwithstanding his protestations; was shown indelibly to be far from
an intensely British subject'.31 In 1944 the South Australian Deputy Director of
Security described Schulz as being `undoubtedly pro -German in his outlook and
is known to have distributed Nazi propaganda prior to the declaration of war.'32
Despite his long period of government service in South Australia the authorities also suspected Hermann Homburg. This was because of his German descent,
because he spoke German, because of his association with known Nazis and
also because his signature appeared in a document headed ` Nationalfeier am 1.
Mai 1938' 33 He was interned for a short period in 1940, and then lived at Ballarat
until 18 December 1942 because the authorities objected to his residing within
thirty miles of a capital city. He then returned, under restriction, to Adelaide.
Marsi Homburg was not interned but kept her father company while he was living
outside Adelaide. She interested the security section mainly because of her involvement with the historical society and her visit to Germany and also because she was

very friendly with, and perhaps engaged to, Paul Beckmann, the acting German
Consul in Adelaide in 1939 and a known Nazi. The special relationship between
Klemzig in South Australia and Klemzig in Brandenburg furthered by Homburg's
29
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visit particularly concerned the intelligence officers. The Stuttgart National
Socialist Courier of 5 August 1937 quoted Marsi Homburg as saying `We want
literally "folk
to see the Fuehrer! Our Volksgenossen [fellow-Germans
comrades "] at home have impressed that on us firmly'. In answer to a question
on how Australians viewed the Fuehrer, the paper quoted Homburg:

Ii}Zelligence sources also viewed activities of the society that had appeared
innocent before the outbreak of war as being similar to activities of the Nazi
Party and believed that it was probably co- operating with numerous pro -Nazi
organisations in Germany.38 The intelligence section believed the historical
society accomplished some of the most real and effective work for Germany in
South Australia.39 In particular, it claimed the ceremony at the Carl Linger

things have greatly improved recently. The sensible people, especially

memorial and the unveiling of the memorial at Klemzig were a front for

those who have known Germany before are full of admiration and
respect for the Fuehrer and what he has done. My father, for example,

promoting Deutschtum among South Australia's Germans.4o

was a minister before the war, and then had to resign. Now he is in the
Upper House where he is always working for folk- German interests.
Already a change of feeling towards Germany is beginning to show. Of
course there will always be some unreasonable people everywhere.»

German- English language weekly paper Die Bruecke encouraged the attention
of the intelligence section. The German Consul - General in Sydney, Dr Rudolf
Asmis, set up this paper in February 1934 specifically to encourage Deutschtum
among German- Australians and to disseminate Nazi propaganda. Die Bruecke
regularly reported on the activities of the historical society, giving Krawinkel
praise and credit for furthering the cause of German unity.41 Of the Carl Linger
memorial unveiling the paper stated:

Four other members of the historical society were interned (one of whom was

on the organizing committee), and security considered three others as either
suspicious or pro - German. The authorities held dossiers on at least twenty -one
35
active historical society members
Intelligence agents regarded the historical society with suspicion from the
society's inception because of its announcement that a German warship might
visit the state in the centenary year.36 Military Intelligence believed there was
close co- operation between the German Foreign Institute, with which the
centenary committee/historical society had close connections, and the armed
forces of the Third Reich. The authorities based this view on a statement by
Admiral Raeder of the German navy which appeared in the German magazine
Der Auslands Deutsche in June 1935:

The association between the historical society and its members and the

The arrangement was a complete success and helped, to an unusual
degree, in strengthening the feeling of unity among the most varied
circles of Deutschtum in South Australia. For this reason the services of
those who arranged it cannot be highly enough commended.42
In December 1936 the paper reported:

In the history of Australian Deutschtum during the past year the development towards unity, towards internal and external ties, towards a
stronger emphasis on union with the old homeland, with full loyalty to
the new one, has made further and very gratifying progress ... and while
the German Volks community was thus called into the being that is

The overseas voyages of German warships are specially suited to bring
before the eyes of foreign nations and our fellow- countrymen who live
abroad a true picture of National Socialist Germany. They make a bridge
between the Homeland and Germanism overseas, and strengthen the over-

striven for by our Führer, Adolf Hitler, the life of Australian Volks
Germans crystallised round two main points
the Bund des Deutschtums in Australien and Neuseeland and the closely connected Ger-

seas Germans in their often difficult but importantsupport for German ways.
In fulfilment of this beautiful and noble task, the German navy works in close
co- operation with the German Foreign Institute which has also as its task
the cultivation of racial and cultural ties with Germanism abroad.37
34
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It is believed that the Historical Society, which voluntarily went into
recess on the outbreak'of war, may revive soon after7Xe war....

Thanks to the efforts of the German - Australian Centenary Committee
under the active leadership of Herr H Krawinkel, the following fine
successes which indicate milestones in the history of South Australian
Deutschtum were achieved.43
When Krawinkel received the silver badge of the Deutsches Ausland Institut,
Die Bruecke congratulated him on this well- deserved distinction.i44
The intelligence section regarded the compilation of genealogical trees of the
German- descended families and the collection of elaborate family records of all
German South Australians being undertaking for the publication of its history
of the Germans in South Australia as particularly damning. In this regard the
society was in constant communication with the Hauptstelle fuer Sippenforschung (Head Office for Genealogical Research) of the Deutsches Ausland -Institut.45 The Consul - General, Dr Asmis, encouraged, this genealogical research
and from 1935 awarded an annual prize of £10 for research in German family
history.46 The authorities considered this genealogical activity as assisting in the
establishment of a racially pure 'Greater Germany' .47
Intelligence officers believed that a large number of the society's members
were German sympathisers who took their opinions on all subjects from the
German radio and literature and were likely to engage in espionage. While they
conceded in a report in November 1944 that some of the society's members were
loyal British subjects, they considered wartime conditions and Nazi propaganda
made it difficult to distinguish between dual loyalty and anti - British sentiment.
They were therefore suspicious of all the society's members until they were
proved innocent 48

The faction which controlled the Historical Society, the Homburg and
Krawinkel families, Dr Schulz, Pastor Stolz and their associates has not
by any means lost courage. They are re- assembling all the old newspaper
accounts and photographs of the society's activities. The motive for this
is at present unknown but some post -war activity is undoubtedly contem-

plated....

37

There are also strong indications that Germany's approaching defeat,
far from discouraging the members of the Committee, is awakening their
fighting spirit.49

Indeed, from soon after the outbreak of war some intelligence officers
deemed that all Gerrnán -South Australians were potential Nazi sympathisers
because they retained their German customs and often lived in communities
isolated from British -South Australians. The National Security Advisory Committee claimed that:
A marked change in the peoples of these communities was reported as
soon as Germany gained the ascendancy in France. As yet it is not overt
acts which disclose their disaffection and disloyalty. Their attitude is
arrogant and in the presence of British people they are uncommunicative
and taciturn.5o
With this attitude prevalent among intelligence officers it is not surprising that
they construed many innocent activities as being harmful to Australia's security.
Clearly, intelligence officers had an important function to perform during
wartime. Even though Germany was thousands of miles from Australia they,

and indeed most Australians, believed that the Australian way of life was
threatened and that if any collaboration with the enemy was not checked
immediately disaster would soon follow. But it is possible that in some instances

the seriousness of the global situation affected their judgement. While the
actions of the leading members of the historical society may have appeared
suspicious in the circumstances, a closer examination of events can change this
interpretation.

Case for the Defence - Loyally South Australian
All members of the committee, with the exception of Ernst Starke (who as
president of the German Club had an ex officio position on the committee, and
who was a Nazi), were born or naturalized Australians.51 Heinrich Krawinkel
came to South Australia in 1912, was naturalized in 1920 and in 1921 married
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Hermann Homburg's daughter. He became a Justice of the Peace in 1928 and
was a member of the Constitutional Club, the Commonwealth Club, the Royal
Geographical Society of Australasia (SA Branch), and the Liberal and Country
League as well as the SAGHS and the Klemzig Cemetery Trust. Krawinkel was
a prominent businessman, first running his own import agency and then working
for Burns Philp. He was on friendly terms with members of parliament and
leading public servants. In 1935 J G Duncan- Hughes, on behalf of C AS Hawker
MP, wrote to Krawinkel asking his advice on trade with Germany.52 And in April
1937 Victor H Ryan, the Centenary Organizing Secretary, asked Krawinkel to
give him introductions to people in Germany.53
Despite the assumptions of intelligence officers, the missing library that was

one of the reasons for Krawinkel's internment does not appear to have constituted a security threat. Even at the time officers found it difficult to classify many

of the books as propaganda although they tried valiantly; the comments on
Balladenbuch (Book of Ballads) read, ' [a] collection of well -known German
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ously to foster Volksgedanske ... irrespective of political boundaries. This idea
is definitely expressed in most of the books and implied in the others. They can
therefore be classified as `enemy propaganda', even in peace time!57
Apparentlythe intelligence section regarded virtually all German publications
as subversive. And because the Deutsches Ausland Institut had sent a library of
books to Krawinkel, the intelligence section believed him to be a subversive.
The case against Hermann Homburg also had flaws. His father had come to
Australia from Germany at the age of six, had married a British subject, was a

member of the SA Parliament for 20 years and a JP for ten years. Hermann
Homburg married a woman of Scottish descent, was a solicitor, and was a
member of Parliament for 34 years (for seven or eight as a Minister)." Except
for one short visit abroad in 1929 he never left Australia. As Attorney- General
he championed the cause of Australian history in schools:
The average boy or girl is woefully ignorant of the early days, but, what
is worse, there seems to be no system followed in our schools to acquaint
them with such things. I might suggest Australian history as a subject for
junior or senior examinations .... It was not ignorance so much as want
of interest, and it was the schools which failed seriously to encourage
the study of Australia in the early days.59

poems. Although a classification of this book as "enemy propaganda" would be
difficult to justify, German traditional poems and songs were one of the favourite

means of fostering the Volksgedanke [the spirit of the German people],'54
Potsdam - the Palace City was `not able to be classed as "enemy propaganda "',
and indeed, [a] brief inspection did not reveal any propaganda motive on the
author's or publisher's behalf.' However, the report went on, ' [w]hether it was
sent to Australia as propaganda can only be judged by the source from which it
came. It would be useful in arousing love of the German Homeland and pride
in German achievement.'S5 Of the ten books evaluated, the intelligence service

definitely classified only three as being `enemy propaganda' (Karl Richard
Ganzer, Das Deutsche Fuehrergesicht (The Countenance of the German
Leader), Wilhelm Pinder, Georg Kolbe - Works of Recent Years, and Werner
Rithich, Architektur and Bauplastik der Gegenwart (Architecture and Architectural Sculpture of the Present Day). The final comment in the report, however,
reveals the tunnel- vision of the intelligence officers in their insistence on using
this library as evidence of Krawinkel's disloyalty: `Any collection of books, of
which these books could be said to represent a cross section, could definitely
be classed as "enemy propaganda ", as their collective purpose is perfectly clear: namely, the fostering of the Volksgedanke. '56 A later report shows the same
limited viewpoint, alleging that `the tendency of the whole collection is obvi52
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In none of the intelligence reports is there any specific reason given for
Homburg's detention. However, intelligence officers believed him `guilty by
association' because he was closely associated with Krawinkel and because his
daughter was active in the affairs of the historical society.
Dr Schulz was born in Australia in 1883 of German parents. He was educated
in South Australia and became a teacher. He graduated from the University of
Adelaide in 1905, having majored in English, and was considered a brilliant
student. His only periods overseas were in 1893 when his parents took him to
Germany for a year to complete his primary schooling, and from 1907 to 1909
when he completed a PhD at the University of Zurich. In 1908 the University
of Adelaide awarded Schulz an MA. In 1909 he became Head (later renamed
Principal) of the Teachers' Training College, a position he held until he retired
in 1948. From 1920 until the end of the 1940s Schulz also took on the position
of part-time lecturer in German at the University of Adelaide. As with the other
two men, evidence against Schulz appears limited and circumstantial and again
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the intelligence files show no specific actions that definitely implicated him in
pro -Nazi activities.
Despite Marsi Homburg's visit to Germany, there is little evidence to connect
her with support for the Third Reich or approval of national socialism. Her
mother and two aunts accompanied Marsi on her European trip, but seem not
to have attracted suspicion, perhaps because they had been born in Britain of
Scottish parents. The intelligence section made no mention in its allegations
against Marsi Homburg that one of the main reasons for the trip abroad was to
attend the coronation in London of George VI, hardly a subversive act.
Krawinkel steered the centenary committee away from any political situation
or alienation from the Australian way of life. When Schulz suggested that the
official minutes of the meetings of the German Australian Centenary Committee
be in German, Krawinkel countered that the minutes be recorded both in German
and English.ó0 Krawinkel was not always successful in avoiding controversial

actions, however. The committee resolved not to deposit a wreath at the
Rookwood Cemetery (Sydney) in honour of German prisoners of war buried
there during 1914 -18, but later agreed to fund the cost of such a wreath.61
Conscious of their delicate position in Australian society, members also rejected
an offer from the Dr Asmis, the German Consul- General in Sydney, to provide
money to assist with the change of additional place names.62 The Reich's
representatives in Australia attempted on several occasions to affiliate the
historical society with the Bund (an association of overseas German organizations founded by Dr Asmis and controlled by the National Socialist Party), but
Krawinkel always demurred.63 At the hearing against his internment Krawinkel
claimed in his defence:
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Evidence in the files of the Australian Archives shows how inconsequential
and ineffective the historical society and its members were. On 4 October 1937,

Dr Seger wrote to Admiral Menche of the Auslands Organization in Berlin
complaining of the division among German- Australians, the weakness of the
Nazi Party in Adelaide, the woeful state of the German Club and the declining
Germanism in South Australia. His solution was to encourage `All the party
members [to] again join the South Australian German Club in order to strengthen
the Germanism in it'. He mentioned the historical society' only once in his
three -page letter, saying it was founded as a 'rival undertaking' to the German

Club by the moneyed circles and 'those who feel themselves repelled by
occurrences at the Club.' To encourage Germanism he suggested working
through the Lutheran pastors, arranging lectures at the German Club, and that
the German Foreign Office provide money to bring 'suitable Reichdeutsche' to
Australia and also to enable young German Australians to travel to Germany.
Nowhere did he mention working through the historical society.65
Despite the intelligence section's view of the gravity of the situation in South
Australia and hence its belief in the importance to the Reich of events here, the
German Foreign Office Seems to have considered Australia (let alone South
Australia) as inconsequential. In a letter to Asmis, Seger complained that he had
'gained the impression that the Foreign Office isn't particularly interested in
Australia. That the funds 'that I wanted within really modest limits for free
passages were silently refused is an indication of it.'66 In the same letter he
referred to the visit to Smith Australia of the German naval hero of the First
World War, Count Felix von Luckner. Obviously, Krawinkel's behaviour displeased Seger and prompted him to make the following cryptic comment:

In 1938 Apr, Dr Seger was very anxious that the Historical Society

That Krawinkel, staged the jeering at Luckner at the song evening and
on the other hand arranged the trip for him to Tanunda is an attitude
which won' t properly penetrate my dense brain. Krawinkel is said to
have spoken to the Count about the caricaturing but it is not within my
knowledge whether he also gave its authorship. The relations of the
[German] club to the Historical Society are still a point which behind

should link up with an all round German Instn. 1 strongly objected to it.
Dr Seger maintained that our Hist. Scty. had no right to use the name
German in its title without becoming a member of some sort of Foreign
Countries Asscn. He tried to convince me that it was the right thing and
1 always maintained that we were S A 64

the scenes is unsolved.i67
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The Nazi Paul Beckmann also had difficulties with the attitudes of Krawinkel

and other members of the historical society. In a letter to Asmis, Beckmann
downplayed the role of the society and complained that in a book printed in
Germany `the publishing of which the NSDAP cannot object to', the society
had received undue credit for its achievements. He disparagingly referred to the
society as the `Group Homburg' and claimed that it 'not only does not support
the Reich German undertakings, but fights them secretly and openly, [and]
therefore the way the Homburg Group is being pushed forward seems to me
wrong.'68 This evidence clearly shows that the main forces of Nazism in
Australia regarded the historical society and its members as being counterproductive to the spread of National Socialist propaganda.
Despite the praise the centenary committee had received in 1936 from official
circles for the part it played in honouring the German pioneers, the intelligence

section was suspicious of the public speeches and broadcasts the society
organized. It ignored the presence of many prominent citizens of non - German

descent at these activities. Liberal Premier Butler gave the speech at the
unveiling of the Carl Linger memorial, while also attending were MPs H B
Crosby and R J Rudall, the Centenary Organizing Secretary, V H Ryan, the
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It seems, therefore, that the case for the defence is strong. Known Nazis in
Australia disparaged members of the society and their achievements and failed

to use the society to further the aims of National Socialism. As well, in its
activities the society included all'South Australians; all of its actions were open
and never did the intelligence service accuse the society of acting covertly.

Summing Up
There is no absolute proof that Krawinkel, Homburg or other members of
the historical society were Nazis or that they intended, or were indeed capable
of, contributing to the formation of a Nazi state in South Australia. Much of the
official evidence against them is circumstantial and some of the analysis by
members of the intelligence service is laughable. For example, in a letter to Dr
Asmis, Krawinkel referred to the 'German Australian Society'. The translator
inferred that it 'may be a slip for the German Historical Society. It is probably

intended to apply to that body, and if it is a slip, it is somewhat revealing.
"Historical" was the word which successfully disguised the society as a purely
cultural organization.'70 This is ridiculous, as the letter was written on 10 April

and the historical society was not formalised until the meeting of the

Director of the Government Tourist Bureau, and the president and members of

1937

the Australian Natives' Association. The Governor of South Australia, Sir

German Australian Centenary Committee on 17 April 1937. The security service
was not even sure that Krawinkel was a Nazi. In an undated report on the society
the section contended:

Winston Dugan, dedicated the monument to the German pioneers at Klemzig.
None of these men ever came under suspicion for attending these ceremonies.
The section singled out those donors to the Carl Linger memorial who had
German names,ignoring the many other donors who also gave generously.
Moreover, Sir Winston Dugan gave the speech at the official opening of the
sports ground at the celebrations for the centenary of Hahndorf in November
1936, and many other prominent citizens played an official part. Again, whereas
these participants suffered no embarrassment, the authorities used Marsi and
Hermann Homburg's participation in these celebrations as evidence of their
collaboration with Nazism and of their attempt to inculcate loyalty to Germany
in German - Australians.

It was the task of the Cultural Bureau to 'seek out and appoint' to leading
positions in the cultural societies, men who would work in the National
Socialist spirit. It is extremely probable, though not proved,,that Heinrich Krawinkel ... was `sought out and appointed' in this manner.'[

However, military officials did not need binding evidence to convince
themselves of the guilt of Krawinkel, nor indeed of any suspect, as is shown by
the following statement in a report from the National Security Advisory Committee:

Other' events that had taken place before the war assumed different significance to the intelligence section once war broke out, although only the German
Australian participants came under suspicion. Becker had asked Krawinkel to

Apropos of the report of the Advisory-Committee that there is no evidence

that Krawinkel has in fact acted in a manner prejudicial to the public
safety or defence of the Commonwealth, it is mentioned that surely it is
not to be contended in such days as these when other great and powerful
countries have been brought to their knees largely through the operations of 'Fifth Columnists' that evidence in fact - evidence as is known

meet a visiting economist, Dr Mohr, while he was in Adelaide. Krawinkel
arranged meetings between Mohr and members of the South Australian Chamber of Commerce and also introduced him to Sir Richard Butler, none of whom
subsequently suffered any questioning of their loyalty because of the meeting .°
68
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in every case, the discrepancy in the document has been to the disadvantage of the objector.75

to the law in the piping days of peace is required to be produced before
one who is suspected to have acted or to be minded to act to the prejudice

of the safety and defence of the Commonwealth is detained. Such

That some German-Australians in South Australia were Nazis is undoubtedly

detention is not imposed as a punitive measure but as preventive protection against potential danger to the State.72

true. Harmstorf advises that several known Nazis were among the South
Australians interned in 1940 -41 in Tatura, one of the camps set aside for enemy
aliens.76 He also contends that ' [t]here is no disputing the fact that genuine Nazi
sympathisers were interned during the war, and that there were such people is
not surprising given the generally favourable political climate towards Nazism

This statement underlines the fact that there was no evidence against Krawinkel,
and yet intelligence officers persisted in believing him guilty of subversion.
Taking account of all the preceding evidence it seems that the intelligence

section overestimated the size and influence of the society. The centenary

prior to the war.'77 Derek van Abbe, who has written sympathetically about
German- Australians, also believes some local German- Australians showed
loyalty to Germany:

committee was unable to complete its original aims because of lack of interest

and money, yet the section held that the society was `seeking to bind all
Volksdeutsche in South Australia together (the controlling influence of which
was pro - German) [and] it had all the essentials of an organisation capable of
raising the minority question within this country.'73 Without foundation in fact
it viewed the society as being the equivalent of the notorious Gymnasium Clubs
in the Sudeten area of Czechoslovakia conducted by Henlein.74
However, that the intelligence section acted against so few German- Australians indicates that it was not completely blinded by panic during the War. Many
leading members of the German Australian community continued their normal
lives without any interference. Dr C C Jungfer, a well -known general practitioner, was the historical society's Lobethal representative, playing an active part
in many of the society's activities, and yet the authorities did not question his
loyalty. The Advisory Committee was suspicious of the intelligence reports, and
by no means always believed them. The Advisory Committee reporting on
Hermann Homburg's internment stated quite plainly:
The reports and statements contained in the file submitted to the Committee, and on which the Minister of State, who authorized the internment
of the objector [Homburg], acted, have been given no weight by us, since
some of them were definitely disproved by evidence and none of them
was supported by the oath of any witness....

In other cases heard by this Committee we have refused to accept the
Departmental file as evidence.... On several occasions we have found
that the oral evidence given by the witness has been materially different
from the report of what he was alleged,to have said and, unfortunately,
72
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The bitterness [the First World War] left behindcan be imagined. It was
doubtless such bitterness which inclined some members of the German

community to accept uncritically the vast propaganda of the Nazis
directed to Germans living abroad. The resurrection of the defeated
Germany was a balm to the spirit of people who had been assured that
they came of inferior stock and the Nazis took good care to show only
their best sides to noted representatives of the foreign- Germans when
they visited the homeland.78

It appears, then, that the intelligence service was justified in regarding some
German- Australians as being potentially a threat to the state. However, whether
[

any members of the SAGHS belonged to the NSDAP, or were working to
promote Nazism among German -South Australians, remains unproved. Several

historians have written on the Nazi presence in Australia during the Second
World War, but none consider that the historical society played any major role
in the encouragement of Nazism. Kinne mentions the committee and the Society
briefly but ascribes Nazi activity in South Australia to Becker and later to the

German Club.79 Perkins refers to the historical society in connection with
furthering Deutschtum but does not connect it with the spread of national
socialism.80 In his thesis on the internment of German nationals in South
Australia, Kaukas discusses the agents disseminating national socialist propa75
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ganda in South Australia. He cites the role played by the German Club, but gives

no attention at all to the SAGHS.81 If the society was an agency of national
socialism, it was an ineffective one.
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contacting leading members of the German- Australian community. In response
to a letter from van Abbe, Hermann Homburg replied:

Yes! the sudden death of Dr Schulz cuts away the main source of
information.

Aftermath
In 1945 C A Price wrote a book on future immigration policy in Australia and
used the tight -knit German- descended population, particularly of South Australia, to illustrate the dangers of non - British immigration.82 He repeated all the
charges against German associations, especially those against members of the
historical society, using them as evidence of the non - assimilation of the German

What next! It is a problem. Others with whom I discussed your wishes
are not interested. Some even fear a repetition of `1939'. Their experiences are still fresh, in their memories.
Sorry; but I can see big hills in front of anyone who takes on the task you
are seeking.86

community. He accepted the accusations of the intelligence section without
question, but as he had belonged to that section during the war, this is not
surprising. In 1947 Hermann Homburg wrote a bitter refutation of these allegations.83 He systematically took each allegation and defended his German Australian friends and himself in their activities. Homburg pleaded, `When really
does a family,.originally of foreign descent, become Australian? How long must
its members live here before they can escape racial discrimination ?'sa
As previously mentioned, the Germans in South Australia were the first to
show an interest in their past and to attempt to record in a systematic way that
past. However, the SAGHS did not re -form after the war, even though Homburg
referred to it in the present tense in his book.85 Schulz continued to work on the
substantial information oil the German pioneers that the society had accumulated. However, perhaps because of his experiences during the conflict he never
completed writing the intended 'history. Homburg remained a member of the
Royal Geographical Society, which at that time had a strong historical bias, until
1964, but Krawinkel had resigned in 1940. Despite their treatment during the

War the four main suspects continued to live and work in South Australia.
However it seems they never again took an active part in community life and
abandoned any attempt to glorify or commemorate the achievements of the
German pioneers.
After Schulz 's death Derek van Abbe, Reader in German at the University of
Adelaide, continued collating the history of the Germans' in South Australia,

In a later letter Homburg again mentioned this problem:
Since receipt of your letter of the 11th April, 1 have made the enquiries
you desired but with poor results.
`1939' is still the barrier. Those actuated [sic] by the same spirit as now
moves you to pursue the subject and for no other than historical reasons
were hard hit.
They are afraid.87

The Klemzig Cemetery Trust was also a casualty. In an article on the
rejuvenation of the cemetery L B Grope points out that up to 1986 the area which
was, to be a memorial to the German pioneers `was neglected and forgotten by

almost everyone in the ensuing years. For nearly half a century the cemetery
[was] little more than an untidy suburban paddock, a source of annoyance to
locals and visitors alike.'88
The German heritage in South Australia is still remembered. In the late 1950s

Dr Jungfer, a member of the centenary committee and the historical society,
encouraged and helped Lithuanian immigrant Jonas Vanagas to collect and write
the history of Lobethal. In the 1960s Jungfer also supported van Abbe and others
in their fight to save the Hahndorf Academy and convert it into a cultural centre
and a museum of German settlement. The Barossa Valley developed an Archives
and Historical Trust in 1963. All these ventures celebrated the German heritage,
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but they developed in rural areas and involved comparatively few people. It
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seems that events during the Second World War dampened the urge of German Australians to celebrate and commemorate their past as openly and inclusively
as had been the case in 1936. In the last twenty to thirty years, history and a
search for roots have become popular. In South Australia the German heritage
is now one of the major tourist drawcards; however, the immigrants who arrived
after the War are, in the main, the ones who have renewed the interest in that
German heritage. The older German Australians do not want to suffer for a third
time.
(I would like to thank Peter Cahalan, Ian Harmstorf and Lynn Martin for
reading an earlier draft of this paper and Ron Praite for sharing his knowledge
and information.)

T H Lyon and his Adelaide
Architectural Work
John Truran
What a man Thomas Henry Lyon was ...! What sardonic wit illuminated
in those days his Voltairean countenance! Whatflickerings of convoluted
emotion crossed and recrossed his Prince -of -the-Church profile! His

humour was savage, his gall triumphant, his heart tender, his fancy
fertile, his energy insatiable, his contempt for the hypocrisies of the
world unbounded. But he was, and probably remains, one of those
intransigent despots whose zeal for righteousness is only equalled:by
their inability to leave the righteous in peace, their passion for truth only
equalled by their terrific preference for their own path thereto.'

Thomas Henry Lyon worked as an architect in England and South Australia
from 1895 to c. 1938. He was Director of Design of the Cambridge School of
Architecture from 1920 to 1936 where he advocated the virtues of classical
architecture and expressed contempt for the gothic style? But he did his best
gothic work in Adelaide, and it is only in Adelaide that a wide range of his
architectural ideas may easily be seen together.
Lyon worked in many styles at.different stages of his career. Three of these
were re- creations of earlier styles. The neo- gothic is identifiable by a pointed
arch, the neo- classical by the use of pediments and motifs from ancient Greece,
and the Byzantine by a round arch and soaring proportions. The Arts and Crafts
movement, led by John Ruskin and William Morris, arose in Victorian Britain
and sought to create buildings with a spiritual harmony obtained by integrating
the work of designer and craftsman and by the use of new materials and
approaches.
Lyon's link with Adelaide occurred through his brother-in -law, Percy William
Charlton Wise, an Anglican priest who was rector of St George's, Goodwood,
from 1900 to 1940. Wise provided Lyon with his first major commission:
John Maxwell Truran is a mathematics educator in private practice currently doing a doctoral thesis on the
teaching and learning of probability.
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St George's Church, built in 1903 in neo- gothic style with Arts and Crafts and
neo- Byzantine furnishings designed over the following twenty years. Later
Lyon designed the Arts and Crafts rectory and the Byzantine /classical war
memorial at the front of the church. Hence the parish buildings at Goodwood
represent a remarkable juxtaposition of Lyon's styles and provide an interesting
link between South Australia and a minor British architect who, as the quotation
above suggests, made a strong impact on those who knew him.
Lyon's links with Wise led to his also designing two works for St Peter's
Cathedral, Adelaide: the large carved neo- gothic reredos which rises behind the
altar, and the Arts and Crafts altar cross.
This paper provides an appreciation of Lyon's Australian work, compares it
with some of his English work, and suggests reasons why his neo- gothic works
are not widely known about in Cambridge.

EARLY BIOGRAPHICAL DETAILS
Family Background
Thomas Henry (Harty) Lyon was born on 28 May 1869 at Ilsington, a small
village on the edge of Dartmoor in Devon.3 He was the son of Alfred Lyon and
his second wife, Fanny Berisford, of Ashbourne, Derbyshire, who had been the
family governess before the death of Alfred's first wife.

Alfred Lyon was a successful businessman who had lived near Manchester and moved in 1864 to Ilsington; there he used his shipping interests and

i

firm of Watson and Watson, Torquay, from 1887 to
1890.8 Here he saw nothing `which was not quite
hopeless from the aesthetic point of view.i9
In 1890 he was admitted to Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, with the intention of reading an
ordinary degree with a theological special;10 in fact
he took a legal special, obtaining a Class 2 in Part 1
and a Class 3 in Part 2."
Lyon never married, but several of his undergraduT H Lyon, Adelaide 1904
ate friends married sisters of his. One was Wise who
The Observer 10 December
married Caroline Louisa Lyon on 16 July 1895.12 1904
Another was John Cowper Powys who married Margaret Alice Lyon13 on 9 April 1896.14 Powys became a well -known author and
remained a friend and intellectual sparring partner of Lyon for many years. A
Fellow of Corpus Christi at that time, John Reginald Harmer, was made Bishop
of Adelaide in 1895, thus indirectly leading to Lyon's Adelaide commissions.
At Corpus Christi Lyon was a member of the Gravediggers, a literary society
with a principal aim of reading Shakespearian plays." Other members of the
Gravediggers in March 1893 included Powys and Harmer, while Lyon and Wise
were both members of the Chess Club at that time.16 The latter was a social club,
probably restricted to twelve members, and difficult to join.'' Lyon was also a
prominent member of the College Boat Club and coxed several crews.18

share of the family business of ironmongering to purchase a number of
farming properties in the area, as well as interests in iron and tin mining.4

Professional Training

When he died on 18 Nov 1898,5 aged 83 years, he left Harry what seems to

as an improver'9 with the prominent and distinguished architect, W D Carrie .2°

have been his fair share of the substantial income from the trust set up to
care for his widow and children until it was divided among the children after
his widow's death.6

Education
Lyon's secondary education was undertaken at Trent College, Nottinghamshire.' After leaving school he served his full time in articles to the architectural
3

4
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St Michael's llsiugron Parish Magazine, June 1975, September 1975. The diaries of Alfred Lyon in the
possession of Mrs Ware, Ilsington, have been edited by Mr R N Wills and published in St Michael's Ilsington
Parish Magazine. Wills, personal communication, 4 December 1982.
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After graduating, Lyon returned to architecture and worked from 1893 to 1895
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Caröe's office was divided into upper office, where the all -too gentlemanly
architects had premises, and basement where the draughtsmen, pupils and
assistants were assembled: there was little contact between floors!'

His churches `generally [had] a wide nave with a large west window, ... ;
usually with passage aisles pierced through large buttresses, and windows
deeply recessed beneath arches of brick or tile.'22 Some of these features are

found in St George's.
At this time Lyon lived at 11 Philbeach Gardens, Earls Court. He was elected
to the [British] Architectural Association on 10 Nov 1893, being nominated by
Caröe and his partner23 [? W H ] Passmore.24 In 1896 Lyon won a bronze medal
from the Association 25 The year before he had established his own practice in
London,26 probably at 148 High St, Kensington27 and was becoming an enthusiastic exponent of the Arts and Crafts Movement.28

LYON'S IDEAS ABOUT ART
Lyon held strong views on many matters, not least on art. For example, he
liked diamond leaded panes. In his view ' [g]lass, and particularly plate -glass,
in large areas, represents very nearly nothingness from the aesthetic standpoint
. [N]either sash nor stone mullioned windows are satisfactory in effect when
glazed without window bars or lead-lights '.29
Indeed, 'he tore up the plans of his largest house because the client would not
have leaded panes, and that day his dinner was only a penny bar of chocolate! There
was little work at that time for those who refused to accept Edwardian styles'. 3°

Lyon was especially influenced by the Arts and Crafts artist- designer Charles F A Voysey31 who designed buildings of elegant simplicity, usually with
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strong horizontal lines. In most of his houses, Voysey preferred to cover jhe basic

brick with a rendering of roughcast, painted white to achieve the simplicity he
sought, and capped with a slate roof.32 He was concerned with `low art forms
of vernacular rural cottage buildings' 33
The scale which he employed in his architectural design

ranging from
the lowness of his exterior walls dominated by immense high - pitched
roofs and towering chimneys, to the closeness of the horizontal space
and the rooms with their small 'Hansel,and Gretel' windows are visual
values which have more to do with our childhood experiences (and our
reminiscences of them) than to any traditional aesthetic ideals.34

Voysey and his fellow workers believed that a building and its furnishings
were complementary and that it was desirable that both should be designed by
the same person. Their influence may be clearly seen in the Goodwood rectory
and in the exterior and furnishings of the church.
Another influence was that of neo- classical eighteenth century architecture.
In Lyon's view, the finest of the post - medieval buildings in Cambridge came

from the eighteenth century, in particular, the Fellows' Building at King's
College, the University Library and the Senate House.35 This view was clearly
influencing Lyon's neo- classical work and may be seen in his chapel at Sidney
Sussex College, Cambridge and in some öf the later furnishings in Goodwood.
Lyon was also influenced by the neo- Byzantine movement which had been
revived in the last two decades of the 19th century, and had reached its climax
in J F Bentley's Westminster Cathedral.36 This influence is most clearly seen

in his later churches and in the war memorial and later furnishings for St
George 's.
To assess art, Lyon used a concept called 'Pure Art Value' which might be
recognised through the emotions, particularly 'through a disturbance in feel ing'.37 He did not see the value of dividing art into schools:

I believe that a great deal of harm has been done to the cause of art by
dividing artists into the classical and romantic schools. All genuine
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artists are classical in the sense that they uphold intellectual value, and
romantic in the sense that they uphold the value of feeling.m
He saw that art went beyond symbol systems. ' [T]here is a common tendency
to exaggerate the art value in representations which deal with religious ideas;
for it is easily assumed that anything which arouses religious emotion must be
a work of art.i39

In 1932 Lyon reiterated his belief that eighteenth century architecture is a
fine example of 'Real Architecture': the best possible blending of the aesthetic
and the scholarly.40 He lamented the failure to distinguish religious symbolism
from beauty, and suggested that 'many religious people had been taught to view
the gothic arch as beautiful because it symbolises 'the upward, longings pf the
soul',41 and to reject the round arch because they have not been trained to
appreciate beauty.
One critical aspect of the personality of an architect can be the relationship
developed with clients. Lyon appreciated that the client tended to dictate the
practical aspects of a building, and the architect the aesthetic aspects. He knew
that for success these needed to be integrated and claimed that he had 'seldom
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Powys' autobiography provides us with many insights into Lyon, who is
described as having good looks,44 a 'Bayeux Tapestry countenance',45 and a Cardinal
Newman profile with a Voltairean grimace.46 Others remember him more gently as

man of `great culture and taste', while being 'no academic'47 At his death one
architect remembered that 'it was the wit and eloquence of his conversation, the
reality of his comradeship that made the most lasting impression' 48
Being no academic did not prevent him from arguing strongly for conviction

in religion, morality, politics, aesthetics and all philosophical principles.49 He

could produce, for example, 'a torrent of Swift -like invective upon all the
historical frailties of womanhood ...'.50 This intellectual sparring may have been

too much for Powys' marriage. 'Margaret had begun to be a great deal less
indulgent towards [Powys], no doubt after listening to some of the highly
personal attacks made upon him by her self- righteous brother Harry.'51
Lyon mellowed in later years, when he was remembered as a man whose charm
enabled him to defy convention by wearing corduroy and velvet and by drinking,
not port, but 'something special' S2 He often gathered a group together in the evenings
to read a play,53 thus continuing the practice of his undergraduate days.

experienced any difficulties with an employer where I have followed his
practical requirements to the letter'42
Perhaps Lyon was forgetting the difficulties of his early years in practice.

Furthermore, Lyon's first major work was in South Australia and it will be
argued below that he was not then in a position to dictate some of the aesthetic
aspects of these commissions, and that this led to his producing neo -gothic work
out of keeping with his professed beliefs.

THE SOUTH AUSTRALIAN COMMISSIONS
After Wise's marriage in 1895 he followed his friend Harmer to Adelaide. While
returning to England with her husband in 1900 Caroline Wise died unexpectedly.

Wise continued his journey alone, stayed briefly in England, and returned to
Adelaide to become rector of St George's, Goodwood at the end of the year?'

St George's Church, Goodwood
Wise was a man of action who set out to build a new church, and invited Lyon
to design it. This was to be Lyon's first major commission," even though he had

LYON'S PERSONALITY
Visualise him as a little cocksparrow ofa man, in his corduroy trousers
and brown velvet jacket!'
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been in practice for several years. Wise was a leader of the Anglo- Catholic
movement in South Australia, and he appears to have led Lyon to the same
theological position during the latter's visit to South Australia in 1902.56 Both
men had strong personalities; that Wise persuaded Lyon to move tb his point of
view is some indication of the strength of Wise's personality.
The building was constructed as a statement of- a certain form of religious
practice. Wise had intended to dedicate the building to St Michael after St Michael's, Ilsington, so that 'he might feel in touch with our church in Ilsington';57
the bishop would not permit this because a nearby church had the same
dedication.58 Probably more importantly, Wise had a 'high' view of the
communion of saints; he saw the worship of "God on earth by humans as
being closely linked with the worship of God in heaven by the saints and by
the angels. So a side chapel at St George's was dedicated to the archangel
Michael.
Under Wise's determined leadership Goodwood became one of a small, but
increasing number of parishes in Adelaide using such Anglo- Catholic practices
as weekly communion services, eucharistic vestments, the use of incense,
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the foundations began as soon as the initial design had been accepted,64 and the
foundation stone was laid in the presence of some 2 000 people on 27 October

1902 by Dr W Saumarez- Smith, Archbishop of Sydney, who was then in
Adelaide for a Church Congress.
Some delay in the building works was experienced because of the time it took

for the detailed plans to arrive from Lyon in London.65 The building was
consecrated by Bishop Harmer on 1 September 1903. It cost £4 358 to build and
was erected by the local builder, Walter C Torode.66 It was able to be consecrated
debt -free because of a gift of £2 000 from Mrs Simms.
Early photographs help to remind us of how large the church was relative to
the scale of buildings in Goodwood, all other churches in this working -class
suburb being of modest scale. The building inevitably attracted critics
... who, entirely unqualified to judge, and whose opinion has never been

asked, for some reason best known to themselves, attempt to detract from
the beauty of the design and the efficiency of the workmanship in the new
Church. What a queer Church it would be, to be sure, if we allowed any
opinions to influence us 67

devotion to the Blessed Sacrament and devotion to the Virgin Mary.S9

A side chapel in St George's is believed to be the first Lady Chapel in an
Anglican church in Australia. At the time that St George's was being built a Lady
Chapel was being added tò the St Peter's Cathedral. Both buildings Were funded
by Mrs Priscilla Simms,6° a wealthy friend of Wise who had also funded Wish's
position as Special Preacher at the Cathedral from 1902 to 1905. The building

of the two Lady Chapels was the subject of 'a long newspaper controversy'
during 19026'
Lyon donated the plans in memory of his sister,62 and was present when they
were accepted by the parish in May 1902. Soon after, he returned to London,
still needing to prepare detailed plans and probably charged with the responsibility of ordering major items for the church, such as the organ.63 Preparation of

The church is 40.2 m long,ó8 7.2 m wide in the nave, with side aisles each 2.3
m wide,ó9 and 6.1 m wide in the chancel.7° It has a wagon - vaulted ceiling 10.1

m high, and was intended to seat about 600 people.'' The stone was freestone
from the Burdett quarry near Murray Bridge and was covered with stucco.72 The
church was perhaps the first church in Australia to have a roof of Marseilles tiles
which were arranged so that [b]etween each principal in the roof there is a space
for the whole distance for ventilation, and this will completely remove the warm
air rising when the building is crowded'.73 The system was ineffective! The
whole building has been described as
... a thoroughly representative specimen of contemporary English Edwardian church design such as appeared in Nicholson & Spooner' s work
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Recent Ecclesiastical Architecture. ... The plain chamfering of the nave

At the same time Mrs Simms presented the cathedral with a 1.5 my high

arcade arches continues down the piers interrupted by capitals. The
aisles are quite narrow and the nave, chancel and Lady chapel are
covered with fine wagon roofs. Due to Lyon's use of narrow lancet
windows in the aisles and west front, and with no east window, the
interior is exceptionally dark and mysterious particularly on duller

richly - jewelled cross of beaten brass designed by `the architects for the reredos,
Messrs T H Lyon and S K Green[ ]de',82 and executed by Edward Spencer of

winter days.74

Another writer has observed that the building reveals `the absorption of
aspects of the art nouveau style into gothic revival architecture perhaps better
than any other South Australian church ...'.75
In 1915 a space was cut in the north -east wall of the nave leading to a small
steep -roofed oratory for the hearing of confessions. An apse and ambulatory
behind the altar was intended for the sanctuary but were never built. The east
end of the church was substantially altered in 1971.
So, Lyon's church at Goodwood was gothic in structure. But the influence of
the Arts and Crafts movement meant that it lacked the ornate intricacies of earlier
neo -gothic work. Its interior has similarities with the design by the Arts and
Crafts architect Leonard Stokes for the Church of St Clare, Sefton Park,
Liverpool (1888).76 Voysey's influence may be seen in the rough -cast and stucco
finishes of the exterior, which Lyon used, even though he was aware that they
were unpopular.''

the Guild of Handicraft, Hammersmith.S3 It was silver- coated in 1936. The
present silver candlesticks were designed by Spencer and installed later.8'
There can be little doubt that Wise was responsible for Lyon's being commissioned, because of his friendships with Mrs Simms and with Harmer who
was legally the rector of the Cathedral. It is likely that Lyon obtained the
commission from her while he was in Adelaide in 1902 and was also commissioned to return from England to Adelaide with the completed work during
1904 85

The reredos was made at St Sidwell's Art Works, Tiverton, Devon. This firm,
originally established under the name of Herbert Read Limited in 1888, was
`one of those Guilds of Handicrafts which perform such good service to
ecclesiastical art in England'86 and is still in existence 87 (Two people have
reported to me that they had heard that the reredos was nearly lost at sea on the
journey to Australia, but I have not been able to verify this.) The work attracted
customs duties of £500 on the grounds that, unlike stained glass windows or
Royal Doulton chinaware, it was not art88 This prompted the Sydney Evening
News to comment that

[t]he Customs Department is as insensitive to the beauties of the reredos

as were the Parliamentarian soldiers who, in the time of Charles 1,

St Peter's Cathedral Reredos and Cross
The alterations to the interior of St Peter's Cathedral were completed early
in 1904. The east wall was replaced with a gently- curving pierced arcaded stone
screen, behind which was built the Lady Chapel.78 The screen supported a large
`costlyi79 carved oak neo- gothic reredos designed by Lyon and given by Mrs
Simms in memory of her late husband.° The central section, with coloured and
gilded figures, is more than 10 m high; the two wings are more than 5.5 m high!'

74
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smashed up this kind of art with axes and not with taxes.89

Installation took place some months after the building alterations had been
completed 90 The ceremony of dedication of the reredos was probably held on
Sunday 11 December 1904.9'
The central panel of Christ in Glory and four panels depicting scenes in the
life of St Peter were in place, but the eighteen figures for the niches were `still
82
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awanting'.92 The panels were done by Nathaniel Hitch, Harleyford Rd, Vauxha11.93 About 1909 the remaining figures arrived, probably from St Sidwell's,
and were installed 94 These were coloured and `greatly added to the beauty of

the reredos, and ... suggested that the panels would be improved by being
similarly coloured. Mrs Bickford, ... with the Bishop's permission, {undertook]
to have this done.'95
The panels were sent to St Sidwell's for colouring and returned in time to be
dedicated and blessed by the bishop on Sunday 6 March 1910,96 at a service
where Wise gave the address.97 But by this time Adelaide had a new bishop,
Arthur Nutter Thomas,98 who was less sympathetic to Wise than his predecessor
and with whom Wise had clashed on several occasions. The service of dedication of the reredos with its strong emphasis on the communion of saints may
well have been the last public occasion in which the two men co- operated. Later
in the year Thomas directed Wise not to keep All Souls' Day because it was not

authorised by the Book of Common Prayer. On 2 November 1910 Wise

disobeyed this direction, and resigned as Bishop's Examining Chaplain on 11
November 1910. Thomas never again officially visited St George's.99 It is
possible that Wise refrained from taking action excessively provocative to the
bishop until after Mrs Simms' gift had been fully installed.
The work is about to be restored (September 1993), but remains in reasonably
good condition. Each figure is a delight to look at as it reaches out from its niche
to speak to the viewer. While much of the carving is thematic, there are also
extensive carvings of abstract shapes which seem to represent just the carvers'
joy in creating flowing shapes from the wood.
The central section is capped by richly carved baldachin with rosettes on the
underside of its roof. The dominant panel is that of Christ in Glory set beneath
a double canopy, with one hand raised in benediction and the other holding an
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orb and cross. At his feet are two
angels swinging censers, and be-

hind him two angels veil their
faces. At the bottom of the panel
is the star of the Epiphany. Surrounding the panel are eighteen
angels in positions of adoration.
Beneath this is a panel made
up of three canopied lancets de-

picting the scene by the Sea of

Tiberias where Peter was instructed three times to `Feed my

Sheep'. Underneath are three
panels depicting the Call of St
Peter, the Commissioning of St.
Peter, and St Peter's visit to the
house of Comelius.100 Beneath

these are four uncoloured medallions carved with the symbols
of the four evangelists.

There are eighteen statues

Figure 1.Detail of the Carving of the Reredos, St
Peter's Cathedral, Adelaide. Observer, 24
December 1904, p 28.

placed in the niches around the
panels. At the lowest level are
the Virgin Mary with the Infant Jesus and St Anne with the Virgin as a Child.
At the next level up are St Edward the Confessor, St Andrew, St George and St
Augustine of Canterbury. At the next level are St David, St Martha, St Patrick
and St Barbara. At the next level are St Catherine of Alexandria, St Agnes, St

Margaret of Antioch and the Venerable Bede. Finally, at the top, are four
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Archangels, Uriel, Michael, Gabriel and Raphael.
The choice of saints is interesting. Some represent the countries or traditions
of the United Kingdom, at that time still referred to as `home'. Other choices
are less obvious. A report of the dedication ceremony gives some clues.101
Edward the Confessor is included, not only for his building of Westminster
Abbey, but also because he was the last Saxon king of England, and the first
person to be buried in the Abbey. St Augustine of Canterbury is included, not

only because of his missionary work, but because he founded the sees of
Rochester and London. Harmer's translation to Rochester in 1905 may have
been the reason for this comment. The other saints show a remarkably wide
100
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vision. They are all from the East, one is a child (Agnes) and all are female.
However, the description of St Martha as 'patroness of female discretion and
good housekeeping' would not sit easily with today's congregations.
At the base of the reredos on each side are the symbols of the crossed keys

It is delightfully intricate in design and free from any mechanical

and mitre. These symbols are unexpected in Lyon's work. Today, the two figures
of Mary are placed in the niches just above them. It was originally intended that
these niches should be occupied by statues of St Peter and his brother St Andrew,
which seems more appropriate.102 It is not known when the plan was changed.
It is quite possible, but unproven, that the original design was decided upon in
consultation with Harmer, but that the long delay in completion and the change
of bishop gave Wise another opportunity to further the cult of Marian devotion.

in subsequent woodwork.107

The author of the press report felt it necessary to justify the statue of St Anne
by reference to Epiphanias' teaching in the fourth century.
There are other, uncoloured, symbols carved in the reredos which have not
been commented on by other writers.103
On the top of the screens are emblems of the Passion. Described from
left to right they are as follows:- (1) the lantern and the sword; (2) the
crown of thorns and the nails; (3) the palm, the scourge and the pillar.
On the right hand screen:- (1) the spear and the sponge; (2) the crown
of thorns and the nails; (3) the hammers and the pincers.'04
This selection of subjects is consistent with Wise's thinking, and it is likely
that Wise had a significant part to play in the selection of the subjects. The
reredos may be seen as a statement by Wise of his vision of the communion of
saints and the importance of Virgin Mary, as well as part of his efforts to bring
to Anglican Adelaide such Catholic practices as the disciplined keeping of Holy
Week and Lent.
When installed it was claimed that the reredos was the finest in the Common-

wealth and better than any other oak one in England.105 Bagot, cathedral
architect in 1935, assessed the work in this way:
Designed by Mr J.H Lyon106 ... lilts complexity of admirably carved
detail is, I think, quite worthy of any of the best periods of mediaeval art.
102
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repetition. No designer could hope to achieve such success without the
co- operation of skilled craftsmen to undertake and to further his intention. The choice of oak for the reredos has led to the use of that timber

Lyon's influence went much further than the choice of oak. The moderately ornate Arts and Crafts lettering set into strong horizontal lines has been
followed to some extent in all the lettering on the panelling around the rest
of the Cathedral. The sedilia placed next to the reredos have been carved to

fit its style and lines, and repeat some of the themes of its decorative
carvings.

St George's Furnishings
Most of the ornaments in this church were designed by Lyon in the period
1903 to 1918; as a result, the interior had an unusual unity which has led one
writer to describe the building as 'a veritable Edwardian period piece'.108
Although the alterations to the chancel in the early 1970s have destroyed some
of the original unity and introduced a vast amount of light, much of Lyon's
design, with the exception of the pews, still remains in the nave and side chapels.
The furnishings must be seen as the expression of three different themes. One
is the Arts and Crafts theme, the second the development of Anglo- Catholic
ritual, the third the development of Lyon's architectural style.
When the building was opened there were relatively few decorations, and
most of these were in the chancel. Worshippers sat on wooden chairs with rush
seats and looked beyond the litany desk at the four chancel steps up to the
chancel, which contained the choir stalls, and up another seven steps to the
sanctuary and the altar decorated with a frontal which changed with the seasons
of the year. Behind the altar was a retable with a cross and a very tall dossal
curtain in three sections. The centre piece had a canopy and hung from almost
ceiling level; the wings hung from the level of the springers of the chancel arch.
There were two candles on the altar, six on the two levels of the retable, and two
very tall standard candles on the floor. Three lamps hung from the ceiling and
banners were placed against the walls. When lit they would have done a little
to dispel the 'holy gloom' from the chancel, which at that stage received no
natural light at all.
Fifteen years later many changes had occurred. The litany desk was still there,

104 Register, 12 December 1904.
105 ibid.

but most of the choir stalls had gone, thus providing an uninterrupted view to
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The Lady Chapel has an ornate gothic altar and reredos; the St Michael Chapel
has a stone altar with a simple wooden retable and reredos containing a number
of small paintings.

The most significant feature which is not Lyon's work is the set of Italian
wt

plaster Stations of the Cross on the nave pillars. These were purchased by Wise
in memory of Mrs Bickford, and are quite out of keeping with the rest of the

furnishings. High on the walls of the nave are twelve niches waiting to be
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Figure 4.Interior of St George's Church, Goodwood, about 1924. Defender, April 1925, p 21.

the altar. Carved, wooden statues of St George and a St Mary heavy with child
were at the base of the chancel pillars. That of St Mary was coloured.109 Higher
up these pillars supported a slightly up -curved wooden beam on which was
placed a calvary group to form the church's rood. A tabernacle for the reserved
sacrament was placed on the retable.
On the walls of the nave and in the baptistry are many reproductions of great
works of religious art from the Arundel Collection of reproductions,"° set in
wooden frames largely designed by Lyon. Early frames have gothic design, but
most belong to the Arts and Crafts tradition. Many of the frames are decorated
with carved tassels. The hymn board has tassels carved out of it. In the pulpit,
fabric tassels used to hang from the tester, but when the material was replaced
the tassels were forgotten. Another unsympathetic alteration to the pulpit is a
plain ledge for the preacher's notes. Had its edges been chamfered it would have
fitted Lyon's design much better.
The baptistry at the west end of the church contains a stone font surmounted
by a hemispherical canopy supported on slender timber pillars decorated with
a simple circular motif. This motif is picked up in the screens at the entrances
to the two side chapels, in the altar rails, and in some of the sanctuary furniture.

provided with twelve statues and waiting also for the nearby fluorescent tubes
to be removed.
Thus the furnishings of St George's show Lyon in his neo- classical, neo -Byzantine and Arts and Crafts mould. There is little hint of the gothic in most of the
furnishings which he designed. In other words, the interior of St George's shows
a Lyon which would be recognisable from his Cambridge work. The furniture
in Lyon's neo- Byzantine church at Chesterton is very similar to that at Goodwood."' Clearly, Lyon felt able to express his classical and Arts and Crafts
ideas in the furnishings for the Goodwood church, if not in the overall design.

St George's Rectory
St George's Rectory, built next to the church, clearly shows Lyon's debt to
Voysey, with its simple stuccoed walls, small windows, steep roofs, and soaring
chimney. It lies at the rear of a very deep block, and occupies almost its entire
width. Lyon donated the design,112 and the total cost of building was £742. There
was some delay in finding sufficient funds to complete the building and further
debate about whether the plan should be modified. Wise insisted that the plan

should remain unchanged unless the parish could be unanimous in deciding
what changes it wanted.13 The building was finally completed and blessed on
30 September 1907.
However, it was designed for a single man, and was substantially altered in
the 1940s, although the exterior was preserved. A north wing in the same style
was tastefully added in about 1985. At that time, it was discovered that the old
floor plan included an interior passage which ran along the rear of the house and

this passage was restored. Similar passages are to be seen in the plans of a
number of Voysey's houses.l1

4

The building has in the past been covered with ivy. Lyon would not have
which harbours dirt so horribly and does so much
approved: `Moss, ivy
III The neo- Byzantine church of All Souls, St Peters, Adelaide has furniture of the same style.
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Anonymous, A Souvenir of the Church of St George the Martyr, Goodwood, 1918, p 15.
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Anonymous,Jubilate Deo, Goodwood, 1953, p 32. See St Martin's Church, Hawksburn, V ictoria, Catalogue
of Pictures from the Arundel Collection. Such pictures were hung in AngloCatholic parishes in Australia,
but the subject does not appear to have been examined by historians.
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St George's Messenger, January 1905.
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ibid, June 1907.
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Gebhard, op cit, pp 103,133; Richardson, op cit, pp 102,103.
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structural damage to the fabric
are welcomed by the romantic sentimentalist
who is blind to "Real Architecture ".' 15
About 1987 the old cottage on the church block was converted into, a small
meeting place and the exterior was restored. The whole church block with its
large trees and extensive garden now forms a very fine space, with Lyon 's church
on one side, his rectory across the back, and a cottage typical of the area on the
other side. The grounds, together with the old church across the road, enable the
scale of the church at the time of its building to be appreciated in spite of the
large neighbouring buildings.116

The Subject Matter of the Adelaide Work

St George's War Memorial

St Michael. Both the church at Goodwood and the cathedral reredos are

Lyon's other major contribution to St George's was the five -metre high"7 war
memorial at the front of the church. The foundation stone was laid on 10 Oct
1917 by Sir Henry Galway, Governor of South Australia. The main structure is
of Murray Bridge freestone,118 but the carving of the figures was supervised by
Lyon and executed by Hitch who did the panels for the cathedral reredos and

consistent with this emphasis on the Church Triumphant. No work by Lyon in
England puts as much emphasis on this theme.

some of the carving in St George's. The central figure was unveiled on 25
January 1920;19 the kneeling figures were unveiled on 11 November 1923.
Further names were added to the memorial in August 1949.

The round arch at the top of the memorial and the lettering are typical of
Lyon's work in Cambridge, for example, the Memorial Chapel in King's
College. This great classical/Byzantine structure stands in front of his
gothic /Arts and Crafts church. On the evidence of his work and expressed

Anglo- Catholics in general looked back to an earlier period, a time where
devotion to the saints and to the sacraments were more common. Tradition, not
innovation, appealed to them. The neo- gothic building could provide a suitable

setting in which to express solidarity with the beliefs and practices of the
pre- reformation church. The altar was the focus of the church because here the
priest celebrated the mass which formed the link between this world and God
in his glory surrounded by angels and saints.
Wise, in his teaching, put great emphasis on the saints and angels, especially

The Ilsington Church Work
The only other gothic work known to be done by Lyon is in Devon, at
Ilsington, and designed at about "the same time as the Adelaide work. In 1902
Wise donated, in memory of his late wife, a reredos in gothic style designed by
Lyon. He had originally intended to place the reredos in St George's, but decided
otherwise because of `his wife's attachment to Ilsington where she was baptised
and married and worshipped for many years'.t21
Lyon wrote:
The centre of the' triptych at present consists of a plain panel and there
are also plain panels in the wings under the carved canopies. One day

opinions in Cambridge, one would not expect such a striking juxtaposition.

the central panel will contain a picture of The Last Supper' and the
panels in the wings will have paintings of Saints. Portions of the carved
borders and cornices will be enriched with gilding.122

WHO OR WHAT CAUSED LYON'S GOTHIC?
In 1963, Dr R H Thouless, a Fellow of Corpus Christi, reminisced that Lyon
`hated Gothic architecture; he loathed it and would not tolerate any building
remotely resembling Gothic. This antagonism led him to an appreciation of
Byzantine architecture ... .' 120 Yet much of Lyon's Adelaide work is gothic in
style. Who or what caused him to produce work so out of keeping with his
professed and well -known opinions? There are four reasons for arguing that
Wise was responsible.
115

The reredos was dedicated on the Eve of Michaelmas, and Wise used the
opportunity to encourageithe parish to worship in a style more in keeping with
recent changes at Goodwood:
The service was new and unusual for Ilsington, consisting of Morning
Prayer to the end of the third collect, a short service of Dedication, and
then Celebration of Holy Communion which at the express wish of the
donor of the reredos was choral.'

Lyon, Real Architecture, op cit, p 29.

116 See Hilliard, op cit, p 88, for an easily accessible contemporary photograph.
117

Courier Messenger, 16 August 1989.

118 ibid.

l21 January 1902, quoted in a letter from Mr R N Wills to the author, 15 November 1982.

119 Anonymous, Jubilate Deo, Goodwood, 1953, p 19.
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120 Chesterton Challenge, October 1963.

St Michael's, Ilsington Parish Magazine, October 1973; ibid, January 1902, quoted in a letter from
Mr R N Wills to the author, 15 November 1982.
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There have been some significant alterations to this reredos, but its gothic
character can still be clearly seen. Lyon did other work in this church more in
keeping with his better -known views, notably a cross and candlesticks and a

The Evidence of Sidney Sussex Chapel

hymn board.'

the Chapel of Sidney Sussex College,

In the Ilsington churchyard are two roofed crucifix headstones done by Lyon.
One, done about 1900, commemorates his sister and contains both her ashes and
Wise's.125 The crucifix is placed above three rectangular blocks carved with

but the panelling was not completed

lettering similar to that on the credence table and that used on the Cathedral
reredos and in parts of St George's. The other crucifix, made about 1927, is on

that time wanted to make the chapel a
centre of Anglo- Catholic life at Cam-

a curved stand placed on top of one block with the more open serif carving used
in many of Lyon's memorials. Although unattributed, it is unmistakably Lyon's
work in his neo- classical style.
These examples from two countries
strongly suggest that those items which
Lyon did in gothic style were done specifically for Wise.

bridge University.' 28 For several months

until 1924.127 A group of young dons at

during 1913 the daily mass of the Anglo- Catholic Oratory of the Good Shepherd was said in the chape1,129 `a dream

of marble and oak and plaster' .10 The
building is `long, narrow and covered
with a plain barrel vault; its style is a
hi

.

mittently breaks forward on pairs of
tol

fluted Tuscan columns'.131

The ornaments are not of saints and

in a niche on the wall of one of the

fl

angels but of fruit, flowers, scallops,

lych- gates. The other was erected in a
niche high on the west wall at Goodwood in 1917. In many ways the statues
are similar, but it is instructive to compare the differences. The Goodwood
statue is pensive, has a ring behind the

wreaths, Greek urns, and the symbol of a
pelican feeding her young from her own
body. The pelican symbol is also found in
Goodwood's St Michael Chapel, which
was one of the last parts of the building to

be fumished.The design of this chapel
suggests strongly that in Lyon's view

head, and is placed beneath a gothic
canopy.126 The Ilsington statue is more

,

able, even in 1917, to commission
Figure 3.Lych Gate and Statue of St
George, St Michael's Church, Ilsington.
Photograph by author.

ibid.

onymous. Further confirmation of this
view can be found in the exquisite neoclassical Madonna and side Chapel in
Little St Mary's, Cambridge.
127

Robinson, op cit.
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Hughes, op cit; Robinson, op cit.

Figure 2.Madonna and Child in Niche in
Side Chapel, Little St Maly' s, Cambridge.
Photograph by author.

129 G Tibbats, The Oratory of the Good Shepherd: The First Seventy Five Years, Windsor, 1988, p 5.

125 Church Register, St Michael's Ilsington, per Mr R N Wills.
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Hughes, op cit.

126
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J J Norwich, The Architecture of Southern England, London, 1985, p 97.

This canopy was constructed as part of the original building, see Hilliard, op cit, p 88.

_

1

ti

gothic and Anglo- Catholic were not syn-

strident, has no ring, and is set under a
simple round canopy.
So it would seem that Wise was still

124

Cambridge. The shell was built in 1912,

roque, with the wall divided half -way
up by an elaborate cornice which inter-

St George in about 1917. One, a memorial to local people who died in the First
World War, is in Ilsington church -yard

would normally have designed.

In about 1911 Lyon commenced
what is probably his most famous work:

beautifully controlled Wrenian Ba-

The St George Statues
Lyon designed two stone figures of

something far more gothic that Lyon
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Later Biographical Details
Lyon remained in private practice until about 1919. In about 1920132 he
became Director of Design in the recently formed School of Architecture within

Cambridge University. He was responsible for designing a number of war
memorials, side chapels and university and other buildings, as. well as two
massive neo- Byzantine churches
St Augustine's, Wembley Park133 and St
George's, Chesterton.134 In 1926 he was elected a Fellow of the Royal Institute
of British Architects. He retained rooms in Corpus Christi throughout his
working life but, despite his position and long association with the college, he
was never made a Fellow.135 He resigned as Director of Design during 1936'36
and from then on lived mainly at Ilsington, where he died on 25 January 1953.137

CONCLUSION
The style of Lyon's considerable architectural work in Cambridge is quite
distinctive, and his personal qualities have meant that he has been vividly
remembered by those who knew him. It is entirely understandable that he should
be remembered as a neo- classical architect. This paper argues that Wise was
able to persuade Lyon to work in a neo- gothic style, perhaps because of ties of
family, perháps because Lyon was unable to find commissions to work in the
style he preferred.
I once visited Brunellesthi's Pazzi Chapel in Florence soon after visiting
many of Lyon's English buildings. My first impression was to link the chapel
with Lyon. Closer attention to the details made differences obvious, but the first
impression remained. Bannister Fletcher describes the chapel as `Byzantine in
conception, Gothic in construction and Classical in decorative detail'.138 Lyon's
Adelaide work has something of all of these features; it is only here that his
gothic construction is clearly visible. The buildings in Adelaide therefor help to
provide a deeper understanding of the development of an idiosyncratic, personable, British architect.

132 Hughes, op cif; The Times, 26 January 1953, p 8e.
133 Built 1923 -1926. The building was demolished about 1952.
134 Built 1934 -1938. Chesterton is a northern suburb of Cambridge.
135

Contrary to what was reported in The Times, 26 January 1953, p 8e.

136 An announcement in the Journal of the Royal Institute of British Architects, 17 June 1936, p 884, states that
the position is vacant.
137 Certified Copy of an Entry of Death.

138 B Fletcher, A History of Architecture, London, 1975, p 797.
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New South Wales in 1902, Tasmania in 1903, Queensland in 1905 and Victoria,
finally, in 1908. And since such legislation included women's right to stand for
election, these constitutional changes placed Australia in advance even of New
Zealand; this British colony had enfranchised women in 1893, but then voted against

Susan Magarey *

The `man and woman question'
On the morning of 18 December 1894, the Adelaide Advertiser announced:

We have always urged that the fundamental question is the sexual one.
Regard women as a class, and there is no argument worthy ofa moment's
examination in favour of denying them the suffrage. Regard them as a
sex, with an appropriate sphere of sexual activity into which voting and
sitting in Parliament the two things are complementary cannot be
intruded without injuriously deranging normal sexual relations, and the
whole aspect of the question completely changes.'

This protest appeared as a leading article on the same morning as South
Australia's legislators voted by a two- thirds majority to give women the right
not only to vote in parliamentary elections, but also to stand for election, and
therefore to sit in the parliament as well. Citizenship was formally conceded to
`the sex'
to women
for the first time in the history of settler Australians,
for the second time in the history of the British empire, and for only the fourth
in the history of the world. Everything that could be understood in the Advertiser's references to women's `appropriate sphere of sexual activity' and 'normal
sexual relations' that is to difference between women and men was called

into question by legislation that instituted constitutional equality between
women and men.
In the linear conception of time that dominates all western historiography,

South Australia was in advance of the other Australian colonies with this
legislative change. Its precedent was eventually followed by Western Australia
in 1899, by the newly - formed Commonwealth of Australia in 1902, and then by
the other colonies which federation had made into Australia's constituent states:
*

Dr Susan Magarey is the Director of the Research Centre for Women's Studies, Adelaide University, Editor
of Australian Feminist Studies, and author of the prize- winning biography of Catherine Spence, Unbridling

enabling them to sit in parliament, following an election which included the
newly- enfranchised women voters.2 Further, such constitutional changes placed
Britain
where women did
Australia far in advance of 'the mother country'
not gain the vote on the same terms as men until 1928, and also in advance of the
United States of America which did not enfranchise women until 1920?
Yet South Australia was by no means alone, or ahead of the other Australian
colonies, or the rest of the English - speaking world, in raising questions about
`normal sexual relations', the appropriate attitudes, behaviours, physical locations
`spheres' of women and men, even questions about the meanings of

such terms as 'womanliness' and `manliness', about what is frequently called
'gender', now. These questions provoked intense, often heated, debate throughout settler Australian society during the last two decades of the nineteenth
century and the first decade or so of the twentieth. As New South Wales feminist

leader, Rose Scott, observed: `The man and woman question in some form or
other seems just now to be ... in the air we breathe' .4

Poles in a spectrum of debates: difference versus equality
The Advertiser's protest encapsulated the polar opposition between the
suffragists and their opponents in terms of their competing assertions about the
ways of differentiating between women and men.

Were women and men to be considered as distinct classes, like the ruling
class and the working class? If they were, then in the Advertiser's view, there
could be no grounds on which to deny women the vote; in elections to the South
Australian House of Assembly at least, men of the working class had voted, just
as had men of the ruling class, since South Australia had gained a measure of
independence from Britain with responsible government in 1856.5 Moreover,
as many had pointed out in the successive parliamentary debates on female
2

See Margaret Sievewright, 'President's Address, Gisboume Wotnan's Political Association, 1894', reprinted
in Charlotte Macdonald sel. and introd., The Vote, the Pill and the Demon Drink: A History of Feminist
Writing in New Zealand 1869 -1993, Bridget Williams Books, Wellington, 1993, pp 47 -8. See also Patricia
Grimshaw, Women s Suffrage in New Zealand, Auckland University Press, Wellington, 1972.

3

See Eleanor Flexner, Ceury of Struggle: The Woman's Rights Movement in the United States, Cambridge,
Mass., 1959; Ray Strachey, The Cause: A Short History of the Women's Movement in Great Britain, first
pub. 1928, new edition, Virago, London, 1978.

4

Rose Scott, untitled Ms., Lecture on Ibsen, n d, Scott Family Papers, Mitchell Library [ML] MSS 38!26, f
401.

5

R M Gibbs, A History of South Australia, Belara Books, Adelaide, 1969, p 115.
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suffrage over the previous nine years, in terms of economic function, evoked by
the term 'class', women paid taxes, were entering the industrial labour market
and joining the professions in increasing numbers, and were demonstrating by
their successes at the University of Adelaide their intellectual capacity to vote
quite as intelligently as any man .6 In these terms, said the Advertiser, liberally,
there were no arguments against women being made into citizens.
By contrast, though, if women and men should be considered to be distinct sexes,

then the whole question assumed a different complexion. For, the Advertiser's
argument assumed, there were quite distinct functions appropriate to each sex, and
women could not take on any of the functions of men without entirely disrupting

what the Advertiser regarded as 'normal sexual relations'. There was not any
consideration in the Advertiser's statement that men might be considered to be 'a
sex' as it depicted women as being, nor
perish the thought
that men might
learn to perform any of the functions of women. Opponents of votes for women had
described suffragists as 'representatives of females who were not feminine', 'asso-

ciated with and supported by a lot of males who were not masculine';' this slur
distinguished biological sex from all the attitudes and behaviours associated
today with socially and historically constructed gender, at the same time as it
implicitly deemed the very possibility of making such a distinction abnormal.
'Normal sexual relations', in the Advertiser's view, included 'an appropriate
sphere of sexual activity', that is the domestic sphere, for women. (Onepro - suffrage
parliamentarian, Dr Sylvanus Magarey, mocked repeated invocations of the domestic sphere in which woman was to be enshrined: 'He placed her ... on a pedestal in
the kitchen, stood her upon a camp -oven, and aimed her with a rolling -pan for a
shield. Her obvious destiny ... was to take care of the home, and he would keep her
in thraldom in the kitchen.')8

The public sphere, in which men voted and sat in parliaments, was not an
appropriate arena for 'the sex', that is for the ideas and activities of respectable
women. Women were to be found in the public sphere, but only in this picture
of the social order
if they were sex workers
prostitutes. Disrupting the
separateness and separate functions of the domestic and public spheres would

derange 'normal sexual relations' which were concerned with reproduction
rather than sexual pleasure, and hence, by implication, the future of the species.

6

See, for instance, Edward Charles Stirling, introducing the first parliamentary motion in favour of women's
suffrage in 1885: SAPD, 22 July 1885, cc 323 -329. See also Susan Magarey, Unbridling the Tongues of
Women: A Biography of Catherine Helen Spence, Hale & Iremonger, Sydney, 1985, pp 173 -184; Helen
Jones, In Her Own Name: Women in South Australian History, Wakefield Press, Netley, 1986, pp 80 -85.

7

SAPD, 26 August 1891 c 894; 12 September 1893, cc 1458 -1469; 24 July 1894, c 631; 25 July 1894, c 621;
31 July 1894 c 702.

8

SAPD, 17 July 1894, c 519.
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Yet that is precisely what the South Australian parliament proceeded to do
on the morning of 18 December 1894 when it passed the Constitution Act
Amendment Bill.

Sex and suffrage: the spectrum plus progressive evolution
and sex
Let me introduce to you two people for whom the outcome of the vote that
morning was the result of a campaign in which they had both been extremely
active. They are little known today. But their stories illustrate, as clearly as does
the Advertiser's protest, the centrality of questions about heterosexual sex and
the rights of women and men in their sexual relations with each other, to the
debates about female suffrage. Sexual relationships are usually considered
private or domestic questions, quite distinct from such public constitutional and
political issues as the struggle for votes for women. These stories demonstrate
how intimately interwoven private and public issues about sex and citizenship
were in this period.
Firstly, let me introduce to you Ebenezer Ward .9
He was clearly a charmer, Ebenezer Ward. A handsome Essex -born newspaper reporter, he had migrated to Australia in the wake of the gold - rushes, arriving
in Melbourne in 1859 at the age of twenty -two. Highly literate and loquacious,

with considerable dramatic flair, he spent a season with a travelling theatre
company in 1860. The next decade he spent moving around Victoria and South
Australia, collecting copy for a series of articles on South Australia's orchards
and vineyards. He returned to Melbourne in .1863 to write for the Age, and even
ventured into the Northern Territory in 1864 as paymaster in a South Australian
government expedition, a post from which he was sacked for insubordination.

In 1865 he was made editor of the South Australian newspaper, the Daily
Telegraph. But he combined that post with another, as shorthand writer for the
South Australian House of Assembly, a precursor of the Hansard reporters. After
a time, the newspaper proprietors decided that they were not getting value for
their money out of Ward and told him that he would have to choose between the
two jobs. Ward chose parliament. But he went on to found two newspapers of
his own
the Northern Guardian and the Farmers' Weekly Messenger. Presumably these provided him with a livelihood when, in 1870, he was elected to
9

This account is compiled from J B Hirst, 'Ebenezer Ward (I837- 1917)', Australian Dictionary of Biography
¡ADBJ 1851 -1890, Melbourne University Press, Melbourne, Vol. 6, 1976, pp 351 -2; W J Snowden, 'Out

Pioneer Press, The Register, The Observer and The Evening Journal. A History', Ts with handwritten
corrections, 1926, South Australian Archives [SAA] 1219/25A; Register, 28 April 1880; 29 April 1880; 30
April 1880; 1 May 1880; 5 May 1880; 6 May 1880; 7 May 1880; 11 May 1880; 5 December 1895; Caroline
A Gawler to Editor, Register, 13 December 1895, Ebenezer Ward to Editor, Register, 16 December 1895;
Adelaide Chronicle, 7 October 1911; Express and Telegraph, 9 October 1917.
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a seat in South Australia's House of Assembly. (It was not until 1886 that, with
the introduction of payment for members of parliament, his legislative occupations would have furnished him with an income.) From that date on, except for

still bearing his children no less than twenty -three years later. Their union was
extremely fruitful: they had nine children, four sons and five daughters. Nevertheless, Ward stilly found it necessary during the thirty years following their

a brief interval in 1880 -81 when he resigned, bankrupt, and sued a fellow

marriage to fend off accusations that his `natural gifts' were `drowned in

newspaperman for £3 000 for libel (a case which prompted a public appeal for

unnatural sensuousness "5 and, by the mid -1890s
when he was living apart
from her that he was providing neither enough money for her to support their
children, nor a proper domestic environment in which to bring up his daughters
himself.16 Within the male sanctum of the Legislative Council, when he de-

funds to support the defendant, and the Register to pronounce `unqualified
condemnation of his conduct and principles' in an editorial10), Ward remained
in parliament until 1900, graduating from the House of Assembly to the
Legislative Council in 1890.
He was a convivial man, and a deep drinker. On one occasion he provoked
another legislative councillor into the enraged report that during their travels
around the establishments of the northern squatters for a government inquiry
into vermin, Ward had been `perfectly drunk' the whole time." On another, his
conduct in the Legislative Council prompted a colleague to ask gently 'if the
hon. member is in a fit state to be present in this Chamber tonight ?' 12 But even
in dissenting South Australia, gentlemen seldom made anything of such an
observation. It may well have contributed to his popularity. His northern rural
electorate regarded him so highly that he was often returned at the head of.the
poll. His urban friends and associates in parliament found his oratory so
spell- binding that he was widely considered to be South Australia's silver tongue.
He was also, it would seem, a passionate and, at least initially, a persuasive
lover of women. In 1861, this dashing young actor had eloped with a seventeen
year -old, Matilda Ann Simmons. They managed to have two sons, during Ward's
travels in the early 1860s. But their arrangements did not suit Matilda Ward. In
1866 she petitioned for divorce, charging Ward with cruelty and adultery. She

could not have charged less; the law at the time allowed divorce to a woman
only if adultery was combined with an array of other offences. Ward, by contrast,

nounced the Married Women's Protection Bill of 1896 as ' an incentive to
immorality', one of his opponents snorted: `You ought to know'!''
As a chivalrous man, a lover of women, Ebenezer Ward suffered no doubts
about the essential and eternal nature of womanhood. `Poets had rendered tribute
to woman's merits', he declared: `Said Sir Walter Scott
Oh! woman in our hour of ease
Uncertain, coy, and hard to please,
And variable as the shade,
By the light quivering aspen made
When pain and anguish wring the brow
Ministering angel thou.'

The nature of Woman determined women's place in the world. God had
placed them on a `high pedestal' . There they must remain, enjoying men's
chivalry and worship, discharging their 'sacred functions'
tending their
domestic circles, serving their husbands, caring for their children. So it had been
in the beginning, intoned Ward, when God told Adam to be fruitful and multiply;
so it ever should be. And he could quote not only Walter Scott and Genesis but
also St Paul, Shakespeare, Byron and Wordsworth to show the divine and eternal
determination of the nature and place" of women.

could gain a divorce on a charge of adultery alone.f3 Faced with his wife's
charge, he abandoned all notion of chivalry. He counter- petitioned and, after
four years of what he would later describe as 'the miseries and penalties of the
Divorce Court' 14

A noble woman, nobly planned,
To warn, to comfort and command;
And yet a spirit still and bright,
With something of an angel- light.18

a comment suggesting that the court may well have deemed

Matilda Ward's charge to have had material substance
his divorce was
granted in June 1870. Six months later, on 12 December 1870, Ward married
Lucy Johnson. She must also have been quite young at that time, for she was

Being closer to the angels in God's immutable chain of being than men were,
women were intrinsically different from men. He was, he announced cheerfully

to

Register, 6 May 1880.
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SAPD, 16 August 1894, c 960.
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and chivalrously, an inferior creature to good women who discharged their
God -given functions'; all men, he implied, were similarly base, closer to the
animals, occupied 'down there'
is it fanciful to imagine an accompanying
gesture towards his crotch
with the cloacal world of politics, business, and
sexual desire. Anyone seeking to change this order of the world, this eternal
organisation of the heart's
and the body's desires, 'the first mandate given
to man upon the subject of the relation of woman to man', was committing an
offence against God and 'nature'. They were dragging women out of their proper
sphere into a world in which the only women abroad were those who made their
livings from the basest aspects of manhood, its lusts, a point implied by one of
Ward's parliamentary supporters when he announced that he 'did not think he
would be able to sit by the side of one of these beautiful creatures' in a 'calm
and dispassionate manner '.I9 Surely, asked Ward. rhetorically, no -one could
suppose 'that womanhood was yet so low that it wanted to usurp the functions
of men '.2° He concluded his diatribe against the Womanhood Suffrage Bill of
1891 by quoting Byron (ignoring or invoking who knows which that poet's

reputation as a heartless casanova whose crimes against women included
incest). 'Byron', he announced,

loved women as much as any man loved them, and he certainly did them
justice in many ways. It was those unfeminine women who, deserting
their most sacred and natural function, sought to tempt others from the
paths of the domestic into the ways of politics that he (Mr. Ward) looked
upon as the stormy petrels of an otherwise peaceful and beatific womanhood. What did Byron say about them:

"I've known your stormy seas and stormy women,

And pity lovers rather more than seamen."
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life. She had been born in 1856 into a family that ranked highly in South
Australia's social and intellectual establishment. Her grandparents, Mary and
Robert Thomas, had set up their tents at Glenelg in 1836, the year in which white
invasion of southem Australian Aboriginal land began. They had already bought
some of that land (though not from its Aboriginal Australian custodians) under

the Wakefield scheme, and they had brought with them not only their three
daughters and the younger of their two sons, but also printing presses and two
apprentice printers, for Robert Thomas in partnership with George Stevenson
was to establish the first newspaper of the new settlers. Subsequently, the
younger son, William Kyffin Thomas, having tried his hand at both farming and
the gold diggings, became the principal proprietor in a partnership of proprietors
of the paper, by then
1853
called the South Australian Register.22 His

youngest daughter, baptised Rosetta, but called Rose, had grown up in a
household where events reported and opinions expressed in each day's paper
were generally discussed. And, like her older brother, Robert Kyffm Thomas,23
she developed a strong commitment to reform
though gradual
of what
South Australian colonists saw as unjust in the legal, political and social order
that they had inherited from Britain.
Rose Thomas encountered possible conflict with the inherited legal order
when she wanted to marry. Her older sister, wife of the successful Adelaide
draper, Charles Birks, mother of their six children, had died
possibly, though
I do not know this

in childbirth. Rose Thomas wanted to marry Charles B irks
and become a mother to those children. Had she been a little older, she would
not have been able to do so at least, not legally. In English law, the sister of

a deceased wife fell within the degrees of proximate relationships of men
prohibited from marriage by the ecclesiastical courts. Such prohibition also
meant that any offspring of such a union would be deemed illegitimate. The
British parliament did not change this law until 1907. But fifty years earlier, in

'He would not vote for the Bill', he declared, and sat down to the sound of

cheers.2'

the same year as the colony gained self - government, the South Australian
parliament passed an Act which eliminated the prohibition on marriage between

a widower and his deceased wife's sister. The British parliament vetoed this
legislation; it retained the power to approve or reject all colonial legislation until

Now, let me introduce to you Rose Birks.
Rose Birks was only figuratively a mother, but even if figuratively, being a
mother was important to her, possibly more important than anything else in her
19
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1901. It also vetoed a further three such Acts before it finally assented to the
fifth, the South Australian Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister Act of
1870-71.24 Rose Thomas and Charles Birks were probably early beneficiaries
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of such colonial persistence when they married in 1879, less than
a year after
the death of Rose's sister.
Maisie Smith, who would later marry Rose's brother Evan, commented that
Evan could not understand his sister marrying Birks who was, in Maisie's
eyes,

merely a draper and `not the relations one would choose specially'; Maisie
considered `the deceased wife's sister business ... an abothination', and reported

that Evan said that `Rose could not help feeling her position
very galling'.

However even Maisie's prejudices could be overcome; she also observed,
'But
I have met this particular deceased wife's sister and find her
one of the most
delightful of women, and kindness personified. She is a very fine
woman and
very cultured and clever.i25
Rose and Charles Birks did not have children of their own. Instead, Rose
Birks became first a mother to her sister's children, and then,
metaphorically,
mother to the whole population of South Australia, particularly to its young
women.
One of her maternal schemes was an attempt to bring about cooperation
between working class girls and middle -class women in professional work; to
their mutual benefit. In 1905, when she was the president of the Young
Women's
Christian Association, she devised a social- engineering version of a nineteenthcentury perpetual motion machine to promote such cooperation. This
was to be
a house in the working -class seaside suburb of Semaphore where businesswomen could take relaxing holidays, waited upon by working -class girls, as part
of their training for jobs as fully- fledged domestic servants.26 Nothing
came of
this proposal, it seems. What was noticeable about it was its sex exclusiveness.
A great deal did come, though, of the efforts in which Rose Birks participated
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She also joined the Young Women's Christian Association, a single -sex
organisation formed in 'Adelaide in 1884 to provide an environment in which
working -class girls could take classes, form clubs, and, eventually, once the
premises had been built, find safe and respectable accommodation. She was to
become president of this body.29 Its formation called into question assumptions
about public organisations being the exclusive province of men, and assumptions that women could not organise themselves.
She not only joined, but was immediately made the honorary treasurer of, the
South Australian Women's Suffrage League when it was formed in July 1888.
She held this position for the following six years3° During that time, when she
and Charles Birks were travelling the world, she visited the London headquarters of the National Society for Women's Suffrage, establishing links between
such English suffragists as Helen Blackburn and Millicent Fawcett and the
suffragists of South Australia.31 She was a leader in this important struggle for
a meaaure of civic equality between women and men.
It must have taken immense courage for women like Rose Birks to engage
in such activities, not merely stepping outside the domestic 'sphere' to which
Ebenezer Ward and his ilk would confine them, but conducting a full -scale
onslaught on the boundaries between the domestic sphere and the public sphere
of men and affairs of state. We can gain some measure of their courage'by
pausing to glance at the rules of polite behaviour recommended for women in
the Australasian colonies at this time. One advice manual instructed that:
A lady walks quietly through the streets, seeing and hearing nothing that
she ought not to see and hear, recognizing acquaintances with a courteous bow, and her friends with a word of greeting ... She walks along
in her own quiet, lady -like way, and by her preoccupation is secure from
annoyance to which a person of less perfect breeding might be subjected.

to change prevailing divisions of sex and gender in her society, and the

prevailing views of proper sexual relations between women and
men. She joined
the ladies' division of the Society for the Promotion of Social Purity
when it was
formed in 1882, and assisted in its campaign for legislation to raise the
age of
consent for girls from fourteen to sixteen.27 (A similar campaign was to preoccupy feminist leader, Rose Scott, in New South Wales for nigh on twenty years,
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Nevertheless, even though she is taking such care not to let her eyes fall upon
any sight that they ought not to encounter,

before similar legislation passed through the NSW legislature.2) This was a
direct challenge to the prevailing double standard of sexual morality.

No one, while walking through the streets, should fail, through preoccupation, or absent - mindedness, to recognize friends and acquaintances,
either by a bow or some form of salutation.32
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This was a world in which simply being in the street was a potentially morally
perilous condition for women. How much greater, then, were the perils that Rose

Birks and her friends braved when they gathered at public meetings to gain
signatures for their women's suffrage petition, and led deputations to the
parliament to plead their cause?
We can only guess at Rose Birks' views of the nature of women and men,
and the differences and similarities between them. The organisations and the
people with whom she worked give some basis for our surmise. Like her father,
Rose Birks was both a member and an office- holder in the Hinders Street Baptist
Church.33 There she would have imbibed the strongly evangelical Christian view
that women and men were, in essence, entirely different from each other: women
were pure and virtuous, while men were carnal and easily tempted into immoral
and corrupt behaviour.34 This sounds familiar. Ebenezer Ward had been brought
up in a Baptist congregation too, though, as leading South Australian suffragist

Mary Lee was to observe, 'some of us were under the impression that he had

left it [the Bible] behind him'.35
At the same time, as a regular reader of the Register, whose editors prided
themselves on their
cautious
support for liberal reforms throughout the
last thirty years of the nineteenth century, and as a friend of liberal reforming
Unitarian Catherine Spence, Rose Birks would have been well acquainted with

the view that nineteenth - century liberalism inherited from Enlightenment

thought, that there were no essential differences between women and men; those
differences to be observed on every side were the products of education and
opportunity, nothing more.36 She could even have encountered some elements
of socialist thought from the cooperation that her colleague Mary Lee, as
honorary secretary of the Women's Suffrage League, established between the
League, the labour movement and its radical utopian fringe, 'the forward
movement', in the early 1890s.37 That connection would have offered reinforcement to the liberal view of the intrinsic equality of the sexes. Ix may have also
introduced Rose Birks, as well, to at least a whiff of the critique of marriage
present in some strands of socialist and liberal thought. But it would also, and
contradictorily, have reinforced the evangelical view of essential difference
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between the sexes, expressed in a campaign for women to form their own trades
unions, a campaign in which Mary Lee, who was also secretary of the Working
Women's Trades Union founded in 1890, took a leading part.38
If historian Helen Jones is right in identifying Rose Birks as the author of the
letters in the South Australian press published under the pseudonym 'Zenobia',39
a Turkish queen taken prisoner by the Roman army in the third century A.D.
then it is Birks who, like so many other feminists of her time, combined each
of these views of the essential natures of women and men in the same argument.
Women had needs and rights specific to their sex, `Zenobia' maintained. This
was án argument that men also had rights and needs specific to their sex, and

that theirs did not encompass those of women. Women's rights and needs,
according to `Zenobia', were concerned with 'defence of the home' and 'of all
those a woman loves'.
Keeping the vote as a privilege and responsibility exclusive to men rendered
women powerless in the moulding, amending, and administration of the laws
of the land by which all those they loved were either injured or benefited.4° This,
by implication, was unjust and irrational. However, acknowledging differences

between the rights and needs of the sexes was no admission of women's
incapacity' to exercise at least some of the same rights as men traditionally
exercised. `Zenobia' herself was capable of 'standing an examination upon the
constitution of Great Britain', she declared. `Domestic work is quite compatible
with marking a ballot paper every two years'. Moreover, she argued:

In Queen Victoria we see that the heaviest political responsibility and
the most constant political duty do not in any way detract from the most
thorough womanliness.41

There was no necessary equation between sexual difference and political inequality. South Australian suffrage- supporter Catherine Spence made the same
point when she quoted Mary Wollstonecraft, author of the path- breaking Vindication
of the Rights of Woman in 1791, approvingly to a drawing -room meeting in 1892.

(This was, even then, a rare manifestation of moral liberalism; Wollstonecraft's
reputation had been besmirched by judgemental views of her sexual relationships,
by her contemporaries, and by historians ever since, such judgments being used to
42
discredit her political writings until the late twentieth century). Wollstonecraft
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maintained, said Spence, that a woman's `first duty was to herself as a rational
human being, and the next in point of importance as citizens was that which
includes so many, that of a mother '.43 Mary Lee, made a similar point when she
apostrophised the Adelaide Sociological Class in 1893, saying, ' ,If woman is not
intended for thought, action, heroism, why is she entrusted with the training of
the race, with the education and bringing up of our children ?i44 These are
arguments which deconstruct the polar opposition established between sexual
difference and political equality in theyarguments of Ebenezer Ward and his ilk,
by insisting, rather, that both are possible simultaneously,, and by introducing
into the debate a third concept evolution. As mothers, such women argued,
women are essentially (biologically and temperamentally) different from men.
But this was a difference that made them not merely capable of exercising the
same political privileges as men, but more responsible about doing so. Moreover, where the anti - suffragists argued in terms of tradition, the pro - suffragists
maintained that they had the force of the progressive evolution of the human
species on their side.
The concept of evolution, associated with such names as Malthus, Huxley,
Spencer, Mill and Darwin, çould be used to depict women as a less- evolved kind
of human being than men, like children. But in the minds and on the tongues of
the suffragists, it became an argument for mothers leading the way in evolutionary social progress. The argument ran something like this: all human beings

were progressing ever upward toward a state of individual and collective
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race ...The empty- headed cannot be expected to perceive the magnitude
46
of this upward step in the evolution of man..

Mary Lee, leader of the campaign for women's suffrage in South Australia,
believed that women and men were intellectual equals: 'mind has no sex' 47 But
experience has. And the experience of the majority of women was the experi-

ence of working as wives and mothers, experience that emphasised essential
differences between the sexes. For progress, she held, it was necessary to draw
upon the lessons of such different experiences, and the qualities that they
developed in women as well as in men. For progress, she declaimed, 'we need
women as women just as we need man as man':
Is progressive civilisation for man only? Can woman be dispensed with
in this progress? If not, how can she be allowed to fall behind? Surely it
is due to the race nay, an absolute necessity to it, that she should keep
step with its advance. Masculine and feminine influence must be wedded,

co- ordinated, in order to fairly round out the moral and spiritual
functions of men and women.

'We must go forward and upward', she cried. 'There is no finality in human
for change? Then let it
progress ... Surely the time is ripe
aye, rotten -ripe
come ' 4ß

perfection; if, at this historical conjuncture, women were more moral than men,

then the progress of the species (they most often referred to it as 'the race')
depended upon women being empowered to assist men to draw nearer to
perfection as well; granting women the vote, and thus a measure of civic
equality, would enable them to hasten the progress of human evolution.45 As the
narrator in Miles Franklin's novel Some Everyday Folk and Dawn,,spt in New
South Wales after women had gained the vote, observed:

That women shall compete equally with men in the utilitarian industrialism of every walk of life .is not the ultimate ideal Of universal adult

franchise. Such emancipation [i.e. the vote] is sought a. the most
condensed and direct method of abolishing The female sex disability
which in time shall bring the human intelligence, regardless ofsex, to
an understanding of the superiority of the mother sex as it concerns the
43
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There was another factor at work in the suffragists' deconstruction of the
polar opposition between sex and citizenship, difference and equality, as well.
This was the generally unspecified dimension of everything that the Advertiser
alluded to when it editorialised about women's 'appropriate sphere of sexual
activity', the dimension that rendered the appearance of women like Rose B irks
in public places so morally perilous. To bring this factor into play, here I would
like to introduce you to a third person, a young woman whose name, unfortunately, I do not know.
She accosted one C W Chandler a newspaper man who wrote the articles
collected into a book called Darkest Adelaide, and Sidelights of City Life,
published in 1907
in Flinders Street. He had just returned to the, city from
the Gawler races. She wás, he reported, not more than twelve years of age, ' if I
were on my bible oath'. She greeted him thus:
46
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Good night, ducky. Do you want a bride?
When he turned and asked her what she had said, she replied:
Won't you come home with me, lovey?

Chandler asked her where her home was:

"Oh just up here," she replied "so come along and don'tstop talking all
the bally night, or my mother will be along, and I will have to give her
all that I get from you. The blankety old blank takes every penny I earn
if I don't dodge her."
"But surely," I said, feigning a surprise I did not feel, for I know my
Adelaide only too well, "a child like you should be at home instead of
accosting men old enough tribe your father in the streets."

"Garn," she said, "I suppose you are one of those white - choker
blokes who mother told me to dodge."

... I struck out on the other tack and proceeded to reassure her by
saying I was only joking, and asked what the expense would be should I
decide to accompany her.
"Only half a quid," she replied with the nonchalance of a seasoned
battler.
Upon my mentioning that I was not making a weekly contract, she
said, "Well, what will you give? Don't cut it too fine, as I want to get a
new hat, and, of course, want a drink or two before the night's out."
"Tell me your lowest price," I said, "and I will consider it."
"Six bob," she replied.
"No," I said.
"Well, then make it a dollar, and that's cheap enough for anything."
"What about half a- crown," I ventured, "it is all I have."
"What, arf a caser, and I have to sting a bob for the room out of it.
Only eighteen wing for myself? Can' t do it," but as I was moving off,
"dig up another sprat so that I will have a couple of peg for myself, and
we will get there quick and lively.s49
Sensationalist this story might be. And possibly largely fantasy, though there
is no doubt that some version could be accurate. I introduce it here because it
brings into focus the disruptions that sex could make in the separate spheres
propounded by both Ebenezer Ward and Rose Birks by the possibly bigamist
drunk and the possibly virgin step- mother wife
and gives emphasis to the
specifically sexual dangers and desires which were the ultimate issues at stake
49
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in the resistances of such men as Ebenezer Ward, and the campaigns of Rose
Birks and thousands like her. It is, I think, important to remember that the
Women's Suffrage League of South Australia was the child of the Social Purity
Society which had been formed to campaign for legislation increasing the age
of consent for girls,50 legislation passed in 1885, which would have made a
criminal of C W Chandler if he had assented to the proposition being put t'o him
by this lively, sexually- active, twelve year-old.

Votes for women
Now let us turn to the event itself.
It is 17 December 1894, a Monday, close to the date of the summer solstice
in the southern hemisphere. The House of Assembly, the lower house of the
South Australian legislature, is debating the second reading of the Constitution
the legislation that could give votes to women. This is
Act Amendment Bill
the eighth measure proposing to give votes to women that the South Australian
parliament has considered. The debates on this day are the culmination of nine
years of strenuous and concentrated campaigning.5'
This Bill is the first that has not been encumbered with an array of proposals
either to restrict women's access to the vote, or to use the question of whether or
campaign to increase
not to enfranchise women in a distinct
though related
or diminish democratic citizenship among men. Earlier provisions attached to
female suffrage bills proposed that the suffrage be extended only to women who
were single or widows, not to married women, whose rights were held to be
subsumed in those of their husbands; that the vote be granted only to women over
the age of twenty -five; or only to those women who owned enough property that,
had they been men, such ownership would have qualified them to vote in elections
for the Legislative Council, for which the property qualification for voters remained

until the

1970s.

All of these cautions indicated both the radical nature of the

legislative measure under consideration, and the widespread doubt that the majority
wives
would be capable of exercising the privilege that their
of women
husbands had had since 1857. The provisions about property- qualifications were
concerned not so much with women's reasoning capabilities as with conservative
efforts to shore up the power of those who owned property against the threats of the

new -born labour party and its allies in the small `1' liberal ministry of Charles
50
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Cameron Kingston. A final provision, that the whole question be submitted to
a referendum, defeated a similar Bill the previous year. But this one, the 1894
Bill, at last, has none of these restrictions. And it has been introduced as a
government measure.
Outside parliament, an array of organisations from the Women's Suffrage
League to the Algemeiner Deutscher Verein, from the Trades and Labour
Council to the Woman's Christian Temperance Union, from the Single Tax
League and the district Sociological Classes ['Sociology' was often seen as both
political and progressive at this time] to the Working Women's Trade Union,

from the South Australian Fabian Society to the Society for the Study of
Christian Sociology
all have been holding meetings, enrolling supporters,
writing to the press, arranging deputations to members of the government all

supporting votes for women 52
In August 1894, a stalwart supporter carried into the parliament a `monster'
petition in favour of women's suffrage. It bears no fewer than 11 600 signatures.
Like the petition that John Stuart Mill presented to the House of Commons in
1866, this one is a great roll, 400 feet in length, and the number of signatures it
contained was only two and a half thousand fewer than those that the English
suffragists had mustered from a vastly largely population. A counter petition,

presented by the `liquor interest', managed only 2 000 signatures.
On this date, 17 December 1894, women have deluged members of parliament with telegrams, and have crowded into the Ladies' Gallery of the House
of Assembly to hear the final third- reading debate. Rose Birks, in her capacity
as honorary secretary of the Women's Suffrage League, has' arranged to bring
with her for the afternoon that `Grand Old Woman of South Australia', Catherine
Spence, fresh off the boat after a year of lecturing and attending meetings across
the United States of America, through Britain, and in Europe (all of which have
been the subject of reports that Catherine Spence sent to the Adelaide press).
She also spent time with renowned suffrage campaigners such as Susan B
Anthony-in the United States of America, and Millicent` Garrett Fawcett in
England. Parliamentarians take time out from their duties to come and greet her;
she takes the opportunity that their greetings afford her to urge the women's
suffrage cause. The debate proceeds.53
52
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Later in the afternoon, the women leave the parliament to hold a brief, tense,
meeting of the Women's Suffrage League, and then proceed to the Cafe de Paris in
Rundle Street, where they are having.a party to welcome Catherine Spence home.

Always perceptive, Catherine Spence notes that Mary Lee is miffed that she,
Spence, should be gaining so much attention at this moment, a moment for which
Mary Lee has campaigned with all of her very considerable skills and energy, to say
nothing of her impatience. Always diplomatic, Catherine Spence calms her down,

involving her in the speechifying which, while it is ostensibly about welcoming
Miss Spence back from her travels, is really about showing the extent and weight
of the support for the bill under discussion little more than a block away. They drown

out conversation at the table of a parliamentarian nearby.
The party breaks up. Principal speech makers
Mary Lee, honorary secretary of the Woman's Suffrage League, and also of the Working Women's Trades

Union; Elizabeth Webb Nicholls, president of the suffrage division of the
Women's Christian Temperance Union and a host of their friends troop back
down King William Street to the parliament, heels ringing on the pavement. The
South Australian Chronicle reported:
Ladies poured into the cushioned benches to the left of the Speaker, and
relentlessly usurped the seats of the gentlemen who had been settled
there before. They filled the aisles here, and overflowed into the gallery

to the right, while some of the bolder spirits climbed the stairs and
invaded the rougher forms behind the clock.55

The House is packed, more so than it has ever been before. `So', reported the
chivalrous Chronicle, `there was a wall of beauty at the southern end of the
building, and the standard of legislative eloquence was raised sympathetically'.56 Eloquent they might have been, but they are not winning this night. The
Bill's opponents are trying to talk it -out. The gdvernment is waiting for a moment

when it will have the numbers for the two -thirds majority necessary for a
constitutional amendment. The hours pass. The eloquence grows tired. The
women wait, still tense. It is past midnight
after the trams have stopped
running before if becomes clear that the vote will not be taken this night. The
women and their supporters make their way home to restless and anxious nights.
morning of 18 December 1894. and, misleadingly attributes Spence's embarrassment at the `avalanche of
eulogium' which greeted her to the gathering at the Cafe de Paris, whereas Spence's Autobiography states
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For, as one of their supporters wrote later: 'No -one, looking at the final figures,

would have any conception of the intensity of the struggle, of the manifold
difficulties overcome, nor of the fact that the issue was doubtful till within
twelve hours of the final vote'.57
That is taken on the morning of 18 December 1894. The Ayes were sonorous
and cheery', reported the Adelaide Observer, 'the Noes despondent like muffled
bells ' 58 The count shows 31 in favour, and only 14 against. The House resounds
to cheers. And to grudging jibes from the opposition benches: 'Not half of you

will get back', yelled one; 'It's a regular hen convention', sneered another,
waving his arms towards the government benches.59
The opposition will be proved wrong. Women voted for the first time in South
Australia in 1896. Of those enrolled, the proportion of women who voted was
marginally higher than the proportion of men voting.ó0 And they returned the

Kingston ministry, one of the most progressive liberal ministries in all of the
Australian colonies in the nineteenth century, for a further term of office, making
Kingston the longest reigning premier of nineteenth - century South Australian
politics.

The questions about the basis of differentiating between women and men,
raised by the Advertiser on the morning of 18 December 1894 had, at least in
relation to this constitutional issue, been resolved for the time being. Women,
for the first time in the history of settler Australians, had become
not merely
a 'sex', with all that that meant and did not mean for the likes of Ebenezer Ward,
but 'citizens'.
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`This fairy palace': the Palm House in
Adelaide Botanic Garden
Pauline Payne
At the ceremony to mark the opening of the Palm House in Adelaide Botanic
Garden on 22 January 1877, Lady Musgrave spoke of 'this beautiful building
this fairy palace this splendid palm house, [which) has crowned our greatness
with a beauty, I may say a magnificence, which all Adelaide will appreciate
with pride."
The Palm House symbolises a golden age in Adelaide Botanic Garden: a time
when there was great interest in plants and plant products and when government
gave more money to its botanic garden than did any other Australian colony.

The 'fairy palace' had been pre- fabricated and imported from Bremen in
Germany. While others of its kind are not known to exist in Germany, Adelaide's
Old Palm House, as it is now known, has survived. No other botanic garden in

Australia has a structure like it. Since the announcement in 1992 that funds
would be provided for restoration of the Palm House, attention is being refocussed on the history of this fine old building.
Adelaide Botanic Garden was established on its present site in 1855, less than
twenty years after the proclamation of the province of South Australia in 1836.

That botanic gardens were established in Adelaide, Melbourne, Hobart and
Brisbane, within twenty years bf European settlement there, and in Sydney
within thirty years of European settlement, is some indication of the importance
given to these institutions in colonial Australia. By contrast, such a network of

botanic gardens did not develop in the first hundred years of settlement in
Canada and the United States.2

It has been said that in Australia the most important role of colonial
botanic gardens was as acclimatisation gardens.3 Both useful and decorative
plants, imported from many different countries were grown on an experiDr Pauline Payne combines university teaching with work as a consultant in history and social policy.
Proud, op cit.
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mental basis to demonstrate what was suited for the colony. Native plants were
also grown and indigenous plant material sent to botanists, nursérynien and
private enthusiasts overseas. Therewas considerable interest inAustralian flora
in places such as the British Isles and Germany. Plant material was sent as seeds
in packets, roots and tubers, while whole plants were sent in Wardian cases

named after Dr Nathaniel Ward - which enabled control of humidity and
temperature.
Some of the plants acquired by Adelaide Botanic Garden could not be grown
out doors but could be grown in glasshouses. In 1857, the Garden's first Director,

George William Francis (1800 - 1865), had successfully sought funds for a
conservatory which was erected near the western bóundary.4 Sadly, it was
removed in the 1950s to make room for extensions to the Royal Adelaide
Hospital. There were also some smaller glasshouses and shade houses suitable
for low- growing plants.

The Old Palm House dates to the period of the second director, Richard
Moritz Schomburgk (1811 1891), who was appointed in 1865. Richard and his
brother, Otto Schomburgk, came to South Australia on the Princess Louise from
Germany in 1849, in a group that included musician Carl Lingerand educationalist and pastor, C E W Muecke.5 Richard spent sixteen years farming and
growing vines at Buchsfelde, near Gawler and, along with his brother, was
heavily involved in community activities in the district. Apprenticed in his
boyhood as a gardener in Germany, he would have been trained in garden design,
propagation techniques, botany and basic chemistry. In Prussia, community
support for proper training in horticulture was such that there were garden plots
attached to schools, and teachers trained the children in propagation and planting
techniques - even grafting procedures. Landscape gardener and prolific writer,
J C Loudon, observed that German gardeners were very well regarded in Europe,
noting that all the best gardens in Poland, Russia and Italy were tended by
Germans.6 German gardeners such as E B Heyne, founder of Heyne's nursery
and Ç F Neumann, founder of Newman's nursery, played an important role in
horticulture in colonial South Australia.'
Schomburgk had further training in botany and zoology when heaaccompanied his older brother on an expedition of exploration to British Guiana from
1840 to 1844. Returning to Berlin, he wrote a history of the expedition in which
4
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he recalled the excitement of finding tropical plants:8 his fascination with the
perfume, the colours and the great variety of species t'o be found in a small area
is reflected in his enthusiasm for collecting tropical plants 'years later at the
AdelaideBotanic Garden.
In his first years at the Garden, Schomburgk improved the heating system in
the existing glasshouses and increased the range and number of exotic plants
grown .9 He developed and enhanced an exchange system established by Francis
whereby plant material was exchanged with colleagues from Australasia and
overseas. Some of these were from other botanical gardens, some were corn mercial nurserymen and others were private collectors. Interest in new plants
on the part of nurserymen and private collectörs in Britain and continental
Europe was such that some employed their own collectors to travel to far away
places fo find rare species of orchids or conifers. Articles in the 1870s in journals
such as Britain's Gardener's Chronicle and South Australia's The Garden and
the Field exemplify theenthusiasm engendered by newly - introduced species of
forsythia, philodendfon, fuchsia or rhododendron.
Schomburgk's own exchange network included his counterparts at Buitenzorg Botanic Garden in Java and St Petersburg in Russia, with whom he was in
very regular contact. For Schomburgk these exchanges played a vital role and
complemented the better known exchanges with the Royal Botanic Gardens at
Kew, near London, and other British Empire sources.10 The botanic gardens in
Java and St Petersburg were sources of orchid species that attracted great interest
in this period. Private collectors would pay huge sums for rare species; for
example the remarkable sum of £300, paid by Roezl in Manchester for a single
plant," may be compared with the annual salary of £300 which was a paid to
Schomburgk at the time of his appointment in 1865.12
Palms were of also of great interest to horticulturists and botanists in Britain
and Europe, while the British craze for ferns saw ferns as decoration on plates,
ferns pressed is pictures in drawing rooms and fern motifs on wallpaper.13
One of the tropical plants that generated extraordinary excitement was the
giant waterlily Victoria regia or Victoria regina, now known as Victoria ama8
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zonica. In the 1860s, Schomburgk persuaded his government to approve a
special glasshouse - one that could provide a heated tank for the Victoria lily.
He admitted that.this was a somewhat risky step to take: he had not grown the

that a mansion -house should possess, none is more important than a conserva-

Victoria before and there were people who thought the project too extravagant.l4
The lily flourished, and its success was a real coup for Schomburgk, setting the
scene for further projects.
Press reports indicate that Schomburgk was becoming something of a local

The importance placed on possession of a conservatory is exemplified in
some lines from Benjamin Disraeli's Henrietta Temple: `Miss Temple is quite
right', Ferdinand pronounced, `it is impossible to live without a conservatory'.18
In colonial Adelaide, people of substance who were establishing their houses
and gardens took much interest =in the displays of exotic plants at the Botanic
Gardens, and lent their support to plans to provide proper facilities for these
displays.
In his annual reports, Schomburgk pointed to the increase in his collection

institution himself - a botanical guru or kindly botanical wizard. Journalists
referred to `Dr Schomburgk and his magic wand' and Schomburgk himself
wrote of `becoming the peoples' pet'.15 Those who criticised him in the press or
in Parliamentary debates were censured by their contemporaries.16
In the ten years after the building of the Victoria House, Schomburgk kept a
very careful and remarkably successful balance between work with ornamental

plants and the introduction of economic or useful plants. A primary task of a
Botanic Garden director was to satisfy different sections of the community providing an educational and scientific institution while also providing community recreation. If a director managed the balance successfully he would attract
funds and visitors and develop a scientific institution that was a real beach -head
for scientific endeavour.
The Adelaide Botanic Garden was an `all purpose' institution. On the one
hand, the director was distributing grafts of sultana vines he had obtained from
the Botanic Garden at the Cape and experimenting with wheat and pasture
grasses for farmers and crop plants such as sunflower. On the other hand, he was
developing a garden that was a wonderful recreational resource in a. city with
few places for weekend entertainment. ,Combining an element of instruction
with a recreational activity in `Dr Schomburgk's Garden' provided opportunities
for the `rational amusement' so dear to the hearts of Victorian parents.
In this manner, the Director was winning friends in influential places. Board
members included people, such as Henry Ayers, who had considerable ability
and considerable influence. Merchants and politicians who visited the Botanic
Gardens could gain inspiration from the spreading lawns, fine shrubberies and
attractive flower beds for their own gardens in North Adelaide, Walkerville or
Burnside.
Many were building glasshouses and conservatories themselves. One British
writer stated in 1852 that 'among the various appendages which it is desirable
14
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tory, which when happily placed, may be regarded as an extension of the
drawing room' .17

of plants; nearly two thousand species were added in 1871 -3, making the
collection an important one by international standards of the day. As far as
tropical plants were concerned, it was 'undoubtedly the most numerous and
valuable collection in the Southern hemisphere '.I9 But, alas, he did not have
sufficient glasshouse space, and plants were suffering from overcrowding. He
hinted that some of these precious items would not survive without proper
facilities for their care. A number of plants had reached the roof or would shortly
do so and, he reported:
it would indeed be a sacrilege to top these fine specimen plants, and so
spoil them for ever. We have at present barely sufficient room to afford
accommodation, and display the extensive and valuable collection of
plants, and as overcrowding is so dangerous for them, it is indispensably
necessary to their health and safety that means should be found to erect
a new and commodious structure which is now so much required.20

What should be done? The answer, said the persuasive Schomburgk, was
simple. He would need a special palm- house.
Having made a recommendation for the acquisition of a palm- house, he went
on to observe that he had heard very favourable accounts of a palm -house built
of iron in Bremen for a man named Rothermund. It was considered one of the
finest structures of its kind in Germany, 'for its tasteful and elegant proportions
and general suitableness' 21
17
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Schomburgk waxed eloquent as he described the proposed structure. It would
have a rotunda with an ornamental fountain `surrounded by palm and fern trees'.

Planting these directly in the ground rather than growing them in pots would
favour luxuriant growth and display 'their graceful and noble foliage to greater
advantage'. Since the Botanic Gardens site was subject to flooding, the palm house should be placed on a raised terrace with a broad walk and grass margin;
this terrace could be adorned with flower beds and statues. It was especially
important to avoid flooding because the heating system would be set into the
ground 22
It was estimated that the palm -house would cost some £1400, necessitating
a special government grant. However, the Director wrote persuasively that with
such a structure, 'I think our garden would be complete, and would add still
further to the fame which it already- possesses in the neighbouring colonies and
abroad'.
By 1874 the Legislature had approved the Board's proposal and an order had
been placed with the manufacturer, J Höper of Bremen. The architect supervis-

ing the project was Gustav Runge who had designed Hen Rothermund's
palm- house. Runge, designer of the Philadelphia Opera House, the Customs

House in Bremen and the Breitenweg Baths, had won recognition for his
sensible arrangements for heating and ventilation, both bf which were important
features in the success of the Palm House in Adelaide.23
Schomburgk's friend, the Adelaide businessman C L Meyer, acted as intermediary. From Bremen the prefabricated structure was shipped to London and
thence to Adelaide, arriving in August 1875. Other than some problems with
transporting the glass twelve cases of which had to be replaced24 - the operation
went quite smoothly. The palm -house was 100 feet long and 35 feet wide (30.5
x 10.7 m), with a 37 foot (11.3 m) high rotunda in the centre and the wings on

the side 23 feet (7 m) high. The price was £1 087 delivered in Bremen.
Meanwhile, work could begin on the formation of the terrace for the palm- house.
It was to be 150 feet long by 75 feet wide (46 m x 23 m), the soil being obtained
by forming a small lake in the Park Creek, across from the Exhibition Ground.
Although a great deal of labour would be involved in forming the terrace, turfing
the sides and clearing an area of about six acres (2.4 ha) around the Palm House,
this part should become ' one of the most interesting, delightful and picturesque'
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The Palm House was of iron and glass construction. Improved production
techniques for iron and glass, together with pioneering work in design, had seen

glasshouses erected in the botanical gardens of Dublin, Belfast and Kew
between 1839 and 1848 and also the Crystal Palace in 1851.25 The British Isles
gave a lead in design. In Germany, a number of, large,glasshouses were built

after the 1860s in the botanic gardens of Berlin, Karlsruhe, Schönbrunn,
Strasbourg and Würzburg. There was some tendency for the Germans to use
vertical walls in contrast to the curvilinear construction popular with the British.
The outstanding plant among the exotic vegetation raised in these European

hot - houses was the palm.26 Many different plant species might be grown
together, with tall exotic plants such as palms usually grown in the higher central
part of a glasshouse.
The idea of raising plants in specially created structures .so that their propagation and culture was independent of climate and seasons went back to ancient

times. Stoves complete with heating flues were found at Pompeii. In the first
century A D, Columella described cucumbers being grown in a vessel covered
in transparent stone, lapis specularis or talc 27 The early botanic gardens at
Padua and Leyden had greenhouses with a brazier to supply additional heat. The
introduction of exotic plants into Europe in the sixteenth century and the desire

to produce what John Claudius Loudon later palled 'an artificial climate' in
which they could be grown, led to experiments in heating and ventilation and
to correspondence between gardeners about successes and failures in such
enterprises. Saloman de Causto, writing to the Elector Palatine in Heidelberg in
the seventeenth century, described both wooden and stone orangeries - this was
at a time when aristocratic patrons wanted citrus fruits for the table. By the
eighteenth century the Dutch were producing forcing frames with sloped glass
roofs and sliding wind shields for producing oranges, pineapples and grapes.28
Oil paper could be used under windows to produce double glazing.
The nineteenth century saw remarkable advances in glasshouse design. New
heating techniques, using pipes under the floor, meant that the building could
be glazed all the way around.29 There were improvements in ventilation. As early
as 1805, Loudon observed that hot -house plants needed not only adequate heat
and light but proper ventilation if they were not to be weak and spindly. In 1817

he reviewed different theories about the angle that forcing- frames should have

parts of the Garden.'
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in relation to the sun. An understanding of thëse factors. was important in the
successful development of his `artificial climate' which was, in effect, an early
form of air- conditioning. It enabled dramatic horticultural developments, and
major experimentation by professional gardeners took place. Nineteenth century developments included James Kewley's `automatic gardener', a thermostatic device which was described by Loudon in his Encyclopaedia of Gardening
as early as 1822, and various self acting ventilators devised by horticulturists
in the period 1820 - 1840.3° Loudon, who was an architect as well as one of the
most productive horticultural writers of the nineteenth century, was one of the
most important innovators in the design of glasshouses. His work was followed
by the technical virtuosity of Joseph Paxton's Crystal Palace which made a great
impression internationally. During this period, new techniques evolved for using
hollow cast -iron columns as props which could also serve as a conduit for rain
water from the roof. Rain water was preferred for plants because of its benign
acid - alkaline balance.

Nineteenth- century writers viewed the British as leaders in the design of
hot - houses. This was related not only to the traditional British passion for
gardening, but to her advantage as the leading economic and industrial country.3'
As technology for iron and glass production improved, glasshouses were used
extensively in commercial nurseries and kitchen gardens. Iron was now used in
bridges, railway stations, warehouses, exhibition halls and arcades. With the old
production techniques, flaws in glass and irregularities could lead to plants being

burnt due to the sun's rays concentrating on one spot. Large panes could be
produced profitably and with fewer flaws by the pouring and rolling process.
The increasing popularity of conservatories was aided by improved methods of
manufacture of glass and the repeal of the Glass Act in 1845, producing a
dramatic reduction in the price of glass and the possibility of larger panes. This,
together with lower prices for coal and iron, made glasshouse construction more
economical.32
A combination of improved technology and great interest in horticulture, both
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the Belfast Botanic Garden Palm House (built during. 1839 -40 and 1853);
Paxton's Great Stove or Conservatory at Chatsworth (1836- 1840); Turner's
Palm House and curvilinear range in Dublin's Botanic Garden at Glasnevin
(1843); Turner's great Palm House at Kew (1844 -48); the less well -known
Winter Garden erected in Regent's Park in London and opened in 1846;34 and
the Crystal Palace built for the Great Exhibition in London (1850).35 The Belfast
structure had a 46 foot high dome, with a short axis of 45 feet spanning the space
between the two wings and a long axis of 66 feet which brought the front well
beyond the line of the wings. Kohlmaier and von Sartory give the dimensions
as 175 feet long, width of dome 67 feet, height 46 feet.36 By comparison, the
Great Palm House, Kew was 362 feet long, transept 100 feet wide and 66 feet
high, wings 50 feet high and 30 feet high.37

The glasshouses in the Dublin and Belfast Botanic Gardens and the Palm
House at Kew are still standing, but many nineteenth century glasshouses were
destroyed by fire or demolished during the first half of the twentieth century due

to the expense of maintaining them in an era when tastes had changed. For
example, Paxton's great conservatory at Chatsworth was demolished because it
became too expensive to maintain.38 Glasshouses are prone to damage from the
warm, damp conditions and corrosion occurs. They are structures that require
careful conservation. We are especially fortunate that Adelaide's Palm House
has survived.
When comparisons of the dimensions of Adelaide's Palm House are made
with glasshouses in other botanic gardens or other comparable institutions, it is
apparent that the size of Adelaide's new Palm House was on a par with those in
European cities. Adelaide's Palm House is 100 feet long and 35 feet wide (30.5
x 10.7 m), with a 37 foot (11.3 m) high rotunda in the centre and wings on the
side 23 feet (7 m) high. The Pfaueninsel Palm House in Berlin, a wood and iron
building, was one of the first large hot houses in Germany and a prototype for
future German hot - houses. Its dimensions were 109 feet long, 46 feet wide and
46 feet high (33.2 m by 14 m by 14 m). It provided for some of the largest palms

as a recreational activity and as a pathway to economic success, provided the
background to the development of the glasshouse in nineteenth century gardens.
Amongst some of the noteworthy developments in glasshouses in the British
Isles were the Royal Horticultural Society's conservatory at Chiswick (1840);33

grown in a palm -house in Europe. It was destroyed by fire in 1880. Other
important German glasshouses of the period were the Orangery and Forcing
House in Berlin - Glienicke, built in 1839, destroyed in 1914, but now being
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built in 1832; and the Great Palm House of the Royal Botanic Gardens,
Berlin - Schöneberg built in 1857 -1859, 178 feet long, 57 feet wide and 57 feet

high (54.3 m by 17.4 m by 17.4 m).39 There was also the great Flora in
Berlin - Charlottenburg built in 1871 -1873, combining a public recreation area
and a palm- house. Its large dimensions (396 feet long by 270 wide or 120 m by
82 m) and recreational use, however, place it in a building category different
from Botanic Gardens palm- houses such as those of Adelaide and Belfast.
Timber was still being used for glasshouses during this period. Schomburgk's
Victoria House was of timber'construction, but the constañt damp atmosphere
had caused considerable rotting of roof timbers. They had to be replaced as early
as 1875 - 'a work attended with much inconvenience and injury to the plants'.
Subsequently the whole southern side had to be re- timbered. Clearly an iron
structure would have been preferable4°
An alternative method of construction was to use a combination of wrought
iron and cast iron. Forged parts could not be produced as efficiently as the parts
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boiler, some five feet high and eighteen inches across (1.5 m by 0.45 m), from
Holme and Partington in Manchester, a similar heating system having been used
successfully by Rothermund in the much colder climate of northern Germany.
The boiler was placed in an excavated area at the western end of the Palm House

and two rows of four inch (102 cm) iron pipes traversed both sides of the
building, ending in cisterns at the eastern end:*
Schomburgk himself planned and supervised the interior arrangement. He
had to transfer tropical plants from other glasshouses; one was a sixteen foot
(4.9 m) high palm, Latania borbonica [now. L. lontoides], in the central part of
the rotunda, and surrounding this were a number of plants with variegated
leaves. A six foot (1.8 m) wide walkway went around the central group up to
each end of the building, and from this the visitor could see tree -ferns from New
Zealand, Port Natal and Queensland, six to seven feet high. Plants included
Cyathea dealbata, C. dregei [now Alsophila dregei], C. excelsa, C. medullaris

[ Sphaeopteris medullaris], Alsophila cooperi [Sphaeopteris cooperi], A.

that were cast. Cast iron, with its high carbon content, was very brittle and
wrought iron was used where parts of the structure had to withstand stress and
curvature. The palm -house from Bremen was constructed from both wrought
iron and cast iron, but was unusual in that it was primarily of wrought iron

leichardtiana, A. australis, A. youngiana, and Dicksonia antarctica.
Various climbing plants were trained up the eight pillars supporting the
rotunda. Beside the red and blue tiled walkways was a collection of palms, some

construction. It was also remarkable for the fact that it was a prefabricated, `one
off' construction, designed to be sent out in sections and then erected in South
Australia under the supervision of the Colonial Architect's office4t
Two pillars supported the central rotunda. The design incorporated a very
early form of curtain wall, a construction technique that was quite advanced for

noteworthy:

its day. The vertical walls hang on the eaves, in the manner of modem tbwer
buildings where the glass walls form a kind of cladding. In many of the British
glasshouses in the nineteenth century, the glass provided rigidity to the structure;
here the glass was simply put in with putty. Runge had used quite sophisticated
engineering techniques to allow for flexion at the eaves to deal with the problems

of heat. In all, there was a high level of skill in design and construction
techniques42
The Palm House ventilation, considered by Schomburgk to be `perfect', was
provided by two rows of ventilators on the sides and a row on the roof, `easily'
worked by pulleys and ropes. Heating was provided by a coke- burning tubular
39
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in pots, some in the ground. Schomburgk listed the following as the most
Cocos weddeliana [Microcoelum weddelianum] Cocos coronata, Cocos
flexuósa, Martinezia erosa [Aiphanes erosa], Elaeis guineensis (used on the

Malay peninsula for palm oil), Ceroxylon niveum [Polyandrococos
caudescens], Ceroxylon andicola [C. alpinum], Areca nenga, Areca nibung,
Areca catechu (Betel -nut palm), Areca monostachya, Oenocarpus bacaba,
Oenocarpus penanga, Oenocarpus kuhlii, Zalacca edulis [ Salacca edulis],
Daemonorops fissus, Daemonorops palembaniscus [D. palambanicus],
Pritchardia macrocarpa, Pritchardia pacifica (Fiji Fan palm), Thrinax brasil-

iensis, Thrinax parviflora (Florida Thatch palm), Astrocaryum malybo,
Maxmiliana murmura, Maxmiliana regia [Maximiliana maripa], Orbignya
dubia, Kentia forsteriana [Howea forsteriana] (Kentia palm), Kentia belmoriana [Howea belmoreana], Thrinax elegans (one of the Thatch palms), and
species of Cecropia, Paratropia [Schefflera], Musa, Cycas, Aralia, Ravenalia
[Ravenala], Heliconia, etc.
There were also climbing plants such as Petrea, Stigmaphyllon, Combretum,
Antigonon, Allamanda, Stephanotis, Passiflora, Tacsonia, Aristolochia, Jas
minum and Clerodendron.
43
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The Palm House was also used for tropical trees. Schomburgk introduced
some South American species with which he had been familiar as a traveller:
Galactodendron utile (the 'cow tree' producing a juice used as a milk substitute
for tea on his expedition to British Guiana); the Calabash tree (Crescentia
cujete), the gourds of which were used by the Amerindians as bottles and cups;
the Trumpet tree (Cecropia peltata)44 used by the Amerindians to make wind
instruments and to produce fire by friction; Amyris balsamifera, used for its
balsam; and Swietenia mahagoni prized for mahogany wood.
At the ceremony to mark the opening of the Palm House, Lady Musgrave
had referred to it as 'a fairy palace'. The Director likened it to 'a fairy tale of
the thousand and one nights'. He noted that the plants gave an appearance of
having been there for many years; over a thousand had come from the Victoria
House and the old conservatory. In addition new plants from overseas were
being added, their arrival sometimes producing much excitement, as when
poinsettias were reported in 1876.45 Outside the Palm House there was a fine
display of annuals on the terrace: phlox, pansies, petunias, geraniums, verbenas,
gomphrenas and lobelias 46 A Port Adelaide firm of ship chandlers joined in the
enthusiasm with the gift of a 96 feet (29 m) high flag pole, the most expensive
gift yet received by the Gardens. 'Tasteful pedestals' with statues of Pomona,
Ceres, Clio and Flora were placed on the terrace of the Palm House, these
together with ornamental vases having been ordered from Castener & Co. of
Berlin47 It is good to know that Schomburgk and the Board included Clio, the
muse of History, in the group!
The whole project had been an expensive one. The cost of the ironwork and
glass, including freight and commission, was £1300 and the cost of building the
foundation of the terrace, the flight of steps and the statuary was approximately
£2 500, making a total of £3 800. This did not include the cost of painting and
glazing, which was done by the Garden's own workmen.48
Schomburgk wrote:
No doubt the whole undertaking is a great success; but as there is nothing

perfect in the world, so it is with our Palm House, it should be at least
twice as large. In a few years by the steady increase of the tropical plants

Pauline Payne
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the house will be overcrowded and the noble palms will soon have
reached the roof.49

This down -to -earth remark was in some contrast to the previous talk of 'the
fairy tale of a thousand and one nights'. The problem was that the palms grew
almost too luxuriantly and some of them might have to be removed altogether
because they would not stand being topped and might damage the roof. The ones

causing most concern were Phoenix, Ptychosperma, Kentia, Corypha,
Pritchardia and Livistona.5°
Schomburgk thought that the answer was a new and bigger palm- house.
However, this did not come during his directorship and South Australia had to
wait over a hundred years for the Bi- centennial Conservatory. The Old Palm
House survives today, along with other legacies of the Schomburgk era: Figtree
walk, the Araucaria avenue, the Main Gate on North Terrace, the Museum of
Economic Botany and Botanic Park
It is a treasure. It is the finest Victorian glasshouse remaining in Australia
and, on the basis of current research, the only remaining example in the world
of German cast iron /wrought iron conservatory architecture of its period.51 So
it is worth reflecting on how it was that Schomburgk and his Board were able
to obtain funds for the project. Why would the government of the day fund such

a building when so much else was needed in the colony - railways, roads,
schools, hospitals, port facilities the infrastructure for a new colony?
Firstly, it is clear that development of botanic gardens in Australia at this time
was part of a larger pattern which saw a network of scientific institutions being
established in the 1860s and 1870s: meteorological stations, botanic gardens,
zoological gardens, natural history museums and departments concerned with
natural history in the new universities in Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide. In
the past scientists had generally been attached to expeditions of exploration,
employed by a private enthusiast, self-emplpyed (as was the case with John and
Elizabeth Gould), or working in their spare time. Now there were scientists
being employed at government- funded institutions 52 Whereas our stereotype of
a scientist is of someone in a white coat holding a test tube, in the nineteenth

century the natural sciences were 'big science'. Australian scientists came
increasingly to be concerned with the development of natural resources.

Schomburgk referred to it as Cecropia palmate. Cecropia palmata is the snakewood tree and C. peltata is
the Trumpet tree.
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Adelaide Botanic Garden became a centre for exchange of plant material and
information. By international standards its live plant collection was extensive.
There were up to 300 000 visitors a year, remarkable numbers at a time when
the population of the whole of South Australia was of the order of 160 000.
Schomburgk, a very capable director with a good grasp of the importànce of
public relations, was able to `sell' his vision as a botanic garden with world class
facilities.
Secondly, Schomburgk had a successful partnership with local civic leaders
who demonstrated openness to new ideas and a certain generosity of spirit. This
was to be a `model city' of a `model colony' S3 Concentration of settlement
helped to provide a pool of educated and prosperous settlers who support the
initial development of the botanic garden and provided on -going support. Thus,
the cultural milieu in Adelaide was one which provided significant support for
Schomburgk and his Board. Funding for Adelaide Botanic Garden greatly
exceeded that of botanic gardens in Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane and Hobart
when measured against total government expenditure per head of population 54
Thirdly, the funding of the Palm House occurred in a decade of economic
growth in South Australia. Public expenditure rose from £839152 to £1 620 310
in the five year period between 1873 and 1878.55 Schomburgk's directorship
occurred in a period when gross domestic output per head in Australia was rising,
along with population numbers and standards of living.S6 The ideal time for the
construction of a major building in Adelaide Botanic Garden *as in the period
1870 -1885 when Schomburgk was well- established and supported by capable
Board members and when economic conditions were favourable. Had Holtze,
Schomburgk's successor, attempted to obtain funds fora palm -house in the less
prosperous 1890s, it is not likely that he would have been successful.
The Palm House is being restored. It has now (1994) been stripped of its
glass, and a significant proportion of the 3808 panes have been salvaged for
reuse later in the restoration. The next stage involves the dismantling and careful
preservation and repair of the ironwork. It is hoped that restoration will be
complete by the end of 1994 - a legacy of the `golden years' of the 1870s.

Playford, Dunstan, Bannon, and the
Adelaide Festival of Arts 1960 -1992
Tim Reeves*
The response to appeals for further guarantees was most encouraging.
The fact that these now total £45 000, that the Commonwealth Govern-

ment of its own volition has granted us £7 000, and that the South
Australian Government offered another £5 500 towards publicity, all
gave us confidence to set about arranging a comprehensive program.'

When Adelaide's Lord Mayor penned the foreword to the programme for
the city's first Festival of Arts in 1960, he expressed some surprise that a
government would voluntarily donate taxpayers' money to such an event.
Funding for cultural activities then existed outside the realm of the public
sphere, to be raised by wealthy, civic minded individuals who decreed that
the arts should be run along the same business lines as any private enterprise.
Thirty years later, a fledgling home -grown product had become a worldwide
artistic attraction with a budget of millions, and an expectation that the state,
as a contributor to its citizens' quality of life, be a committell and financial
partner. This article is concerned with charting the changes in the management and finances of the Festival from 1960 to 1992 arid, more specifically
from the aspects of the premieral reigns of Tom Playford, Don Dunstan and
John Bannon. It will consider the social a'nd commercial connections of the
board of governors and the division between private gift, corporate sponsorship and public subsidy in Festival funding. It is hoped that this examination

will also evoke some of the related history of the Biennial and South
Australian arts in general.
How did Adelaide gain a festival of arts? In a city noted for its `sobersided
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Tony Denholm,'Adelaide: a Victorian Bast ide ?' in Pamela Statham (ed.), The Origins of Australia's Capital
Cities, Cambridge University Press, Melbourne, 1990, p 190.

attitudes, restraint, even dullness',2 where hotels closed at 6 pm and drinking in
restaurants after 8 pm was proscribed, where `culture' was defined as the odd
ABC symphony concert, repertory theatre or a trip to the art gallery, how was
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an international reputation for artistic excellence forged? It was Adelaide's
captains of industry who combined to initiate the first Festival, and who
managed it within their essentially private domain for the first decade. Having
lost the 1958 Empire Games to Perth, they deemed that the city was in need of
an event which would restore its prestige and raise revenue.3 Over South
Australia towered the monolithic figure of Premier Tom Playford, a man who
eschewed the arts not necessarily due to an ostensible philistinism but because,
as he stated, 'I don't see why Government should have to make subventions for
my entertainment ... it is a luxury, not an essential'.4 Don Dunstan has claimed
that Playford saw the arts as 'irrelevant' ,5 but as Walter Crocker has described
it, that was within the context of

an old-fashioned concern about taxation of a kind which made him
doubly careful and sceptical about public expenditure which did not
conduce to producing wealth. Culture should be mainly, though not

Tim Reeves

`the University of Adelaide ... was founded in 1874 in much the same spirit as
the Festival of Arts'," but this is misleading. The altruism of pure philanthropy
was not on the agenda here. When Hargrave issued a special pamphlet among
potential sponsors and guarantors, he stressed that as the purpose of the Festival
was 'to bring visitors to the city, with increased business, most firms will be able
to charge any cost to expenses in the ordinary way'.'2 The economic advantages
of the Edinburgh Festival (on which Adelaide would be modelled) were outlined, including the 'tremendous trading benefits to ... shopkeepers, hoteliers,
boarding house keepers ... transport, tourism ... not' only at festival time but
throughout the year. Therefore the indirect benefits exceed the cost' .13
Bishop had estimated the initial cost at £15 000. As Dumas relates it in his
autobiography, he called together
people whom I knew to be generous public- spirited people such as Bill
Hayward, Clyde Waterman, Ken Wills, Roley Jacobs, and a number of
others. We told them of our belief that a Festival ofArts would be a good
thing for Adelaide.... Before we left the room these men had undertaken
to underwrite £15 000.14

entirely, a matter for non -State effort .6

The initial meeting to establish the Festival was held in 1958 between
Professor John Bishop, director of the University of Adelaide's Elder Conservatorium of Music, and Sir Lloyd Dumas, managing director and chairman of
Advertiser Newspapers. Dumas was one of the leading lights of the Adelaide
Club,' an exclusive male -only preserves which housed the city's elite businessmen and landed gentry and contained enormous financial and social power.9
Dumas and fellow Club member, Lord Mayor LM S Hargrave, released a report
at the Town Hall on 4 December 1958, declaring that they would not call upon

the financial support of the Adelaide City Council or state government to
establish a festival, but would instead rely on the generosity of the business
sector and 'community spirit' of Adelaide people.10 R L Reid has claimed that
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Edward Hayward (later Sir) amassed a substantial collection of Impressionist
art and, in true philanthropic fashion, bequeathed it and his estate at Carrick Hill
to the South Australian government in 1983. But his confreres at this meeting
who would form the first board of governors had their own notions of culture.
There was controversy surrounding the banning of Alan Seythour's The One
Day of the Year at the first Festival, when the chief executii'e officer, Major General R N L Hopkins, threatened to resign over the play's perceived attack

on the RSL. Subsequently, two Patrick White productions, one of which
involved the discovery of a foetus in a dustbin, were also suppressed.15 George
Farwell, public relations officer for the first three Festivals, complained that few
governors 'knew Bartok from kapok'.16 Geoffrey Dutton related the story of one
who thought that Murder in the Cathedral had been written by Dorothy Sayers."
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The contribution of Bishop, who was eventually appointed artistic director,
would be ineluctably moulded by a group of men who embraced tradition and
conservatism and who represented interests that were not as `public - spirited' as
Dumas claimed.
Of the original contributors to the £15 000 guarantee,18 the only individual
was T E Barr Smith (Adelaide Club membership from 1963), who provided
£1 000. The Barr Smith family held directorships in Elder Smith and Adelaide
Steamship which gave £1 000 and £500 respectively.19 Edward Hayward,
(knighted 1961),20 managing director of John Martin's pledged £1 000. Clive
Waterman (the only non- member of the Adelaide Club), together with his
brother Ewen (knighted 1963) ran Waterman Bros21 (£500); Ewen later became
a director of the merged Elder Smith Goldsbrough Mort. Sir Lloyd Dumas was
a director of Elder Smith and managing director of Advertiser Newspapers (£1
000). A fellow director of the latter company was Sir Arthur Rymill who also
held directorships in the Bank of Adelaide, SA Associated Brewers and G & R
Wills & Co. (£1 000 each). The chairman of G & R Wills (a leading import
warehouse) was Brigadier K A Wills (knighted 1960), who was also a director
of Advertiser Newspapers. The chairman of what was later called SA Brewing
was Roland Jacobs (knighted 1963). There were also crossovers in shareholdings. For example, the Barr Smith family had substantial investments in six
companies that contributed £1 000, including Myer Emporium (SA) and Kelyinator (Aust). Hayward, Rymill and Wills had similar holdings running into
millions of shares. Although nine companies are still unaccounted for,22 it can
be reasonably, surmised from Dumas' statement that through a complicated
network of directorships,, chairmanships and shareholdings, and their association with the Adelaide Club, these men were all closely connected with the
private establishment and running of Adelaide's first Festival of Arts.
We have only to take the word of Hopkins, who stated that money was raised
through 'the old boy practice of telling friends how much they had donated to
the Festival ... and asking how much they were going to donate' 23 The Adelaide
18
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Club's `old boys', with one exception, would create the positions of president
(Hargrave),24 governors (Dumas, Hayward, Jacobs, Rymill, the two Watermans
and Wills), and CEO. Although Hargrave stated that fourteen committees and
ninety people were involved in organisation,25 the board held ultimate power.
Dumas set up administration in the Advertiser building; Nation remarked that
success `was a foregone conclusion [since] the Festival was, in effect, the
personal baby of the Advertiser' .26 Advertising in the programme was dominated
by companies mn by the governors. For example, John Martin's took the inside
cover, the Advertiser the back cover and Elder Smith the inside back cover.
Letterheads on correspondence changed from `South Australia - the Friendly
State' to `South Australia the Festival State'?' The wielding of gubernatorial
power in artistic decisions was, as Christopher Symons confirms, the result of
Bishop's position being seen as `subordinate to the controlling interests of
commerce'.28 Eventually, the call for support from firms and individuals
amassed close to £45 000. Whitelock correctly asserts that funds were raised in
'a striking example of the old self -help principle which must have gladdened
Premier Playford's heart' 29
In any event, the Playford government provided £5 500 to share publicity
costs and the Menzies government donated £7 000, a total about one quarter of
the amount guaranteed by subscribers and three- quarters of the final underwritten figure.70 In fact, privately pledged guarantees outstripped public moneys for
the first five Festivals.3' During the Playford era, the Commonwealth government's grant remained steady, but even with the state's provision increasing to
$40 000 in 1964 and the Adelaide City Council donating $20 000 for the first
time, the public to private ratio was still about 2:3, with $69 300 (60 per cent of
24
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total subscriptions) called up. With member guarantors having voting rights to the
board, the Adelaide Club also continued to assume de facto responsibility for the
running of the Festival. In 1962, new Lord Mayor C J Glover became president and
Hopkins was elevated to the board. By 1964, another president, Lord Mayor J C

Irwin, was installed together with new governors Glover, Bruce Macklin and
R H Wreford; all four were Club members. Macklin shared the directorship of
Onkaparinga Woollen Co. with Sir Ewen Waterman and sat on the boards of Elder
Smith Goldsbrough Mort and Advertiser Newspapers. Rymill and Wills had retired.

Surprisingly, a woman, Esther Lipman, was also admitted; she carne with the
requisite MBE and would soon become Lady Jacobs, wife to Sir Roland. The Queen
Mother was appointed patron and federal Governors - General Viscounts Dunrossil
and De L'Isle opened the 1960 and 1962 Festivals respectively.32

The Walsh Labor government which presided over the 1966 event increased
state funding to $50 000, a sum which was overwhelmed by 1,156 member guarantors who subscribed $143 950. By 1968, the new Dunstan administration,
Commonwealth government and city council had all increased their grants by
25 per cent to a total of $112 500, in contrast to a sudden subscription drop to
$128 850 (with guarantor numbers also down to 1079). Most alarming of all, a
full $76 425, the largest amount of any Festival, was called up. The 1970 artistic
director, Sir Robert Helpmann, remarked:

All this business of hawking around Adelaide, cap in hand, asking for
guarantors, is terribly undignified and a frightful waste of time. Nor is
it very successful. Many guarantors for the 1968 Festival were surprised
and hurt when they had to pay up to 60 per cent of their guarantees.33

By 1970, there had been a total reversal. Subscriptions halved to just over
$64 000, more than doubled by a public outlay of $132 000 of which the Hall
Liberal and Country League government contributed $75 000. Admittedly,
individual and corporate donations (as opposed to guarantees) had increased
from $4 646 in 1968 to $14 850, and of this amount Advertiser Newspapers and
SA Brewing provided $2 000, the Bank of Adelaide $1 000, and G & R Wills
& Co. $80034 But henceforward, taxpayers' money would be the main source
of income for the Festival.
Concomitantly, the constitution of the board was also changing. The 1966
and 1968 Festivals had been run with artistic advisers and an administrator, an
obvious move by the governors to increase further their reach. Jacobs and
32
33
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Dumas had retired in 1966, to be replaced by D G McFarling, the new managing
director (later a director) of Advertiser Newspapers and Adelaide Club member

since 1952. In 1970, Anthony Brookman, E H Burgess and David Brown, as
well as a new Lord Mayor as president, R E Porter, were also recruited. They
not only lacked the original governors' numerous directorships and shareholdings, however, but were joined by six people who had no association with the
Adelaide Club, including two women. Even more telling for the 1972 event was
the establishment of the Friends of the Festival. Members received reduced
ticket prices and invitations to special previews and were also granted voting
rights to the board. Fees and fund raising profits from the Friends resulted in a
donation of over $35 000 to the 1970 Festival, moving the governors to comment

in their Report that they hoped `to increase public support' 35 They foresaw
guarantors and Friends covering the `promotional risk from the artistic content',
the state government paying for administration (which hit $146 000 in 1970),
and the federal government and city council contributing towards essential
expenditure like city decorations, free entertainment and production costs 36
The elevation of Don Dunstan to the South Australian premiership on 2 June
1970 would dramatically affect the fortunes of the Festival for the next decade.
As Peter Brokensha and Ann Tonks have commented: `Having the leader of a
government committed to the arts can have a major influence on funding,
levels' 37 Dunstan stated on `This Day Tonight' in 1972 that he aimed to make
South Australia `the artistic centre of Australia'38 He brought into public life
`an insistence on the arts as inseparable from communal welfare and state
concern',39 while also demanding `professionalism wherever State subsidies
impacted '.49 He had pledged to build the Adelaide Festival Centre as part of the
1968 election, expanding Steele Hall's original plans for a single edifice into a
complex also housing the Playhouse, Space and Amphitheatre.41 He established
four regional arts centres, the Jam Factory, State Theatre Company, State Opera
and Adelaide International Film Festival. Len Amadio was appointed development officer for the Performing Arts and Tourism in November 1970 and made
35
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a member of the Policy Secretariat within the Premier's department. This

months later, he was reported in the Advertiser as saying that the event's

position had enlarged into an Arts Development Division by 1977.42

immense tourism value meant that the government was ' getting the Festival for
virtually nothing'.5° Van Eyssen was also concerned, along with Dunstan, that
the arts become less elitist in their delivery. He declared the Festival's aim that
year was 'to get closer to the people '; most seats hovered at the $1 to $2 mark
and none cost over $5.50.5I The Premier, who would take the Festival to the zoo
with his reading of Ogden Nash's verses for Saint - Saëns' Carnival of Animals,
stated in March 1972 that 'the aim of our Festival was to build up our own artists,

State funding for the 1972 Festival was almost tripled to $200 000. It was
double the Friends' contribution of $30263, donations of $13 225 and subscriptions of $56 300 (which were all down on 1970 anyway). But while this event
recorded the largest attendances of any other (over 340 000 people) and the
biggest box office (close to $1 million), it lost heavily, creating an overall deficit
of $124 767;4380 per cent of guarantees were called up. The governmentbailed
out the Festiva1,44 setting in train the replacement of the private member -guarantor system with a state subsidy which would be maintained at a level of
between 55 and 60 per cent of total grants.45 By 1980, guarantees had withered

foster interest among the public and bridge the arid cultural gap between
Festivals' 52 He later expressed his pleasure that it ' made a real effort to involve
people and allow them to participate' 53 Even Sir James Irwin supported this

away to just under $2 000, the sole guarantor being ICI Australia.46 Confirmation
of the Festival's increased public funding came in the parallel rise of the arts in

course on behalf of the governors: 'We believe it was indeed a people's

the federal arena with the accession of Gough Whitlam as prime minister.

Louis van Eyssen, the 1972 artistic director, stated that 'this spending bolsters
out our submission to the State Government for increased' subsidies'.49 Eight

Curiously, though, the Adelaide Club remained a major source for Festival
board members during the 1970s, unaffected even by the newly -found voting
rights of the Friends. By 1974, Lord Mayor R W Clampett had become president
and was joined on the board by A G McGregor, R D Hastwell and ex- president
Porter. Astonishingly, by 1978, Club members outnumbered non - members by
three to two. Yet the only person with any substantial commercial interests was
Sir Ewen Waterman, and he retired after the 1972 event. The booking office for
the 1972 Festival had been established at John Martin's,55 but Sir Edward
Hayward had left the board after 1966 and the office moved to the new Festival
Centre and was based there from 1974. Dunstan had appointed Len Amadio to
the 1972 boardS6 and two other delegates when he established the Adelaide
Festival Centre Trust (which would eventually run the Festival) as a statutory
authority. As a result of the 1972 deficit, he had forced the board to `adopt a
structure with the Artistic Director and the Administrator both answerable direct
to the Board - and a return to the programlfie planning committee's' But this
was to confirm the board's major role as financial watchdog, not as self -appointed guardian of artistic etiquette. Dunstan would confirm his administra-
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Following the creation of the Australia Council as a statutory body, arts funding
rose from $7.1 million in 197213 to $20.1 million in 1974 -547 Commonwealth
grants to the Festival increased from $42 000 in 1972 to $70 000 in 1974 and

finally to $110 492 in 1976, a substantial amount compared with the equally
generous $288 526 provided by the state government. Adelaide City Council
levels meanwhile stayed constant at $27 000 for the entire decade.
The transition was aided by an acknowledgment that the state was profiting
in large degree from the cumulative effects of tourism. Elizabeth Riddell had
written, of the economic spin -off in the Australian of 7 March 1970:
South Australia needs the Festival. In 1968, something in excess of $6
million was turned over. Local trade benefited by about $2 million we
know about, apart from all the items like bus and train fares, new dresses,
hair dos, a new black tie here and there, afternoon teas.48
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world. By 1984 [they] considered that they could do both - and did. It
62
marked the coming of age of the [Festival)

generally well - meaning city worthies [who] find themselves pontificating on matters about which they are often very ignorant and more often
very conservative, not to say positively puritanic. It seems to me that the
ideal cultural organisations are therefore ones in which the board looks
after the banking and leaves the real decisions to ... a small handful of
inspired professionals.S8

It was also the beginning of a pronounced change in the complexion of the
governors. While the 1980 president (Lord Mayor J V S Bowen), chairman
(Burgess) and deputy chairman (McGregor) were all from the Adelaide Club,
non - membership of the rest of the board evened the ratio to 50:50. Excluding

18 September 1979 brought to an end a decade of increased public funding for
the arts. In the 1978 -79 year, an arts budget of almost $20 million
was in place;59
by 1980 -81, this had dropped to just under $16 million.° Nevertheless,
the

Liberals did create the state's first Department for the Arts, appointing Murray
Hill as its minister. Labor had already approved a massive increase in Festival
funding of nearly 70 per cent from $363 300 in 1978 to $614 884 in 1980.1 The
Commonwealth government's grant rose similarly from $120 000 to $203 070;
even the city council provided $45 000. For the first time since Playford,
however, the Festival moved onto a more solidly commercial footing under
the
guidance of 1980 artistic director, Christopher Hunt. Regarding the guarantor
system as both retrogressive and inefficient, he replaced it with a program of
corporate sponsorship. Income from this source reached $226 429; even donations amassed a princely $128 020. And Hunt's perception that the Festival
should become less reliant on public money resulted in the establishment of a
reserve of funds to be called up for any future loss. The new system saw reserves
of $50 000 being drawn from the first three Festivals of the 1980s, from profits
which had never been considered possible before: $54 676 from a budget of
$3.5 million in 1980, $52 537 in 1982 and $89 843 in 1984. Most importantly,
Hunt wanted to ensure that these new economic requirements did not subsume
the event's pre - eminent focus on artistic excellence. As Jane Sloane states:

the secretary, treasurer, and nominees of the state government, Adelaide Festival

Centre Trust (of which the government appointed five of the six delegates
anyway) and Adelaide City Council, between six and fifteen governors were
now elected by the Friends of the Festival at their October biennial meeting.63
By 1982, the board was made up of members connected with government (Len
Amadio),64 the arts (Rosemary Wighton and Kym Bonython) and academia (Dr
AlanBrissenden and Professor Robin Moore), and specifically public figures
like Dames Ruby Litchfield and Roma Mitchell. Of a list of notable members
of the Adelaide Club provided by the Advertiser, only three, Justice Graham

Prior, Tony Summers of Bennett & Fisher, and Ross Adler of Santos, were
on the board as at 1990.65 By 1992, membership had reduced to 75566 and
the club no longer received the publicity accorded it following the Playford
era when the machinations of powerful, wealthy and prominent South
Australian men were widely debated.
The 1982 Festival, with Jim Sharman at the helm, received $750 000 in
state government funding and a slight increase in corporate sponsorship to
just over $230 000. Eight months later, the Bannon Labor government would
come to office. John Bannon, who had taken over direct responsibility for
the arts from Dunstan in September 1978 under a new ministry of Community Development, would bestow his own form of premieral patronage as
Minister for the Arts 67 Unlike the halcyon days of the 1970s, however, he
would preside over a portfolio which would reach its peak in funding in

In the past ... organisers had stressed that the idea of the [Festival] was
not to make a profit but to place Adelaide on the cultural map of the
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tion's philosophical commitment to the Festival and the arts in general when
he
commented on

The accession of the Tonkin Liberal government in South Australia on
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management agency has described Santos as the nation's best corporate sponsor. See Daniel Thomas,
'Adelaide Observed: Better from afar?', Adelaide Review, June 1992, p 16.
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1985 -668 Nevertheless, until recently, South Australians did enjoy the highest per capita arts support in the country.ó9 The 1980s have seen the establishment of the History Trust and social history museums, the National
Aboriginal Cultural Institute (Tandanya) and the Lion Arts 'Centre which
houses seven arts organisations, including the Festival Fringe. The Bannon
decade has witnessed two recessions which have stamped the concept of
economic rationalism onto the national consciousness. The arts, once asso-

ciated with quality of life issues, the creative process and questions of
aesthetics, are now argued for on the basis of their commercial benefits. For
example, a study of the 1984 Festival commissioned by the Department for
the Arts found that every dollar provided by the state government resulted
in an increased economic output of $11.30.7° The 1990 study, sponsored by
the Department, Festival and Tourism SA, increased this amount to $12.16,71

and confirmed the importance of what has become known as `cultural
tourism'.72 The Australia Council also recently estimated in what is becom-

ing a regular report that the arts industry contributed $6 billion worth of

goods and services to the national economy, more than clothing, pharmaceuticals or cosmetics.73
Ironically, apart from a special grant of over $1.2 million in 1988 to celebrate
the Bicentennial, Festival funding from the Australia Council dropped to
$159 200 in 1984 and ultimately to only $114 400 by 1990. Confronted by a
rising tide of national events, the ':ouncil had `abandoned the field by cutting
out untied funding to the Adelaide and Perth Festivals' .74 The state government
still maintained a respectable public subsidy. In the Jubilee 150 year of 1986,
the figure rose to $1.37 million, increasing to $2 million by 1992. But there had
been a dramatic surge in private support, with donations and corporate sponsorship totalling $567 632 by 1984 and $827 391 by 1990, the latter figure more
than half the public provision. This can be starkly contrasted with the 1978 year,
with nearly $40 000 (including guarantees) compared to over $360 000. The
governors had made clear the need for support of business in their 1984 Report,
68

The real tenu adjusted expenditure in 1985 -6 was just under $20 million. See Department for the Arts and
Cultural Heritage: Review of the Arts Division, 1992, Appendix 10.

Tim Reeves

declaring that it was `not only a gesture of pride in Australia's foremost
celebration of the arts ... but also a way in which high profile identification may
be achieved'.75 The state government encouraged the move. In 1986, it offered

a `challenge grant' of up to $100 000 for every dollar raised above the 1984
sponsorship level of $349 000.76 But for the first time in eight years the Festival
lost and lost heavily. Anthony Steel's fifth and last event went into the red by
$154 244. The governors were able to call up the 1980- established reserve fund,

saving the state government from a bail -out. The next two Festivals were
profitable (1988 made a healthy $221 236); the surplus as at 1990 stood at over
$370 000.77

In 1988, the Department for the Arts and Mobil sponsored an initiative of arts

consultants Ramsay and Roux which aimed `to inform both the cultural and
corporate sectors of the advantages of private support'.78 This new emphasis by the
state government on commercial funding was consolidated with the mounting of

an aggressive Festival marketing campaign' which linked sponsors' goals with
specific program elements. For example, in the 1990 event the State Bank of South
Australia sponsored cabaret events to target the 25-45 age group, while Telecom
opted for Lyubimov's Hamlet to access a line from the play in its advertising: `The

rest is silence'.79 Although sponsorship opportunities dipped in 1990, income
increased slightly;S0 by the 1992 Festival it had risen 35 per cent!'

But Bannon, who was still Minister fór the Arts,'now moved in a seemingly
contradictory challenge to his government's backing for an increased private
face for the event. The 1986 Festival program had sported the logo of Rothmans'
Peter Stuyvesant Cultural Foundation as principal sponsor on its front cover. A

corporate contributor from as early as 1964, the company would continue the
association in 1988. Legislation was enacted in July of that year however, to
create Foundation SA, whose charter was `to replace tobacco companies as the
major sponsor of sport and alts activities in South Australia and to generally
promote health' 82 Funded through a levy on tobacco licensing fees, it raised $1
million for cultural programs in 1988 -8983 and contributed $125 000 to the
75
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Festival in 1991-92.84 In a bizarre irony, it would be Foundation SA's logo
adorning the 1990 Festival program as principal sponsor. Even more potent was

the government's reaction to advice from Festival general manager Tim
McFarlane that corporate naming rights would have to be secured to ensure the
financial viability of the 1992 event. State cabinet immediately approved an
injection of funds, rumoured to be $0.5 million, at a time of severe economic
restraint.85 This was even after Telecom Australia had been appointed the event's

major sponsor ahead of Foundation SA. And it occurred only a few months
before the release of reviews by the Department for the Arts which called for a
substantial reduction in subventions to its major arts organisations.86

Tim Reeves
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representative of government, the arts and academia. And Christopher Hunt's
establishment of a financial reserve had reintroduced the concept of corporate
support, leading to the development of a more symbiotic relationship between
the public and private sectors, even if some confusion existed about its precise
form.
Further research is required to align these trends within a specific socio -historical and political context. But it is tantalising to consider that the guarantor
system has been re- established by Lord Mayor Henry Ninio for the 1994
Festival,87 and to wonder at the forces at work which not only have shaped the
first seventeen events, but are also acting now to return it full circle to its humble
beginnings.

Conclusion
In 1960, Adelaide Festival -goers were treated to Handel and Puccini under
the Advertiser Sound Shell in the Elder Park ceremonial opening, Salome with
Joan Hammond at the Theatre Royal, and Geoffrey Dutton's launching of his
biography of Colonel Light at Writers' Week. Over thirty years later, David Marr
and Patrick White would compete for attention with OTC, Salome would be
reprised by Steven Berkoff at Her Majesty's Theatre, and the ANZ Opera in the
Park of La Traviata would close the Festival. During that time, the Biennial was
moulded by varying perceptions of its need to excel artistically and make profits,

and a board of governors which would deface its role from defacto artistic
director to financial adviser. The Playford era marked the conception of the
Festival by a group of businessmen drawn almost entirely from the Adelaide
Club. Their function was both as manager and censor and they emphasised
private funding through their guarantor system. During Dunstan's period as
premier, moneys from both state and federal governments combined to become
the event's foremost source of revenue. Board members were still drawn largely
from the Adelaide Club, even after the granting of voting rights to the Friends

of the Festival. By Bannon's time, however, the board had become broadly
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recommended the Victoria River area for horse - breeding for both the Indian and
the Chinese markets even before white settlement of the territory was promoted
by the SA Government from 1863.4 However, it was not until later that the South
Australian Government became involved, through Governor Fergusson who
arrived in South Australia in February 1969 and who had previously been to

Horses for India from the Northern
Territory: The South Australian
Government's Involvement

India. Later that year Fergusson sent a South Australian envoy to India to
impress upon the Government there the suitability of Australian horses and

Gisela Heathcote
The role ofthe horse in Australian pastoral and agricultural development was
as the basic energy source for the transport of goods and people until replaced
by motor transport in the two decades after World War II. As a result there was
a strong local market for horse breeding throughout the nineteenth and first half
of the twentieth century. Less well known, however, and only now being
documented, was the breeding of horses for export as live animals, specifically
as remounts for the British Army in India. Australian horses had been sold in
India since about 1840 and the trade continued until 1941 when the British Army
in India was mechanised.' During this hundred year period approximately 380
000 horses left the Australian shores for a life - and often an early death in action
on the Indian subcontinent (see table).
Although horses played an important part in life in India generally, as a means
of transport and in sport, the South Australian Government was concerned with
horses to be used in the army. The British Army in India was very specific about
the types of horses, their ages (4 to 6 years), their colour as well as their health
and conformation .2 Once landed in India they were inspected by an army
veterinary officer either at private sale yards or later in a remount depot. If they
passed the inspection they were purchased for the army at a set price; if rejected,
the Australian exporter had to find a private buyer or lose money on the venture .3
Horses were considered a good pioneering proposition for pastoral stations,
and the settlement of the pastoral country of the Northern Territory together with
the possibility of a stable market in India for remounts for the army seemed
ideally matched. As early as 1862 the South Australian Pastoral Association

121

particularly the advantages of horses from the Northern Territory.
Governor Fergusson was very concerned about horse breeding and a stable
market in India for the Northern Territory horses because, as he said in a letter
of May 1869:

the greatly improved prospect of a successful survey of land in the
Northern Territory in fulfilment of obligations to the holders of land orders, seems to make it desirable for the Government to lose no chance
of gaining public recognition of its capabilities. If the Government of
India entertain the project of availing themselves of these with a view of
establishing a source of supply of horses, it will go far to show that the
Territory will, at an early period, become valuable to the colony and
indeed to all Australia, and to justify the large liabilities which South
Australia had undertaken in connection with it.5
The envoy to India, Mr Ross, could only get assurances for trials of horses
from the Northern Territory if a remount depot was established there. He was
still, however, optimistic:
I venture to think there is prospect ofa Remount Depot being formed at
Port Darwin; and, in which event, should the squatters take the matter
up in a spirited manner, many years will not elapse before a large and
valuable export trade in livestock will have been established, not only in
India, but with the whole of the eastern settlements; and a value given
to large areas of the land on the Australian Continent, that must otherwise remain unoccupied for many generations .6

In order to stimulate settlement and pastoral activities in the Northern

+
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Territory through horse - breeding, the Government tried not only to open up
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markets in India, but also to provide facilities here in Australia. Thus, the
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in NSW when agents of the British Government in India bought a property on
which to select horses, but it was soon abandoned .9 Later the. West Australian
Government took the idea a step further and set land aside in 1902 for the purpose
of establishing a remount breeding centre in the Fast Kimberley district. There,
unlike the SA scheme, the centre was meant for the breeding of horses and not for
their selection only. Like the Northern Territory proposal a port for shipping the

remount depot mentioned by Ross was central to the plans. In a letter to the
Viceroy of India, Lord Mayo, Governor Fergusson explained the plan:
I think it probable that the Government of India would find it advanta-

geous to establish a depot at a proper point, at which horses, when
purchased, might be kept until it might be found convenient to remove
them. In the meantime the Chief of the Surveying expedition has been

instructed to retain a large reserve for this Government at a point
advantageous in its neighbourhood to the harbour, and in its possession
of pasture and water.'

By 20 September of the same year, a reserve had been surveyed and the
Surveyor, G W Goyder, sent his report to Adelaide. Goyder's survey envisaged
a three -stage operation thus:

Several blocks might be set apart for stations of not less than twenty
thousand acres each, at about forty miles' distance from the shipping
place at fFrt Point, and one or two blocks of a thousand acres within five
miles of Fort Point - each containing abundance of grass, timber and
permanent water. Those I recommend for this purpose are shown upon
plan enclosed and tinted in red.
The suburban paddock or block is where most of the stock belonging to
the expedition now run. That more remote is on what will most likely
become the main line of road from this place to South Australia and
Queensland, and where overland stockfrom adjacent runs, might readily
be driven at all seasons of the year. There is an abundance of fencing
material upon the land, so that stock delivered upon trial, or examination, could be securely kept until approved or otherwise; when if approved, they might be passed on to the suburban paddock or depot for
holding or breaking prior to shipment.'

The resource potential for horse - breeding had been recognised at the very
start of the white settlement of the Northern Territory. The South Australian
Government, however, realized that this alone was not sufficient and immediately set about creating a market in India and providing facilities on Australian
soil for the use of the Indian remount department to select and ship horses. In
fact there already was a precedent for this.
South Australia was not the only state to propose and envisage a depot for
horses destined for the British army in India. As early as 1847 a depot was tried
7
8

SAPP, op cil, No. 43, p 2.
SAPP, op cit, No. 155, p 1.
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horses was planned, initially Wyndham and later the Napier- Broome Bay. This plan
was officially presented to the Government in Britain and rejected. 10 In 1903 the
Queensland Government proposed a scheme similar to South Australia's of 1869:

that the remount departments in India purchase remounts for India direct from
breeders instead of dealers. For this purpose the Government suggested that the
remount department of India purchase two properties, one in Central Queensland
and one in the South, to make these into depots where horses could be delivered at
certain times of the year for inspection and selection." The concern at the time was
that `hitherto the arrangements .. have not been satisfactory either for the military

authorities or the breeders. While the man who bred a good horse received a
miserable price of £5 or £6 a head, the military authorities had to pay for the same
animal £30 to £40. No doubt the middlemen are to blame, but then they buy at a
risk, often of sea transport.' 12
Shipping and shipping costs were certainly of great importance. They varied

over the years, but £20 seems a fair average." The Government of South
Australia was very much aware of this and therefore an important second
element in its plans was the establishment of shipping facilities. Governor
Fergusson spelt this out in his letter to the Viceroy of India in May 1869:

I am informed ... that the cost of transport from our Northern Territory
to Calcutta or Bombay, would be little more than half that from Sydney,
Melbourne, or Adelaide (or not exceeding £15), and that moreover it
would be accomplished on seas at certain seasons uniformly smooth,
starting from a commodious port, and avoiding both the danger and the
uncertainties of the present long and circuitous route.14
This commodious port, as Fergusson put it, was in fact surveyed by Goyder
and reported about in 1869:
9
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I have the honor to report that horses or stock of any description may
be safely and speedily shipped from this place at any season of the.year;
and, if put on board vessels properly constructed for carrying stock, they

could be walked or led from the jetty to their respective stalls on the
upper or between decks without the aid of the objectionable slings, by
the careless use of which many valuable horses are seriously and
permanently injured.15

Despite these plans and the provision of a port, no horses were shipped to
India from Darwin during the period of South Australia's administration.
However, horses were shipped to other places, as in 1899, when 22 horses were
shipped to Manila. Yet despite Governor Fergusson's claim of cheaper shipping
costs from Darwin, the freight costs for these horses proved excessive at £16
per head when it was only £5 per head at that time from Sydney, much to the
puzzlement of the Government Resident who reported it.16
Nothing had come of the plans to have a depot for Indian army horses near
Darwin by 1875. In that year a remount agent of the Indian army in Calcutta
visited Australia. So keen was the South Australian Government of the day to
raise again the depot question, that all the Parliamentary papers of 1869/70
dealing with the question were sent to him, as well as a map of the Northern
Territory and of the Overland Telegraph. The South Australian Under - Secretary
wrote to the remount agent:

I may mention that of late years several mobs of horses have been driven
across the Continent without difficulty and that cattle and horse stations

are fully established at the McDonnell Ranges, in about the centre of
Australia. I am further to state that this Government are desirous of
affording every encouragement towards the formation of a Remount
Depot near Port Darwin."
Shipping was still an aspect in 1875. In his report back in India the remount
agent stated:

The advantage offered by embarkation from Western Australia and the
northern ports of South Australia are undoubted, as smooth waters and
fair winds are almost always met with, but whether at reduced or equal
freight is perhaps questionable.18
15

16
17
18

SAPP, 1869/70, No. 155, p 1.
SAPP, 1900, No. 45, p 24.
SAPP, 1875, No. 25, p 2.
SAPP, 1875, No. 25, p 4.
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He was right about the latter point as we have seen.
As the South Australian Under- Secretary mentioned, there were by 1875 stations

in the 'McDonnell Ranges breeding horses. Runs stocked with horses were
Macumba, Undoolya and Owen Springs. Owen Springs stood out as a horse
breeding station, but the horses did not have a good reputation, until Sir Thomas
Elder acquired the property and re- stocked it. By 1890 it was carrying some 1500 -2

000 horses. Elder also owned Mount Burrell (now Maryvale) onto which he
imported Suffolk Punch stallions from England with the intention of breeding
artillery type horses.19 It was Elder's intention to breed horses for the Indian army;
it is not known whether he ever sold to the army directly. However, he must have
been keen to protect his interests. In 1883 a number of people wrote to the Minister
for the Northern Territory (J L Parsons) that theywould like to form a company with
Indian and Australian shareholders to supply horses to India if 5 000 square miles
were let to them in the North of South Australia and 10 000 in the Northern Territory.
Parsons was much taken with the idea and suggested that 99 year leases be granted
for the land to any company whose bone fides satisfied the Government. This caused
an uproar in Parliament and Parsons was forced to withdraw his motion when most
members protested that the area was too large and that the company would have a

monopoly of the trade and would hinder private enterprise. The historian M C
Hartwig comments, `The only private enterprise it could have hindered in South
Australia was that of Sir Thomas Elder'.20

Elder might have been able to protect his interests in Parliament, but out in
the Northern Territory the droughts between 1889 and 1894 forced him to
abandon his enterprise?' In 1891 he also sold off many of his horses on
Blanchwater Station in northern SA where he had also bred for the army in India.
He reduced his horse - breeding cortsideïably'until it was carried on at Murnpeowie only.22 Elder had entered the horse breeding operations for the Indian army

at a time when exports from SA to India were falling, and left it at a time of
improving export prospects (see table). As the SA Government of 1869 had
feared, private enterprise alone was unable to break into the Indian market
successfully, given the remoteness of the stations from shipping facilities and
given that all shipping was from eastern or southern ports.
In 1895 a report by the Northern Territory Commission was published. Here,
once again, the importance of a horse trade with India was stressed. In it Parsons,

who had been Minister controlling the Northern Territory between 1881 and
19

Hartwig, op cit, pp 312,337,339.

20

ibid, pp 338, 339.

21

ibid, p 378.

22

Beltana Pastoral Company Ltd, A History of the Beltana Pastoral Company Ltd., Adelaide, 1965, p 42;
Robb.
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1884, gave evidence. Parsons thought that it was very important to re -open
negotiations with India because he believed that the Northern Territory comprised the best country for breeding horses for the Indian army. He thought
mainly of artillery, horses for which there was at that time the greatest demand
in India. Parsons' proposal goes back to the motion he had put in the South
Australian Parliament twelve years earlier.23 He envisaged one 5 000 square
mile block north of farina (northern South Australia), one 5 000 square mile
block in a central position in the Northern Territory and another 5 000 square
mile block near Palmerston (Darwin). Thus, horses bred in the southern area
could be moved across the continent to the central block where they could be
acclimatised, and from there to Palmerston ready for shipment. He suggested
that the Government should offer 99 year leases on these blocks to the Indian
Government. `If only they would do it I would certainly offer them the land' 24
Parsons's plea came at a time of general uncertainty about the system of
purchasing horses in India. Ever since the first horses had been sold in India, it
had been a matter for private enterprise, without any assurances from the British

942 and 2 150 horses respectively would be purchased, and published advertisements in Australia.3'
In India the decision was made that, apart from some country -bred horses,
most army horses were to be imported. However, the picture for the Australian
breeders remained unclear for some time to come, as they lacked direct information and had to rely on shippers and exporters who were running great risks
themselves and who were often not experienced enough for the very precise
requirements of the Indian army. These circumstances created an uncertainty
and unwillingness by pastoralists to commit themselves to breeding the special
horses required by the army in India. This led the Director of the army Remount
Department in India, Colonel Goad, to suggest in 1907 that a remount agent
should be stationed in Australia; with sample horses of the type required, he
should travel around with the purpose of educating prospective breeders 32
Until about 1900, the majority of the horses exported from Australia were
artillery horses (or gunners, as they were termed locally) which needed to be
stronger than the average station horse, but not as strong and bulky as draught

army in India. In 1866 a ship from SA, the Blackwell, landed 90 horses in Calcutta
of which only 14 were purchased by the army.25 Due to the inexperience of the
exporters, unsuitable horse were regularly shipped to India. Ross complained about
the damage this was doing to the reputation of Australian horses,26 and in 1899
Captain Creswell told of this incident. "They must be thundering good riders in
India ", remarked a stock man as a mane - and -shape buyer for the Indian market
27
drafted a noted outlaw' In 1894 only about 10% of Australian horses offered were

horses. In 1869, for example, the Madras Presidency restricted purchases of
Australian horses to the requisitions of the field batteries to be used mainly as
wheel horses. The price to be offered was remarkable: up to £75 for good horses,
when the average price was £58 33 These attractive prices for the right type of
horse were an inducement for some to specialise, like Thomas Elder and G

suitable for the army.28 This was unsatisfactory to both sides because of the

third artillery.35

impossibility of ascertaining either definite sales or suitable remounts in sufficient
numbers. The Remount Department in India had been attempting to overcome this
problem by encouraging local breeders in India to breed the right type of horses and
by establishing army studs 29 However, local conditions proved too unsuitable3°
And so purchases from Australia continued. In 1888 and 1889, for example,

Despite some excellent prices, for many the uncertainties of climatic variability at home (which drove Thomas Elder out of the business in the Northern

the Military Department of the Government in India stated that approximately

Chambers at Arltunga.34 Later, the types of horses purchased by the army in
India were approximately one third cavalry, one third mounted infantry and one

Territory) coupled with uncertainties in the Indian market proved poweful
deterrents. They were especially so when horse- breeding for India also involved
a commitment of time and delayed returns, as the army would accept only horses
which were four years of age. It is in the light of these concerns that we have to

see the comments by Parsons, who realized quite clearly that only once the
23

Hartwig, pp 338, 389.

24

SAPP, 1895, No. 19, pp 62 -73.

25

Harvey, op cit.

26

SAPP, 1869/70, No. 67a.

27

SAPP, op cit, 1899, No. 53, p 4.

28
29
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British Government in India had made a commitment to buying horses from the
Northern Territory and had shown this by establishing a depot there, would the
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pastoralists be really interested in committing space, time and capital to a

mile; (c) The lease shall contain such of the exceptions, reservations
covenants, conditions prescribed by regulations for the time being in
force with respect to pastoral leases as the Government shall think
proper.ai

venture of specialist horse - breeding.
A Commander Creswell also gave evidence to the Northern Territory Com-

mission and agreed with Parsons that the Indian Government should be approached with a view to establishing horse - breeding stations in the Northern
Territory. He went further, making the point that horses could be trained there
while fed on grass much more cheaply than they were in India. All horses
exported were broken only to the halter at that time. If the Indian Government
were not so interested in a station, every effort should be made to encourage the
pastoralists to get into the remount trade 36 Creswell and Parsons suggested that
a bonus be paid for the first 1 000 horses sold to India: Creswell £5 per horse,
Parsons £10.37 These were good bonuses. The prices paid in India averaged less
than.£55 per horse, but the breeders often received as little as £10.38 Locally in

1912, for example, at the sales at Barker Bros. in Adelaide and the Kapunda
horse sales, cavalry horses averaged £ 15 -20 and gunners £20 -30.39
The recommending: Commission dealt with the horse trade in section 7:

That official negotiations should be opened with the Indian Government
or any person or company with the object of granting them one or more
blocks of land for a long term and at a peppercorn rental for the purpose
of establishing horse breeding stations for the remount service.4o

Some encouragement for pastoralists came in the shape of an act in 1896.

The Act relating to the Mineral and Pastoral Occupation of the Northern
Territory of 1896 contains a special clause 4:
The Governor may, for the purpose of encouraging the establishments of
horse breeding stations for the remount service, grant leases of any portions
of the Crown lands, not exceeding five thousand square miles in any one

lease, for a term not exceeding forty-two years, subject to the following
conditions: (a) The rent for the first seven years of the lease shall be a
peppercorn rent; (b) The rent for the remainder of the term of the lease shall
be such an amount per square mile as shall be fixed by valuation (irrespec-

tive of lessee's improvements) made by the Minister within the first six
months of the sixth year of the term; provided that the rent shall not be more
than three shillings per square mile and not less than one shilling per square
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The act shows a new and less committed approach by government to resource
management relating to horse - breeding for the Indian arrhy. Previous governments had considered the provision of facilities and land specifically for the
Indian army, whereas the Act of 1896 provides no more than incentives to the
pastoralists: free or very cheap land. This measure proved to have only limited
success, as one could have predicted. The availability of land, however, was
duly one of the issues. Although horses are less affected by drought than sheep

or cattle, the droughts in the Territory between 1889 and 1894 forced many
pastoralists out, as we have seen 42 Others properties, such as Valley Springs
Station on the Limmen River in 1899, were affected by mortality'amongst the
horses due to disease and poisonous weeds. The harsh conditions in the Territory

proved at times hazardous. Brunette Downs Station imported a blood stallion
for breeding purposes at about this time. The stallion survived the transfer by
only a fortnight, dying from the effects of the dry seasons and the dry grass a3

The SA Government, however, recognising the importance of horse breeding to the pastoral industry in the NT and the necessity of a commitment

by the army in India if it was to be a viable and successful industry, made
further approaches. In 1899 an article by Captain Creswell (who had given
evidence to the Northern Territory Commission in 1895), originally written
for the Allahabad Pioneer in 1898, was reprinted in Parliamentary Papers as

In this article Creswell re- states many of the points made earlier: that
shipping is much more convenient from Darwin because of the shorter
distance and because of calmer seas; that the Northern Territory, and especially the Tablelands which he recommends for horse breeding stations, has
a climate similar to that of India in the cold months. Therefore, horses would
not need a period to adapt once they arrived in India in the purchasing season
id November and December. He' was further of the opinion that the reason
for the relative reluctance of pastoralists to take on horse - breeding for the
Indian army was that the wait for profits initially was too long: four to six
years. Therefore, a guarantee of sales was all the more important. On the
other hand, he believed that the Indian Government could save up to 50%
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on the cost of horses if they had a depot in the Northern Territory where the
horses were broken in, thus, also saving heavy stabling costs in India. Of course,
there was also the advantage of having a safe supply in case of war.
To deal with the problems of supply, a commission had already been appointed in 1900 in India to look at the possibilities of horse - breeding and to
advise the Government how best to increase the numbers of horses for the
as
remount service
In typical contemporary fashion, all Australian states reacted to this report
separately and in competition. WA, as we have seen, set land aside for a depot
in 1902. Queensland proposed two depots for the Indian army in its state, while
the horse - breeders of NSW recommended that `it is desirable that the Imperial
and Indian Governments should form an official agency in NSW with the view
of purchasing horses direct from breeders'46
The SA Government had no new proposal, but yet again drew the attention
of the authorities in India to the opportunities of horse - breeding in the Northern
Territory. A despatch sent by the Attorney- General's Office to the Imperial
Government in July 1900 stressed the advantages of horse -breeding stations in
the Territory and again drew attention to the fact that there would be only a
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Darwin/ would ensure that shipments of horses to India could finally be successfully organised from that port 50 The railway was not built and Darwin was never
to be of significance as a port for horses destined for India. One attempt in the

1930s by Mr Robb, the South Australian exporter, to ship horses bought at
Newcastle Waters Station through Darwin went wrong because of a strike at the
wharves in Daryvin. After this experience Mr. Robb never again bought horses
much further north than Alice Springs, nor did any the other exporters operating
in the Northern Territory.51 Thus the horse breeding potential of the lands further
North could not be realised.
Horses destined for India had to be overlanded south, and many passed
through Charlotte Waters into South Australia, where records of horse numbers
were kept from 1893 onwards. In 1894, for example, 1,413 horses passed this
way south. This was about one -tenth of the total number of 14,245 horses in the
Territory that year.52 This was a time of haphazard exports to India from South

Australia and in that year no horses were exported to India from that state.
However, over 1 000 were exported from Victoria and a number of those

To solve the internal transport problems, a Land Grant Railway in the

certainly came from the Northern Territory. Charlotte Waters was an important
crossing point into SA, and from 1891 onwards horses could be loaded on to
railtrucks at Oodnadatta to ease and speed up the journey south. An interesting
and important role was played by Sidney Kidman and his Kapunda horse sales.
Kidman owned a string of stations in Queensland, Northern Territory and South
Australia. In 1895, for example, he acquired a share in Owen Springs, the station
Thomas Elder had abandoned 53
Horse breeding in the Territory stagnated in the latter years of the nineteenth
century. In fact, horse numbers dropped after 1891 and did not pick up until
1902, although from then on they increased. In 1891 the number was 14 319, in
190214 788 and in 1906 17 81454 The Government Resident commented in his
report in 1906: `There are indications that this industry [horse breeding], so long
neglected, is slowly making what may be termed a beginning in the Territory.55
In 1906 Kidman bought Mundowdna in northern South Australia, a property

Northern Territory was envisaged. The proposal, published in 1902, reprinted
the article by Captain Creswell mentioned above to stress the advantages of

well placed as stopover for horses driven south from Queensland and the
Northern Territory. Horses were also bred there until the 1920s, when he

peppercorn rental .47 The Government in India did not take up the offer, and when

the Director- General of the Remount Department, Colonel Goad, came to
Australia in 1907, he saw the potential for horse breeding in the Territory, but
was then looking to the federal Government to `assist horse breeding'. Quite
obviously, the Indian Government wanted no direct involvement in the horse
breeding proceeding 48

Markets and transport routes continued to be a problem. There was some
trade in horses through Darwin, but very little to Asian ports and none to India.
Exports to Singapore, Manila, Java, or Batavia were in the order of 2 to 25 horses
annually. In contrast shipments of horses to South Australia from 1894 onwards
averaged 300 -1400 annually.49

Indian Government horse depots. The proposal also makes the point that
horse - breeding with a guaranteed demand could become a stable and profitable
industry, something the Territory needed. Arailway through the Territory to Port
45
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introduced sheep, 1,400 horses being shot on this property to make way for
56
them Kidman sold his horses at auction in Kapunda through Thomas and Cole,
later Coles Bros. From small beginnings of 250 horses in 1902, numbers quickly
increased, amounting in 1907 to nearly 2 300 horses57 The horses were in part

intended for the Indian remount market, the advertisements mentioning 'remounts and gunners' specifically. A special mention was made of `all right ages',

a reference to the age specifications in India. The auctions were always held
between September and late October, in time for the purchasing season for
remounts in India in November and December, the cooler months 5S The
Director General of the Army Remount Department in India, Colonel Goad,
confirmed the importance of these sales, claiming:`This is probably the best sale
for remounts in Australia. Horses come from stations in Queensland and the NT,
etc. The sale is conducted on thoroughly sound lines and most popular with our
shippers :59

However, these were not the only sales of NT horses to Indian buyers. Until
about 1920 many country centres including"Burra, Jamestown, and Petersburg
sold horses, including remounts and gunners, at sales in September, October and
November. In November 1912 the Burra Horse Sales for example included

gunners, with 110 horses from Newcastle Waters. It is hard to imagine6° the
distance these horses had to walk to reach the railway line at Oodnadatta
In Adelaide Barker Bros. in Currie Street started sales of -remounts and
gunners from NT stations each year in late August's' These sales relied entirely
on private enterprise without any guarantees to breeders. This system changed
after the Director - General of the Remount Department in India visisted Australia. Colonel Goad travelled through Australia in 1907, a year when approximately 3 000 horses were exported from Australia to India, mainly from
Queensland, NSW and Victoria. Territory horses, which certainly were amongst
those exported, had been bought in saleyards and at auctions in SA, or directly
at the stations and shipped from the home state of their buyers.

Goad mentioned that the Northern Territory would soon come under the
federal Government's jurisdiction and continues: `With this support (from the
federal Government) an enormous number of excellent stock should be bred,
56
57
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and no better field can exist than some of the suitable portions of the Territory'.
Goad hoped to improve the horse trade with Australia generally. He therefore
suggested a new system of export which had considerable impact on the horse
trade. In the nineteenth century and the first years of the twentieth, 20 or more
Australian shippers had competed for the trade in an unregulated fashion,
whereas under the new system shippers were given commissions by the Army
in India for a specific number of horses and were restricted to certain areas
within Australia. Thus, there was to be one shipper each for Victoria, NSW,
Southern Queensland, Central QId,,Northern Qld and the Northern Territory.62
This became fhe system generally, but the Northern Territory never had a
shipper designated for it. Instead, it was not until the early 1920s that SA had
its own shipper with a commission from the Indian army. This was Mt J E Robb,
who had spent years working for a Victorian shipper. South Australia became
his territory and other shippers would buy there only after first consulting him.
This preference did not apply to the Northern Territory or to horse sales at which
shippers from the eastern states were frequent visitors. In the Territory Robb had
to compete with shippers from other states. The exporters from Victoria were

particularly active there, and provided drovers to bring the horses from the
stations to the nearest railhead. Maryvale Station, for example, where Sir
Thomas Elder had begun breeding for the army, supplied solely to a Victorian
shipper. By this time the Northern Territory had become part of the Commonwealth administration (in 1911). Little had changed; horses were still driven
south, put on railtrucks in Oodnadatta or, after' 1929, driven fo Alice Springs and
sent south by railway from there. The northern limits to horse breeding operations remained around Alice Springs 63
Exporters had often trouble filling the orders from India, as too few pastor alists decided to specialise: They travelled great distances from station to station

to find enough suitable horses. Nonetheless, the Advertiser on 29 May 1934
called the breeding of horses for the Indian market `one of the leading industries
of Central Australia '. Mr Robb mentioned on this occasion that by the introduction of new blood the right type of horse was again being developed for artillery
remounts. He mentioned especially the Garden Station, Ambalindum and
Love's Creek as locations for such specialisation. In order to secure a steady
and safe supply of the right type of horses, Robb purchased a station of his own
in northwest SA, Lambina, where he bred army horses.64 His lease also comprised Granite Downs, which today forms part of the newly created Witjintitja
lands, restored to aboriginal control in 1991. (Advertiser, 9 March 1991).
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When the Indian army was mechanised and the horse trade ceased in 1941,
there was a co-incidental steady decline in horses used in Australia on farms and

TABLE 1: Horse Exports from Australia 1861. -1940

stations as tractors and motor bikes and four wheel drive vehicles slowly but
steadily took over. It was the end of an era in Central Australia, where the most
persistent reminders of this past activity are herds. of brumbies. They are a
nuisance on the stations and are periodically rounded up and shot. Also to be
seen are the occasional remains of a fenced horse - paddock, as on Mumpeowie,
or a heap of bones left from horses shot long ago, as on Mundowdna Station

Date

Horse breeding for the army in India was of some significance to the Northern
Territory; yet it could have made a major contribution to pastoral development
had transport and marketing conditions been improved and the British Government in India decided to commit personnel and funds to a depot in the Northern
Territory. The South Australian Government attempted to get this commitment
and made approaches in India again and again, and Prime Minister Deakin was
equally committed to furthering this trade. However, it never prospered in the
manner envisaged by state or federal politicians and has even been ignored by

the chroniclers of the pastoral industry in the Tefritory like Ross Duncan. Its
importance has been underestimated as its contribution is hidden in Parliamentary Papers and reports and is difficult to assess from the statistics. Hartwig fails
to acknowledge it when he writes: `... there is no evidence that he (Elder) or
65
anyone else ever exported horses to India from the Centre'
It is hoped that this account makes a contribution in enhancing the knowledge
of this relatively unknown chapter of the actual and perceived pastoral resource

potential for horse - breeding in the Territory. It is interesting to reflect that
pastoral development might have taken a different path and resembled more the
visions of Governor Fergusson and D Ross in 1869, had the remount trade with
India become more securely established. Horses showed less susceptibility to
disease and drought than cattle or sheep and, with a stable guaranteed market

in India, might have been able to lead the way in pastoral development and
provide the stability to enable pastoralists to venture out into other enterprises.

It is appropriate that both Fergusson and Ross are remembered in natural
features in the one area where horse - breeding for India was successfully carried
out in Central Australia, albeit on a limited scale.

65

Hartwig, p 339. Yarwood hardly refers to it in his otherwise detailed account of the horse trade between
Australia and India, his book devoting only three sentences to the Northern Territory.

To India
1861 -1870
1871 -1880
1881 -1890
1891 -1900
1901 - 1910
1911 -1920
1921 - 1930
1931 - 1940

Total

QLD NSW VIC WA
48 1081 7292 2126
70
266

230 24178
2916 33659
6866 11448 30336

34186 12792 25700
58936 19744 21202
23093 4073 10375
9256 4053
Indian Exports

1419

999

SA
4118

Total
14665
26142
38658
49959

245
818
1309
3465 76143
12485 112369

4345 41886
2529 15838
375658
1861 -1940

QLD NSW

VIC
7139 25639
163 2322 26855
301 4717 35411
12189 31652 44025
59187 36003 44434
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62448 25300 25741
25575 7460 12223
10572 4767

WA
3101

5766
6283

SA Total
4351 40290
378 35484

822 47534
1668 89534

4222143846
13201 126890

4355 49613
2532 17871
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understand the social mores of Victorian times it is important to realise that
women were considered to be weaker in body and mind than men. Victorians
respected the `fairer sex' for being pure and spiritual, virtues that gave women
á special mission. Women were supposed to have no sexual desires, but to have
strong family feelings and a desire for motherhood. Female education was
primarily to prepare women for the vocation of marriage. In the nineteenth
century the working -class home was expected to be an island of purity and
peace. Rising standards of living of these people strengthened the attitude that
women should not work, as this meant they would neglect their 'families and
undercut men's wages .2

Women on Yorke Peninsula
In December 1859 copper was discovered on the Wallaroo sheep run of Yorke
Peninsula. Four Cornish miners were brought over to test the first site and soon
afterwards the small settlement of Wallaroo Mines developed. The miners sent
for their wives and modest homes were built, Methodist church services conducted, pasties and saffron buns baked and children educated. However, life on
Yorke Peninsula cannot have been idyllic, as Captain Dunstan wrote that his
wife refused to join him at Wallaroo Mines. 'A whim rope wouldn't be strong
enough to draw her here'.'

On Northern Yorke Peninsula much has been said and written about the

mines, the Cornish mining techniques, the local preachers in Methodist
Churches who became members of parliament and the Moonta telegram boy
who founded the Royal Australian Air Force. But very little has been written
about the Cousin Jennies the female counterparts of the Cousin Jacks of
Australia's Little Cornwall. Many of us have heard of Kate Cocks, the British
Empire's first policewoman, but how many knew that she was born at Moonta?
Very few Cornish women rose to this eminence, as many chose to marry into

the Comish mining fraternity and bring up families on the waterless and
plague -ridden plains of Northern Yorke Peninsula.

The Social Place of Women in Victorian Times

Female Emigration to South Australia
Emigration was a solution to Cornwall's overpopulation and its resultant low
wages and privation. The discovery of lead at Wheal Gawler at Glen Osmond
in 1841 caused thé mining community in Cornwall to listen to South Australian
emigration agents. Most emigrants came from west Cornwall and, after the
journey from their homes to Plymouth (thé most usual embarkation port), they
would lodge in the Plymouth Emigrant Depot where mining families paid 6d.
each per day board .3 The shipboard journey to Australia would then take a
further four to five months. The major impetus for emigrating was high wages.
Philip Payton's book The Cornish Miner in Australia, cites minet Peter Medland
earning 30 shillings to £2.0.0 per week at the Glen Osmond mine in 1843.4 This
was approximately 47d. a day, compared to 22d`per day being offered to miners
in Cornwall in 1850.5 Is it any wonder that emigration looked attractive' to
mining families, with wages being more than double those they were earning in
Cornwall?
Between 1836 and 1886 the total assisted emigration to South Australia
amounted to 162 853 people, of whom 12 967 or 8% came from Cornwall 6 The
period 1862 -1870 was one of great activity in the mines, of Northern Yorke
Peninsula and the Bun: a. The 3 235 Cornish emigrants selected to come to South
Australia were primarily Mining families. This number comprised 24.4% of the
total of emigrants selected to come to South Australia in thé period 1862 - 1870.7

Prior to the nineteenth century most women, except those from the upper
class, were expected to contribute actively to the family's maintenance. To better

Roslyn Paterson, published author and professional historian, is currently the honorary curator of the Moonta
Mines Museum.
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By 1865, the weekly mining wage, on the Yorke Peninsula was fluctuating

still popular were the active memberships of lodges, watching cricket and

between 36 shillings and 45 shillings. To illustrate the change in the standard of
living between Cornwall and Australia, Payton quotes a miner in the 1880s, as
saying that 'he had eaten more meat in Australia in the short time he had been
here than he would have eaten in a year in Cornwall' .8

visiting the beach - but not to swim !

Emigration of Cornwall's Bal Maidens
In Cornwall, women and girls worked at the mines. Dressed in their distinctive white bonnets and aprons they wielded long- handled hammers and broke
the copper ore into egg -sized pieces in preparation for the stampers and crushers.
For every three workers underground there was a worker at grass (the colloquial
term for the surface of a mine). Because of the poor wages and conditions, it
was necessary for women to work as Bal Maidens on the mines. Wages for Bal
Maidens in the Redruth area were 8d a day, and for girls and boys 4d to 6d a
day.' Philip Paytop's thesis claims that only five Bal Maidens applied for free
passage to South Australia between 1848 and 1867. However, as it was highly
unlikely that Australian mines would employ females, it was quite possible that
amongst the 755 domestic servants who arrived in South Australia from Cornwall, a number had surface mine working experience.10
In Australia, one Bal Maiden who did gain some prominence, and even has
a statue erected in her honour, is Sidwell Willcocks. Sidwell, who was born in
1833 and married a Norwegian, Henry Kruge. Along with a farm, they were
running the Gilgunnia Hotel north of the Lachlan River in western New South
Wales. In 1870, two Danish dam builders found ore which they thought could
be copper. They brought it to the hotel where Sidwell broke up the samples and
on the forge identified the ore as copper." This discovery founded the town of
Cobar and set in train the copper mining that still flourishes in this area.

Important Aspects of the Cornish family
The Cornish mining family placed great store on the simple home life, with
gardening, bible reading, entertaining family members, church - going, attending Sunday School, Class Meetings (adult bible study meetings), Prayer Meetings and the education of children being of primary concern. Less important but
8

9
10

11

Women and Methodism
Some 80% of the entire population of Northern Yorke Peninsula in 1881 were
members of the three branches of Methodism that had chapels on the Northern

Yorke Peninsula. These sects were the Primitive Methodist and the Bible
Christian Church, which attracted mining and labouring families, and the
Wesleyan Church which was the church of the mine captains and wealthy
community members. All three main sects of the Methodist church used female
preachers who showed exceptional talent. Revivals, using female evangelists,
were a regular feature of life in South Australia!'
Serena Lake (nee Thome) is an early example of these female preachers and
evangelists. She was especially revered, -as she was the granddaughter of the

founder of the Bible Christian branch of Methodism. Born of a Devonshire
farmer /preacher and a Cornish female preacher in October 1842, Serena was
educated at the forerunner of the Bible Christian Shebbear College founded by
her parents. It was here in 1861 that Serena met a young Welsh schoolteacher,
Octavius Lake. In 1863, at the direction of the British Bible Christian Conference, Serena Thorne travelled to Queensland to continue her work as a preacher.

After a number of years in Brisbane she travelled south and, after some good
work in Victoria, arrived in Adelaide.13 On the evening of her arrival in South
Australia on 19 May, 1870, Serena wrote in her diary, `Pray my coming here
may result in the salvation of many souls'.14
Serena Thorne addressed several evangelical missions in the Adelaide Town
Hall before moving on to a number of country circuits. At the Auburn circuit
she was reunited with the former schoolteacher, the Rev. Octavius Lake. They
were married the following year and theirs was a very equal partnership. Both
were fine orators and outspoken on the evils of alcohol.15 Whilst living on
Northern Yorke Peninsula, Serena Thorne Lake took part in evangeliàal missions at Moonta in 1875. She also opened the Barunga Bible Christian Church
in 1877 and conducted its first service; similarly, she opened the Tickera Bible
Christian Church in 1889.16
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Serena also campaigned actively on a number of social issues and was a
strong supporter of women's suffrage. At the public meeting held in July 1888,
she seconded the motion that a Women's Suffrage League be formed. In her
supporting speech she said that `if girls had had the same advantages as boys
doubtless they would long ago have ranked fairly and equally with them when
they grew up in State Government'. She added that `the day would come when
women's prayers would prove mightier than the swords of men'. This statement,
the Register reported, was met with cheers from the large meeting:' For thirty
years she was the Bible Christian's foremost woman preacher. Serena Thorne
Lake died in 1902, two years after Methodist Union and eight years after women
were given the vote.

When it came to administration within the Methodist Church bodies, the
South Australian Methodist historian Dr Arnold Hunt says that women were
excluded by custom and not law from representing their churches at Methodist
Conference (the governing body and annual convention of the church). In 1900
the first woman representing her circuit attended Methodist Conference. In
1910, Conference ratified the ruling that the word 'laymen' could mean women
as well as men. However, it was another 25 years before any great number of
women took an active role in the administration of their church.[$

Churchwork for Women
Most women on the Northern Yorke Peninsula took,nevertheless, an active
but subservient role within their church. They sang in the church choirs, played
the organ, and assisted with charity and mission work. Women were committed
teachers in the Sunday Schools which had been founded back in Britain by a
t9
young Buckinghamshire woman, Hannah Ball, a close friend of John Wesley.
On the Peninsula, many of the Sunday School teachers were younger women,
and their teachings of the Bible coupled with their own exemplary behaviour
made a lasting impression on their young charges. Women were also active in
the Christian Endeavour movement, an American- inspired interdenominational
religious group with a strong devotional aspect.
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children at Moonta Mines were allowed home early from school on that day to
prepare for the special event.20 Mothers would spend considerable time cooking
fancy food for this celebration, and there was great competition in supplying the
trays of edibles. In the early days pasties,,sweet pies, saffron buns and sandwiches would be prepared. As the years went on queen cakes, sponge rolls, trifles
and jellied fruit would be added to the spread.

Women, Superstitions and Customs
Cornish superstitions abound. Mrs Dorothy Favilla (nee Besanko) once told
me how fascinated she had been, when in Cornwall, to find that the superstitions
that were so much a part of her early life at Wallaroo Mines were common in
Cornwall too. It was considered unlucky to bum eggshells, to sweep dust out of
the house and to put shoes on the table; holes in the bread foretold a death.

Miners would never turn to face their home once they had left for their shift
down the mine, and they never whistled underground. They believed in the little
people, the Knockers, who if placated with the end of a pasty would look after
them in the deep dark mine.
Many Comish customs were brought to Northern Yorke Peninsula. One of
the more unusual was the celebration of mid Summer's Eve, with a huge bonfire
and fireworks. It was unique, in that the mining community was living in the
southern hemisphere and it was being celebrated mid - Winter! The elaborate
funerals, with singing of specially composed hymns, the tolling of church and
cemetery bells and walking behind the casket to the cemetery were all features
of life in the area. The brewing of Swanky, the miners' home -brewed beer, was
done for special occasions, namely Easter and Christmas. Whitewashing of
cottages was always carried out at Michaelmas, in the last week of September.
The singing of Cornish carols is still practised today. Brass bands were numerous
throughout the mining towns. The keeping of pigeons and game birds, were also
Cornish customs, and so the list goes on.

Women and Mining
For women, the copper mines were often ál1 they knew. If they had been born

Women and their Catering Talents

in Cornwall they were from birth part of a mining family. The danger, the

Tea Meetings were traditionally part of the Sunday School Anniversaries.
The functions were held on the Monday after the anniversary, and school

everpresent threat of cave -ins, boiler explosions, the accidents and the shortened
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life span of their menfolk were well known to them. They were also familiar
with the terms tutworkers, tributers, diallers, engine drivers, pickey -boys and
timbermen - all describing work in the copper mines of Northern Yorke Penin20
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sula. The death of a husband meant that sons would have to take care of their
mother. In 'some cases this would find boys as young as ten being sent' to the
mine to work as pickey -boys. If a miner was killed in a mining accident, the
mining company would give the widow a box - mangle which could be used to
iron sheets for 2d a dozen. Substantial monetary compensation for the loss of
the breadwinner was well into the future!

Women and some Industrial Action
In April 1874, the directors of the Moonta Mining Company ordered that the
wages of the miners be reduced by seven shillings a week because the price of
copper had fallen. This strong directive, given without consultation, enraged the
mining workforce, who went on strike. A number of meetings were held in Kadina

and Moonta, and at Moonta Mines some of the miners wives were present. On
Tuesday 7th April, 1874, the mine women agreed to take part in a demonstration to
show their displeasure at the actions of strikebreakers. John Prisk, the leader of the
miners' committee, told the meeting that the ladies `were going to sweep the engine
houses that morning of all the nuisances, not even forgetting the stable yard'?1 The
Register reported that Mr Prisk had said that `those who were clever at home would
be clever abroad; but he would not tell them what they would sweep out'.22
Later, about a dozen women were seen approaching the mining area carrying
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found locked in the engine -house with the engine drivers and men; but the
`women burst open the doors and completely bundled them all out amidst great
cheering'. 27 The reporter for the South Australian Register noted that they `went
through the Moonta Mines and knocked off all hands found at work by using their
brooms freely' 28
These activities were much commented upon and the Yorke PeninsulaAdvertiser
wrote that `never perhaps was such an extraordinary spectacle witnessed as here
presented itself'.29 At the end of the exercise, the miners' action committee gave
three cheers for the ladies, one member, J Anthony saying that the ladies did well
on that occasion. The local paper reported that the `ladies replied, "we are always

may,,, 30
Soon after this momentous event, a delegation of miners along with the
mayors of Moonta and Kadina went to Adelaide to discuss the strike with the
directors of the mining company. The directors relented and the men returned
to work at their old wage. The return of the delegation to Yorke Peninsula was
greeted with bonfires and brass bands.

Marriage on Yorke Peninsula

brooms and switches of tea -tree. They were watched by a crowd of 3 000 who

By 1875, 20 000 to 25 000 people lived on Northern Yorke Peninsula 31 The
area had become a mixture of mines, three large towns, small holdings, sparsely scattered cottages, row cottages and concentrated settlements. Yet all the while,

included `people of all classes, miners, mechanics, tradesmen, travellers, boys, girls,

the area was dominated by skimp dumps, mine buildings and Methodist

women' (some with children in their arms) plus the Moonta Mines Band who,

churches - thirty in all in the region. It has been said that the area reminded one
of the Camborne- Redruth area of West Cornwall.

according to the Register, `played a few spirited airs to summon all the women that
were able bodied to come out with their sweeping brushes and sweep the engine
hoüses' 23 The crowd showed their support by `long ovations and applause', and the

women then started their mission which was to sweep away all crawlers and
rubbish.24 They first visited the candle- making factory where they were seen `busily
plying their brooms about the head of the candle maker, Mr. Moore' 25 Thè women

then visited the Hughes engine -house and then the stables where a large group of
strike - breakers were present. `Some hid, others jumped the fence', reported the
Yorke Peninsula Advertiser.26 By this time the women numbered one hundred as
they drew close to Ryan's shaft. At Taylor's Shaft, the superintendent, Higgs, was

In the years 1875 to 1879 inclusive, 473 women in the region of Kadina,
Moonta and Wallaroo married for the first time. The highest number of marriages, 82 for each group, were contracted at the ages 19 and 21. The youngest
brides were two girls aged 15, and there were four women who married for the
first time at the ages of 36, 37, 42 and 45. My reasons for doing this research
were to find out what occupation these women had when they married. However, most women did not specify their occupation. Where occupations were
stated, it appeared that certain ministers conducted the wedding ceremony. The
Welsh Congregational minister John Lloyd was one of these, andmany wedding
certificates contained the occupation of the young women as being domestics 32
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Table 1: Occupations of Spinsters upon Marriage
Occupation
Housekeeper
Dom.Servant

Age Residence
25
Kadina
42 Moonta Mines

Partner
Patrick Fitzpatrick
lames Stephens

Occupation Age
Labourer
28
Miner
46

Date

Painter
Blacksmith
Farmer

1875

1878

(Widower)
Keturah Harmon
Annie Thompson
Mary Jane Prouse
Regina Binney
Tabitha Harris

Music Teacher

20

Wallaroo

Milliner
Dressmaker
Dom.Servant
Dom.Servant

26

Kadina

James H.Pengelley
Francis T. Herrara

18

Wallaroo Mines

William H.Grenfell

Cross Roads

Samuel Pomeroy
William Andrews
Moonta Mines
Grace Martin
Servant
17
Moonta Mines
Thomas Tonkin
Eliz. Mary Eller),
Dom.Servant
17
Wallaroo Mines Samuel Eddy
Source: Births, Deaths, Marriages Records, County Daly, Kadin&
16
17

Miner
Miner
Miner
Miner
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triplets. She lived at Tungkillo and Kanmantoo and died at the age of 38 in 1858,
two weeks after giving birth to her triplets .at Callington. Of her triplets, Alma

1879 (selected)

1875
Name
Ellen Duffy
Eliz. Besanko

Roslyn Paterson

21

1878

24
28
25

1878

23

1878

1878

1879
1878

22

1879

90

died at the age of 36 days, Nathaniel at 42 days and Josiah at 46 days.33 Her
young children could have succumbed to pneumonia or septicaemia, whilst it
is probable that Mary Prisk died as the result of puerperal fever. Two years after
her death, Thomas Prisk married again. He moved extensively in his work, and
for a time worked at Moonta Mines. In 1877 he was the first fatality at the Great
Cobar Mines in New South Wales.34

Until the coming of reticulated water and the discovery of the causes of
infectious diseases, typhoid fever and diphtheria caused many deaths in the
mining areas. Childhood death rates were very high. With typhoid, primitive
hygiene was the main cause of the outbreaks. However, water- and milk -borne
organisms contributed to the flare -ups of disease in 1866, 1882 and 1898 in
South Australia.35 Henry Richard Hancock's wife, Sarah Annie (nee Maynard),
died of typhoid fever in 1870 after nursing her four -year old eldest son Lipson
through the same illness. The captain's second wife, the former Loveday Maria
Jolly, born in South Africa of Cornish parents, bore ten children, and also raised

80

70

Sarah's three children as her own.36 During summer, mothers were often
extremely concerned about the lack of water and the onset of the dreaded "black
measles" (typhoid). At Moonta Mines in particular, the water quality from 1862
until 1890 was very poor, with underground tanks often situated perilously close
to earth closets bringing about the contamination of water.37 Diphtheria also
caused great distress and, with a mortality rate as high as 50 %, young children
were at the greatest risk. In the period 1859 - 1884, deaths in South Australia
for diphtheria numbered 1996. Diphtheria was wide- spread throughout the state
and was often a fatal disease up until the turn of the century.38

20

10

T

I.Ir.

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 36 37 42 45
AGE AT MARRIAGE

Figure 1 Age of Women at time of First Marriage, 1875 -1879 inclusive

Women and their children
Childbirth, with the accepted hazard of puerperal fever, threatened mothers'
lives in many mining families. Mary Rowe who was married at Alternun in
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Cornwall to a mining captain, Thomas Prisk, emigrated with at least three
children. Mary had a further seven children, including a set of twins and of
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Table 2

ICadina, Wallaroo Mines & Surrounds

Wallaroo
Cause of Death
Atrophy
Dysentery
Convulsions with Bronchitis
Dysentery

Gender
F

M
F

Age
11 months
2 years
3 weeks

Fathers Occupation
Woodcutter
Miner
Miner
Miner

M

6 months
1 month

Gender

Age

Father's Occupation

F

4 months
11 months

Fuse Maker

12

Bootmaker
Smelter

F

F

M
M

10 months

Carter

Malachi became a mine captain.39 He later worked as a mine agent and he and
Jane moved to Hawker Street, Medindie, Adelaide in 1889. Jane Deeble died in
40
1895 leaving four surviving children and her husband to mourn their loss

Mary Anne Oliver was born at Withiel in North Cornwall in 1833. She
married at Lostwithiel and, with her husband Walter Phillips and their new
daughter Elizabeth, emigrated to South Australia in 1857. Walter worked as a
miner and engineer and Mary Anne worked as a midwife at Callington, Burra,
Wallaroo Mines, Moonta Mines and Broken Hill. After Walter's death, Mary
Anne moved to Adelaide an,d by the late 1920s, was living with her eldest child
Elizabeth at Glanville. Mary Anne died at the age of 97 in 1930.4'

Conclusion
The Yorke Peninsula copper mining industry closed in 1923. Mining families

Moonta, Moonta Mines,Cross Roads & Surrounds
Cause of Death
Marasmus
Jaundice & Heat Exhaustion
Dysentery
Enteric Fever
Marasmus

Gender

Atrophy & Diarrhoea
Measles & Atrophy
Chronic Diarrhoea

F

Marasmus

F

Bronchitis
Diarrhoea
Measles & Enteritis
Enteritis
Diarrhoea
Enteric Fever

F

Atrophy
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Mines, North Yelta and then Moonta Mines where she bore five children.

Some Selected Causes of Death in Children during January 1875
in the Towns of Kadina, Moonta & Wallaroo
Cause of Death
Marasmus
Convulsions & Brain Congestion
Convulsions
Marasmus
Hydrocephalus

Roslyn Paterson

Father's Occupation

M

Age
1 year

M

14 days

Miner

F

1 year

F

16 years

F

9 weeks
1 year
2 years
1 year
10 months
2 years
1 year

M
F

F
F

13 days

F

6 months

F

11 weeks
16 years

F

F
11 months
Measles & Atrophy
F
1 year
Source: Register of Births, Deaths & Marriages, County Daly

RM. Minister
Miner
Miner

Miner
Miner
Miner
Mine Captain
Miner
Miner
Miner

had already read the signs and many were already living in places such as
Kalgoorlie and Broken Hill when that fateful day in November came. However,
a number of families stayed and found work in the agricultural industries, the
railways, on the roads, building reservoirs and pipelines and on the wharves at
Wallaroo.
The area has a special place in the hearts of Cornish people in Australia. The

peninsula still reminds recent Cornish emigrants of Cornwall. Family names
like Tregonning, Polgreen, Pengilly, Hosking, Lathlean, and Truran signify that
their ancestors once walked the granite cliffs of Cornwall. The whitewashed
cottages along winding lanes, the green- stained stone pavements, the mined
Cornish engine houses and chimney stacks - Cornwall or South Australia? It's
all the same.

Wherever you go, I will go, Wherever you live, I will live.
Mining history is filled with busts and booms; one mine closes and another
one opens. If you talk to the people of Roxby Downs in the far north of South
Australia today, you will find that they come from Kalgoorlie, Mount Isa,
Broken Hill and the Eyre Peninsula. The same mobility applied to mining
communities in the nineteenth century, except that the tale begins in Cornwall,
12 000 miles from here. For example, Jane Thomas Roach, born at Lelant in
West Cornwall, emigrated to South Australia in 1848 when she was 18. She
probably came with her parents and some of her thirteen brothers and sisters.
One year later, at the Burra, she married Malachi Deeble. She moved to Wallaroo
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those 9f his other Trusts combined. It is primarily with this Corporation's
contribution to the advancement of education, knowledge and community
service in South Australia that this paper is concerned.

THE INTER -WAR YEARS
It was not until the latter half of the 1920s' decade that the Carnegie

Born in Scotland in 1835,-Andrew Carnegie migrated at age thirteen with his
family to the United States. There, from humble beginnings in employment, he
rose to be founder in Pittsburg of a steel company that grew to be one of the
biggest industrial companies in the States. At age sixty -five he sold the company
and devoted the rest of his life primarily to philanthropic activities in. the
English- speaking world; his total gifts in that field amounted to $311 million
through foundations that he established, and $22 million through personal gifts,
a total of $333 million.
His early foundations within the States included an Institute for the promotion
of educational and social standards in the Pittsburg community, an Institute of
Technology for the promotion of improved techniques in the manufacturing
industry, an Institute in Washington for basic research in science, and Foundations for the Advancement of Teaching and for International Peace (to which he
contributed in a number of other ways also).
The overseas country that benefited most substantially from his endowments
was the one in which he had been born. There he set up a Trust to support
appropriate students in the Scottish universities and research in science, medicine and the humanities; another Trust was established to improve the social
conditions, including a community library, in his native town of Dunfermline;
and, for the well -being of people in England and Ireland, he created a United
Kingdom Foundation.
One near universal aspect of civilisation that he warmly supported was the
provision of community public libraries; overall some 2 500 such libraries were
built throughout the English - speaking world, with Carnegie bodies contributing
about $56 million. Another was the provision of organ music in churches; over
his lifetime he provided, at a cost of about $6.5 million, more than 7 600 organs
for small churches in the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom, and
components of the British Commonwealth (six in Australia).
The climax of Carnegie's benefactions was the creation in 1911 of the
Carnegie Corporation of New York with a fmancial foundation greater than
Dr V A Edgeloe was Registrar of the University of Adelaide 1955 -73.

Corporation gave specific consideration to the needs of the English- speaking
countries in the southern hemisphere: South Africa, Australia and New Zealand.
In 1927 it set educational and scientific research, library development and adult
education as the priority fields in which it might grant aid; it also decided to
send, from time to time, representatives to investigate firsthand the actual state
of affairs in the areas and fields in which aid might be offered or sought:The
first three such representatives were J E Russell, Dean Emeritus o Columbia
University's Teachers College in 1928, President L D Coffman of the University
of Minnesota in 1931 -2, and its President, J P Keppel, in 1933. It also decided
in the early 1930s to finance expert investigations into particular problem areas
and to suggest action that should be taken. One such investigation was into
Australian museums and art galleries in 1933, with beneficial results for all such
institutions investigated. Another in '1935 into Australian libraries resulted in
the renowned Munn -Pitt report.
The Corporation's first two major grants on an Australia -wide basis were an
endowment of $25 000 for the Australian National Research Council in 1927
and an undertaking in 1929 to provide an annual grant of $25 000 for ten years
to enable the foundation and subsequent development of the Australian Council
for Educational Research (ACER), which was officially founded in April 1930.
It also provided $12 500 a year (again for ten years) to meet the Council's salaries
and other administrative expenses. And when the original undertaking expired
in 1939 it extended its support in both respects for a further three years, at half
the expired rates.
The following account is confined in very large measure to South Australia,
but some references to organisation with Australia -wide interests and responsibilities are inevitable. The monetary sums are taken from Carnegie publications
and are stated in American dollars; the years given for the benefactions are those

in which the Corporation decided to make the grants and are not necessarily
those in which payment was made in Australia.

THE UNIVERSITY OF ADELAIDE
Although the University had already received a modest number of books on
miscellaneous subjects from Carnegie sources, it was for adult education that,
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following Dr Russell's visit, the University received in 1928 its first substantial
gift: $22 500 to expand 'the library resources and teaching service for the adult

education classes being provided jointly by the University and the Workers
Educational Association. Four years later, following Professor Coffman's visit,
it made two further grants for adult education; $2 500 each for expansion of the
teaching programme and of the Association's library and its availability.
Specifically for the development of the University library the Corporation
made three substantial grants: a collection of about 170 books on education and
psychology in 1928; an undertaking, following President Coffman's visit and
expressly on his recommendation, to provide a travel grant of $2 000 to enable
the new librarian, when appointed, to study library policies and practices in the
United States;' and in 1938 a grant, to be spread over four years, of $20 000 to
facilitate adoption of proposals by the librarian for development of the library's
resources and service, namely, substantial acquisition of `general literature and
great expansion of the le.ndiñg service.
Other gifts and grants to the University in the 1930s included:

1933 A collection of music study equipment valued at $2 500 for the
Elder Conservatorium of Music. It comprised a top -class phonograph,
824 records, 251 books of historical, biographical or technical relevance,
and several appropriate cabinets.
1934 Following a joint application from CSIR and the Director of the
Waite Institute, an undertaking to support over the next three years a
research project on mineral deficiencies in soils; the support amounted
to $13 250. The research was to be undertaken at the Institute by CSIR
and Institute staff in collaboration; the Corporation's undertaking replaced a terminated grant of about the same annual value from the
Empire Marketing Board in Great Britain.
1936 A set of art teaching equipment comprising 1900 photographs, 200
books, 20 original prints, and an extensive collection ofcoloured facsimiles.
$3 200 to be used to relieve travel costs of representatives from New
Zealand, Queensland, Tasmania and Western Australia attending a Universities' Conference being organized by the Australian Vice- Chancellors' Committee and to be held in Adelaide early in 1937.
The Corporation's final pre -war act of financial significance to the University
was an undertaking to support three German scientists who had escaped from
Nazi Germany and arrived in Australia practically destitute and without any
1

The travel grant was delayed until 1935 -36 when the librarian underttok a formal course of academic study
in librarianship at the University if Minnesota, and informed himself broadly of the practices in librarianship
in severeral leading American libraries. The development of the Adelaide library, financed with a special
grant over three years by the Corporation, reflected the librarian's studies and experience in the United States.
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normal everyday living adjuncts. The University found employment for them
at modest salaries, but could not further ease their extreme poverty. Two served
the University for a number of years; the third moved, after brief service to the
University, to employment in industry for which he was particularly well -qualified; the total cost of the grants to the Corporation was $5 665.

STATE INSTITUTIONS AND BODIES
Following Russell's visit in 1928 steps were taken to establish an Australian
national body concerned with studies and research in education. With substantial
Corporation promised financial support, the Australian Council for Educational
Research was founded in April 1930, and for the next ten years it served in large
measure as consultant -agent for the Corporation in a number of fields. Grants
through the Council with direct effect in South Australian included:

TRAVEL GRANTS for visits to North America (and, in some cases, Europe
also):

W J Adey, State Director,of Education;
Edgar Allen, Chief Inspector of Secondary Schools;
R J Coombe, Magistrate in the Adelaide Children's Court;
C E Fenner, Superintendent of Technical Education;
Herbert Hale, Director of the South Australian Museum;
H M Lushey, educationist at Adelaide Teachers' College;
J McKellar Stewart, Professor of Philosophy in the University and
chairman of several committees concerned with education at
various levels;
N B Tindale, anthropologist in the Adelaide Museum;
Diana Wauchope, educationist in the Adelaide Teachers' College.

SUPPLEMENTARY GRANTS to facilitate variations, relevant to ACER
functions, complementary to the study leave programmes for which leave had
been.granted by the University:
Professor James Davidson, Entomology at the Waite Institute;
Professor A Killen Macbeth, Chemistry.
Relatively small grants to meet essential costs of modest investigations into
aspects of school education. Over the 1930s twelve such investigations in South
Austrália received a total of support of about £1 850. Typical projects:
Lefthandedness in young children by C M Davey and E M McDonnell;
Tests on children's reading by L W Allen;
Study of delinquency by M Tenison Woods;
The teaching of English in secondary schools, by R C Bald.
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PUBLICATIONS
Fenner and Paull, Individival Education, a report on a four-year
experiment carried out in the Thebarton High School;
E G Biaggini, English in Australia;
F W Mitchell, The Nature ofMathematical Thinking.
Direct grants from the Corporation to other recipients in South Australia
included:

Sets of music study material to the Adelaide Teachers' College and
St Peter's College;
$200 worth of art teaching equipment to the Education Department for
circulating to schools;
$1 000 to the Institute of Medical and Veterinary Science for the
acquisition of an ultra- centrifuge;
$5 000 to the Art Gallery for `development' that freed the Museum of
some space that was then converted, under grant of $3 500 from
the Corporation, into a children's museum specialising in broad
natural history;
$12 000 to the (international) New Education Fellowship to subsidise
the fares of delegates from overseas attending a conference in
1937, of which sessions would be held in New Zealand and
every Australian state;
$6 000 spread over three years to Support the Country Lending Service
of the State's public library;

Support for conferences of librarians and directors of _art galleries and of
museums, following the reports on those services by special investigators
financed by the Corporation in 1933 and 1935.

The War Years
During World War II Carnegie contributions to the advancement of education
and knowledge in the British dominions and colonies had necessarily to be in
very large measure suspended. In the case of Australia the various Carnegie
trusts and foundations continued to provide copies of journals and reports that
they produced, and the Corporation continued to discharge those of its commitments that extended into the war years (for example the three -year grant for the
country lending service of the S A Public Library). And, as the end of the war
became imminent, it made grants of $25 000 each to the Australian Institute of
International Affairs and to the National Health and Medical Research Council.
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The Postwar Years
In 1946 the Corporation adopted a `Commonwealth Program' which in large
measure replaced its pre-war policy on gifts and financial grants to institutions in
Australia, New Zealand and South Africa. The new policy had two dominating
features: (a) financial support should in the main take the form of travel grants in
response to individual applications direct the Corporation, though some might
still be made at the request or on the recommendation of employing bodies; (b) the
countries in which applications might originate should include those colonies that
had recently been, or were in process of being, granted independent political and
governmental status. Thus, the number of participating.coçtntries-rose by about a
dozen. The cost of the greatly increased number of travel grants that would be
awarded would be met from substantial reductions in the number and amounts of
grants made in pre-war days for purposes other than travel.
The program, under the direction of Stephen Stackpole, operated from 1947

to 1962. It embraced 793 grant's in response to personal applications and 118
made at the request or nomination of institutions. The value of a grant ranged
from about $1 000 to $5 000, the average being about $3 000. The total cost to
the Corporation was about $2 240 000 for the `by application' awards and $320
000 for the `nomination' grants.
Of the 793 `by application' grants 302 came to Australians and of that number
44 to South Australians. The 18 `by nomination' were divided into three groups:
(i) nominated for normal purposes, (ii) 20 nominated by the Australian National
Health and Medical Research Council for postwar rehabilitation of a specialist
kind, and (iii)) 21 for journalists nominated by their employers for attendance
at an appropriate program being provided by Harvard University. There were
14 Australians in the 77, but Harry Messel, physicist, was the only South
Australian; Adelaide graduates N J Bonnin, M T Cockburn and A F Hobbs were
included in the 20; and of the 21 journalists eight were Australians but none
South Australian,
The South Australians awarded `by application' grants were as follows:
1948 H G Andrewartha, entomologist
G H Pitt, public librarian.
1949 R J Best, agricultural chemist;
Ann Marshall, geographer.
1951 John Bishop, musician;
A Killen Macbeth, chemist;
J S Robertson, pathologist;
D C Swan, entomologist;
R E Vowels, electrical engineer,
H B S Womersley, botanist.
1952 G M Badger, academic chemist;
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T O Browning, entomologist;
B R Elliott, Australian literature ,scholar and promoter,
C S Piper, soil chemist:
1953 V A Edgeloe, university administrator.
1954 W A Cowan, university librarian;
A P Rowe, university Vice Chancellor.
1955 A R Çallaghan, State Director of Agriculture;
Robert Campbell, Director of S A Art Gallery;
R L Specht, botanist.
1956 Robert Culver, civil engineer;
N T Flentje, plant pathologist;
W P Rogers, zoologist;
M M Scott, rector of a university college.
1957 R S Coggins, geographer;
Brian Coghlan, German scholar;
H E Wesley Smith, university administrator.
1958 H C Brideson, public librarian;
W G Buick, public librarian;
R L Matthews, commercial educationist;
H N Robson, physician;
George Sved, civil engineer.
1959 D O Jordan, physical chemist;
James Melville, Director of Waite Institute;
J P Quirk, soil scientist.
1960 Patricia Holmes, academic musician;
Stephen Kaneff, electrical engineer;
.L H May, plant physiologist;
Marjorie Mayo, geneticist;
Gwenda Sergeant, law librarian;
B O West, chemist.
1962 G J Harrison, architect;
H N Hoskings, architect;
G A Rose, electrical engineer;
R F Whelan, physiologist.
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In addition to the 44 travel grants, the Corporation made in 1957 a substantial
gift to South Australia in the form of four sets of books, each of 350 volumes,

designed to portray the history and qualities of American civilisation and
community life: one to the University and three to the Public /State libraries.
Those three were alloted to the reference library, the country lending servfce
and a suburban library distanced from the city centre.
In the early 1960s the Corporation adopted a change in policy that in effect
excluded Australia, New Zealand and South Africa from receiving any further
significant grants. It was to concentrate its overseas support on the newly
- independent and gravely necessitous countries of central Africa, and the
American institutiuons that cooperated with the Corporation in pursuing it.

Sources: Various Carnegie publications, W F Connell, The ACER 1930 -80,
University records, and information provided by several S A public institutions.

Appendix
The following are some Carnegie benefactions that do not fall within the
scope of this article but may be of interest to South Australian readers.
1902 -09

1930 -64

1933:

1938

1951

Three awardees in other states who subsequently joined the staff of the
University were J H Bennett, Professor of Genetics in 1956, N R Morris,
Professor of Law in 1958, and J Tancibudek, Principal Oboist in the Elder
Conservatorium in 1965.

Adelaide graduates employed in other states who received travel grants
included Colin Badger, R G Cooke, W R Crocker, B W Hone, F V Mercer, F W
Mitchell A J A Nelson, H W Piper and J H Reynolds (and there may have been
others also).
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1953

1954

Andrew Carnegie made personal gifts amounting to
$68 200 to provide public library buildings in Hobart,
Midland Junction, Mildura and Northcote.
Carnegie Corporation grants to or through ACER totalled
about $550 000.
The Corporation made a grant of $10 000 to the Royal
Institute of International Affairs to subsidise the
publication of W K Hancock's book on Intra- Imperial
Relations
The Rhodes Trust in England received from the
Corporation $100 000 to support pqstgraduate studies by
Rhodes Scholars.
The Australian Library Association received a grant of
$35 000 for administrative purposes; and a student team
from Australian Universities received $4 500 as a
contribution to the cost of undertaking a debating tour
of several universities in the United States.
The Social Science Research Council of Australia
received $40 000.
CSIRO received $250 000 for the purchase of the largest
radio - telescope in the southern hemisphere (it operated
under the direction of Sir Mark Oliphant of the ANU).
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chapter with an analysis of the Liberal Party, showing how the `dries' initially gained

control but, due to poor electoral results, were narrowly defeated by tht: `wets',
exemplified by the victory of Dean Brown as leader of the Opposition. Then follows

Vern Marshall's appraisal of factionalism in the Labor Party and the disputes

The Bannon Decade: The Politics of Restraint in South Australia
Andrew Parkin and Allan Patience (eds), Allen & Unwin, St Leonards, NSW, 1992.

I am writing this review the day after the Arnold government has suffered the worst

defeat for the ALP since 1902, losing five ministers and twelve members of
parliament, and retaining at best only ten Labor members in the House of Assembly.

It is therefore with the benefit of considerable hindsight that I am appraising this
book. Needless to say, such a massive reversal in the Labor vote is not intimated in
this collective account of Labor in power, written before the full ramifications of
the State Bank disaster were known (although the first bail out of the Bank was
announced in February 1991). Ïf the timing of the.book is unfortunate, its strength
lies in the consistently high quality of the contributions made by its authors. These
chapters are grouped into five sections: politics, economic and government management, resource and infrastructure management, human services and equal opportunities. What then follows is an evaluation section by the editors in which
Andrew Parkin characterises the Bannon government as one of `restraint with
integrity', whereas Allan Patience sees the period as one in which the government's
achievements were undercut by lost opportunities. The editors raise an important
debate which should have been integrated into the other contributions in the book.
The political section begins with Andrew Parkin's over -view of the Bannon years.
He begins the story in 1979 with the Labor Party in opposition, and traces the Party's
dual strategy of becoming more professional and of placating the Adelaide business
community, which had campaigned against it in the 1979 election. Parkin moves on
to discuss the Government's 1982 -85 first term, its most successful, highlighted by
the Adelaide Railway Station project, the Grand Prix, the newly - merged State Bank

and Roxby Downs. The second term, 1985 -1989, began with the government
articulating a philosophy of social justice; but as the term progressed reductions in
Federal grants to SA restricted the options available to the Bannon government. The
third Bannon Government (1989 -1992 and still in office at the time of publication)
became dominated by the debt crises of the State Bank and the subsequent Royal

Commission. Nonetheless, this period did include the winning of the MFP, the
commencement of the submarine project and the Government's search for a new
economic strategy. The latter became focused around the Arthur D Little Report and

its recommendations for market specialisation. The chapter concludes with the
resignation of John Bannon and the caucus election of Lynn Arnold as premier.
Parkin concludes his chapter with the observation that while the Dean Brown led
opposition could be: `justifiably optimistic about their chances of winning government, it is too early definitively to rule out the re- election of the Labor government'.
In his contribution on voting, Dean Jaensch notes that the 1991 electoral redistribution significantly increased the number of marginal seats and that this, combined with voter volatility, meant interesting electoral times. He accompanies this

between candidates for the declining number of safe seats. In the next chapter, Jenny
Tilby Stock evaluates the Australian Democrats, and links the confrontations between personalities to a deeper dispute over the policy direction óf the party. These
are excellent chapters.dealing with the major parties in an era which saw the demise
of the extra - parliamentary left, the strengthening of the right in the ALP, the
consolidation of the Democrats and the rise and displacement of the `dries' in the
Liberal party.
The next section begins with Graham Scott's appraisal of economic policy in
which he argues that Bannon's state -led economic strategy relied too heavily upon
the public sector rather than on the tnarket. In contrast, Ian Radbone contends that
the public sector came under the influence of `corporate management' and 'commercialisation' where the ideology of the market (and performance for results) began
to undermine faith in the public sector. Andrew Parkin and Vern Marshhll succinctly
detail the decline in Federal funding to SA, the increase in the use of tied grants and

the restriction on state borrowing imposed from Canberra. They conclude their
review by noting that the decline in federal funding and reductions in tariff protection

made the state's economy more vulnerable. The final chapter in this section is on

local government, Parkin detecting a contradiction between the government's
attempts to dominate local authorities and the granting of more autonomy to them.

The section on resource and infrastructure management begins with Lionel
Orchard's evaluation of urban policy where he also argues that there were contradictions. For example, some projects were market -driven (Golden Grove), whereas
others were restrained by planning regulations (the abortèd Mount Lofty Cable Car
project). The contradictions led to a certain incoherence in government policies,
prompting a major planning review. According to Orchard, while the Planning

Review had many comniendable aspects, the government lacked the political
boldness or faith in the public sector to carry through on urban planning. On the
environment, D Damania considers that the government failed to please either the
conservationists or the developers. Les Heathcote's chapter on agriculture argues
that international markets tended to be of more significance than the policies of the
government. Bernard O'Neil, discussing minerals and energy, sees three trends as
important: the commercialisation of resources, the downgrading of the Department
and the move from intra -SA to inter -state marketing of these resources: In his chapter
on transport policy, Ian Radbone argues that market principles became predominant

and that their strongest advocates were in the bureaucracy.
There are seven chapters in the human services sector covering schools, social
welfare, health and housing policies, workplace reform, criminal justice and corrections and the arts. They depict a government that was seeking to hold the reformist

line but lacking both in the financial wherewithal and innovation to respond
imaginatively to difficult times. In this regard Robert Kosky's appraisal of health is

of particular interest because of his depiction of the then Health Minister, John
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Cornwall, as the torch bearer of the Dunstan tradition. In his chapter on ,the arts,
Murray Bramwell notes that policy tended to drift, and goes on to question whether
other options were available, given the financial stringency of the times and the lack
of a clear theoretical direction for the arts in the 1980s.
The final section on equal opportunity deals with women, aboriginal, and ethnic
affairs. Here the contributors point out that there were advances in equal opportunity
and anti - discrimination legislation, but that the thrust of these reforms was subject
both to market pressure and to the encroachment of the Conunonwealth government
legislation. They note that despite South Australia's loss of its pacesetting status, the
earlier reforms were consolidatied.

In short, the failure of the Bank sealed the Government's fate. Bannon's successor,
Lynn Arnold, was left with little room to manoeuvre; he cobbled together a strategy
which relied on warning the constituency that things would be worse under a Dean

In the evaluative section, Parkin argues that the government was cautious,
prudent and moderate, showing `restraint with integrity'. Yet this description seems
inadequate, as it does not explain why Bannon allowed the State Bank to expand
without restraint and, as it turned out, with so little prudence. Allan Patience contends

that Bannon was so pre - occupied with winning elections, and with distancing
himself from both Dunstan and Whitlam, that he became indecisive and drawn
towards `economic rationalism'. Bannon, he adds, became entrapped by a combination of `paranoia' and `mad economic doctrines'. Patience's account also seems
to lack a certain balance, as it fails to take cognisance of what was possible in
economic, financial and cultural circumstances so different from the early 1970s;
moreover, it does not to tell us what Bannon should have done in the difficult 1980s.
The book is an important contribution to our understanding of the Bannon years
if for no other reason than the breadth of the contributions which collectively show
how the government sought to continue the reformist tradition in hard times. The

absence of an analysis of the State Bank disaster does detract from the book and
thereby gives more sympathetic an account of the Bannon years than is warranted.
A revised edition could rectify this problem and include in it the fall of the Arnold
government. Such an edition could also take up the challenge offered in the dispute
between the editors. The dispute involves the critical question: in the circumstances,
was this the best a social democratic government could do? It would also give an
opportunity to review the Bannon years in the light of the fall of the State Bank.

Perhaps I may suggest how to integrate the State Bank into the analysis. The
Bannon government sought to construct and retain an electoral constituency by
incorporating pressure groups and the elite into the policy process and through an
appeal to the Adelaide business community by showing both restraint and an ability
to promote state - sponsored development. In difficult times Bannon was cautious

and often parsimonious to, the government's constituency, leading in the end to
widespread dissatisfaction (exemplified by the vociferous art elites, who had the
Adelaide Review as their mouthpiece). A significant element in the government's
policy towards local business was the State ,Bank, kept at `arms length' from the
government in order to placate the business community and the Liberal Opposition.
The Bank was, however, generally governed by incompetent directors and managers, who invested more of the Bank's assets outside of the state than in it.
The collapse of the Bank into a mire of debt left the Bannon administration with
no other countering monument, a disappointed constituency and an angry electorate.

Brown government and presented himself as the most able leader to promote
economic development in SA. The first appeal never really got off the ground and
tended to reinforce the perception that the government was simply negative. The
State Bank debacle destroyed the cogency of the second appeal. The electorate so
wreaked its vengeance on the government (while the perpetrators of the debt escaped
scot-free)* that we have begun what may well be a `Brown decade'. Let us hope that,

if this is the ease, the contributors to this book, or their equals, are given the
opportunity to evaluate such a decade, and that such a volume is as valuable a
contribution as is this one.
Greg McCarthy

State of Denial
Chris Kenny, Wakefield Press, Kent Town, 1993.
This volume is presented as a book of revelations about Premier Bannon, not in this

case from one of his close associates, but from a TV reporter and critic of his
government. Chris Kenny presents a parable against parochialism. He sees John
Bannon as an `emperor with no clothes' who, hiding behind a facade of decency,
honesty and prudential management, constructed an empire that had a secret club
as its financial edifice, SA Inc., and a court of modern day manipulators who devised

devilish schemes to fool the media and electorate alike. Investigative journalism,
however, armed with the State Bank debacle, tore down the doors of the palace,
revealing to the populace a pauperized state whose treasury their penny - pinching
premier had allowed the bankers to plunder. The premier /emperor had permitted
such looting because he denied fatal flaws in his personality. Due to a sense of class
inferiority the premier had became `bedazzled' by Tim Marcus Clark, the Melbourne

(old) establishment banker, who gave the premier a monument with which to
dominate the Adelaide skyline. The facade of the State Bank building, however, hid
a financial disaster of such magnitude That it would bring down the premier.
For Kenny, the State Bank was not an aberration but an indication that the whole
edifice of the Bannon government was a facade. To deny such a conclusion is, in

Kenny's view, akin to Freud's `negation', where as collective individuals we are
repressing the truth that `the Bannon decade failed us'. This is a critical point in
Kenny's moral tale, but it needs substantiation and not assumption. Kenny uses two
methods to defend his allegory; the first is constructed around interviews with fellow
journalists which purport to tell us not only about the Bannon government but also
about Bannon the man, including comments on his personality and psychological
profile. The second pillar, is built on the initial report of the Jacobs' Royal Commission.
These pillars cannot carry the weight of the argument placed on them. Kenny

takes the opinions and guesstimations' of other journalists and uses them as
evidence to confirm his own opinions, whereas the onus of proof is to discover
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evidence to test opinions. There is,an abundance of information around on which to
construct a story; the problem was that this made the issue complex rather than
straightforward. For example, Kenny relies heavily on the initial report by Comnlissioner Jacobs which is, at best, only a partial account of the Bank's demise. More
importantly it is contradicted by the Auditor - General's inquiry on such crucial
matters as the capital funding of the Bank and on how much the Premier was being
misled by the management of the SBSA. Thus, the Auditor - General places far more
blame for the Bank's demise on the managers and directors than is to be found in
Jacobs' initial findings. In short, the fall of the Bank is a far more complicated tale
than is depicted by Kenny, who sees it primarily as a 'saga of sleaze and folly' by
the Bannon government.
This is not to say that Bannon did not have a high degree of culpability in the
Bank's fate. Rather, the analysis needs to go beyond Kenny's reductionist claim that
the Bank and the government were as one. Similarly, his depiction of John Bannon
is quite unbalanced. Bannon did not have an inferiority complex towards the old
establishment, the reverse being nearer the truth. It was the new establishment that
fooled him, as it did many others in the 1980s. The point is that.Clark was from both
the old and the new Melbourne establishments. He had family links to the old, but
mixed and acted as one of the new entrepreneurs. The economic strategy adopted
by Bannon owed more to'internationalism than it did to parochialism. If only he had
been more parochial with the Bank then it might ñot have lost two thirds of its money
outside SA. It is Kenny's analysis which is parochial; he fails to notice that financial
disasters were a global phenomenon in the 1980s and 1990s - from Bush's America

to Social Democratic Sweden, from Thatcher's England to Cain's Victoria and
Burke's WA. In reality, governments around the world sought to benefit from the
financial dynamism of that period, and some of them paid a heavy price for that
gamble. To accommodate these global concerns within the argument would not, as
Kenny implies, exonerate Bannon from his mistakes. It might just, however, explain
why he acted the way he did.
In sum, the Bannon government and the Bank are not, as Kenny believes, one,
which is not to say that the Bank's fall does tell us something important about Bannon
and his government. It at least tells us that he had a misguided trust in certain business
individuals and their practices (which, needless to say, were prevalent at the tirrie)
and it was their market activities which made them wealthy, and brought him down.
There is, nevertheless, more to Bannon than the Bank, and this is not given due
weight in this book. This is a pity, as Kenny does have a keen political eye and writes
intelligently about local politics. This is demonstrated in his interview with Bruce
Guerin (in many ways the best chapter in the book) where he asks probing and
insightful questions. That interview also reveals, however, his weakness for assuming what has to proven. He assumes that there was an SA Inc. strategy and, despite
Guerin's denial, ignores the alternative explanation that it was more by folly than
design that Bannon became trapped by the State Bank debacle.
Greg McCarthy
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Figuratively Speaking: The Reminiscences, Experiences & Observations of
Sir Norman Young
Sir Norman Young, Published by the Author, Adelaide, 1991.
When Lion Nathan recently took over the brewing operations of the South Australian

Brewing I was reminded of Sir Norman Young's autobiography and his depiction
of `big business' in SA during the 1950s. In that period he considers that there were
five major local businesses: Elder Smith, The Bank of Adelaide, the South Australian Brewing Company, Advertiser Newspapers and the Adelaide Steamship Cornpany. The sale effectively brought to an end SA Inc., as all five corporations have
now lost their local head office status. Sir Norman Young played a significant role.

in SA Inc. as an influential financial adviser to four of these enterprises (the
exception being Advertiser Newspapers, although even there he was a close friend
of its new owner Rupert Murdoch), and was chair of SA Brewing and Elders, along
with being director of fifteen major SA companies. His story is also about the fate
of both SA Inc. and the old Adelaide establishment and, in effect, he plots their dual
demise.
Young did not come from a privileged background. His father was a druggist,
who migrated to South Australia in 1921, and sent his son to Norwood High; there
he excelled in soccer and, despite the disadvantage of a foreign language (Scottish),
was able to obtain good academic results. Norman Young did not marry into an old
Adelaide family, but in 1936 married Jean Sincock, the third daughter of a distinguished public servant, whom he met at his first job in the Taxation Department.
Gaining a commerce degree he set up an accountancy practice in Adelaide. At the
time accountancy was undergoing a profound change from that of basic bookkeeping

to that of an important arm of management. Young played a key role in this
transformation within SA and developed particular expertise in bankruptcy cases
and in tax minimisation schemes. It was through his professional ability that he came
to the notice of the then Lord Mayor, Sir Frank Moulden, who recommended him

to his wife to manage her diverse share portfolio. His management skills and
knowledge of legitimate tax avoidance schemes were much sought after by SA
business, particularly after World War Two when the Commonwealth government
began to expand into the corporate taxation arena.
Young held the strong belief that the Chifley government posed a socialist threat

to free enterprise and himself had a fleeting attempt at politics, unsuccessfully
seeking Liberal Party preselection to the Legislative Council. He then concentrated
on his business activities and it is these endeavours which form the most interesting
chapters of the autobiography. Of significance to local readers is his depiction of the
demise of the Bank of Adelaide and the fall of the house of Elders. He tells how the

Bank got into financial difficulties, principally through the land development
lending of its subsidiary the Financial Corporation of Australia, and considers that
the Bank would have found a friendly buyer, given time. However, when its first
effort with the Bank of New South Wales produced only a foeman, the Reserve Bank
forced the directors to accept a bid by the ANZ.
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The problem with Sir Norman Young's presentation of the Bank of Adelaide story'

attendance at University classes as a way of passing time before marriage. Frank
Bugield, whom she married in 1936, was in every sense a suitable man, and has
given his wife every support for nearly sixty years.,
Nancy, a self- confesse4 `flapper', had little experience of the privations of the
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is that blame is deflected away from the directors and the policy decisions oflthe
Bank and on to the Reserve Bank. This seems to go too far, as he fails to shibw
conclusively that the directors had the capacity to rescue the very Bank that they
had collectively allowed to fall into danger. The story does tell us that by 1979 glass
connections alone were no longer sufficient to save the Bank of Adelaide.

The other illuminating chapter details the takeover of Elders, in which Sir
Norman reveals how an overly conservative company unwittingly made itself a
target for takeover bids. Having set itself up for takeover, Elders became caught
between Robert Holmes a Court and John Elliott; the board considered the latter the

lesser of two evils, a decision that Sir Norman now regrets. He well captures the
predicament of men caught between two entrepreneurs, one of whom had Melbourne
establishment credentials (but who did not act according to old values) and the other
a WA takeover expert. The company was not strong enough to resist both, and its
choice of John Elliott proved disastrous for Elders.
Figuratively Speaking combines romantic yearning for old values with a dramatic

concern for Australia's future. Sir Norman presents a sort of time capsule for the
1950s and 1960s and, like any such capsule, it is only a partial snap. It also has an
old -world view of the stabilising effect of religious values and of the `proper' place
for women in society. This yearning for the past is tempered by his concern for
Australia in the 1990s, which he characterises as suffering from a combination of
excessive debt - financing, national insolvency, unethical entrepreneurs, corrupt politics and economic instability. He bleakly predicts that if not reversed, this combination of factors might destroy parliamentary democracy and the rule of law.
Greg McCarthy
Politics Department
University of Adelaide

Dame Nancy: The Autobiography of Dame Nancy Buttfield
(assisted by June Donovan), Donovan & Associates, Blackwood, SA, 1992.
Dame Nancy's story is worth telling for several reasons - family background,
personal accomplishments and, most of all, because she was South Australia's first
woman member of Parliament.
A devoted daughter of Sir Edward Holden, she presents personal insights into
her family's contribution to the industrialisation of this state, covering some of the

material which appeared in her 1979 family history, So Great a Change. The
confident, determined and public- spirited woman she became owed much to the
family fortune, but equally to the influence of her father, who encouraged so many
of her interests. Her early life, typical of her generation and class, included private
schooling, overseas travel and an exhausting round of social activities (all duly
reported in the Advertiser's social pages). Sent off at ten years of age to boarding
school, to free her' parents for business - related entertainment and travel, Nancy's
independence and self - sufficiency was further strengthened. Education, though, was

not an end in itself, nor the preparation for a career; her father indulged her

Depression, and her social life, including extravagant balls, continued unabated. The
family business was affected, her time at a French finishing school reduced from
three to two terms, and her engagement prolonged until Frank could afford to support

her; but her closest acquaintance with the working class seems to have been her
work with a Girl Guide company in the deprived West End of Adelaide. The rationing
and shortages of the 1940s were to make a much deeper impression, as the economic
costs of those years were more fairly borne by the whole community.

But Nancy was no parasite. Intelligent, resourceful and energetic, she needed a
greater outlet for her talents than that offered by the wife and mother role, philanthropic committee work and her skills at a variety of crafts and decorative arts.
Although familiar with aspects of South Australian politics through her father's
membership of the Legislative Council, 1935 -47, a political career was not on her
mind. Yet, her enjoyment of debating, participation in the Model Parliament movement and experience in lobbying for better maternity services after the War stood
her in good stead when the time came.
It was not the desire to improve the lot of women and children, however, that
sparked Nancy's decision to enter parliament; rather it was an instinctive revulsion
at the industrial strife of the 1940s, the blame for which was laid, by the employers,
at least, at the feet of the Australian Communist Party. Fulfilling an earlier resolve
to do `something ... to persuade Australians not to succumb to this form of aggressive
idealism ', and with her sons aged 11 and 13 safely at St Peter 's, Nancy went overseas
for six months in 1951, gathering useful materials and meeting a number of British

women members of parliament. Enquiring on her return about her prospects as a
potential Liberal candidate, she was disappointed, but not surprised, at her cool
reception. Despite her impeccable conservative credentials, and South Australia's
pioneering of women's suffrage, every obstruction was to be placed in the path of
her entry into parliament.

For many readers, the most interesting parts of the book concern Nancy's
struggles, first to gain and thereafter retain pre - selection in a winnable position and,

once in the Senate, to cope with the demands of political life in the masculine
confines of the federal parliament. The latter, due to her familiarity with the public
sphere and an outgoing personality, turned out to be less of a problem than the former.

She was aided also by some powerful friends, the support of her husband and
children and a good staff, all duly acknowledged as essential for women in politics.
Fortunately, also, she looked good and dressed well, almost de rigeur for women in

the public gaze. A flair for publicity and a willingness to speak out on issues
important to her, if not to the Liberal Party, also made her attractive to the media,
often at the price of trivialisation. In the 1960s, wider exposure on television and
radio panel shows raised her public profile and drew votes. Nevertheless, upon
retirement, she reflected on how few of her colleagues `really appreciated just how
hard it had been' in the `man's world' of politics (p 224).
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Her parliamentary record, after a couple of early embarrassing hiccups, settled
down to one of constant Work and solid achievement. Admittedly 'never a public
champion for women's rights per se', she 'firmly believed in a "fair go" for all',

William Shakespeare's Adelaide 1860 -1930
Edited by Brian Dickey, Adelaide, Association of Professional Historians, 1992.
This publication, a collection of essays on Adelaide's history, demonstrates the
emergence in this country in recent years of a definable group of historians who
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which meant that she 'supported many women's issues ... or tried to advance
women's causes ' wherever she could (p 127). These included the fight for equal
pay, an end to the marriage bar in the public service and a particular focus on the
status of women in her official (and unofficial) overseas travels. Not that her fellow
women MPs constituted a particularly supportive group, and Senator Annabelle
Rankin, as Government Whip, was especially unsympathetic.

Nancy's admirable independence made her less malleable than the average
bench-wanner. On the bill -to increase the number of commercial TV licences from

two to three, for example, she absented herself from the chamber rather than be
forced to vote on a measure of which she disapproved. Another source of tension
for Nancy and the other SA Liberal Senators was the contradictory expectations
made of them. As members of the Menzies Government, a statesmanlike outlook
on matters affecting the whole country, like offshore sovereignty, dam construction

and Commonwealth' funding for rail standardisation was demanded; as South
Australians, however, they were expected by Premier Tom Playford to push his
parochial barrows with greater vigour. As a result,they found themselves frequently

embroiled in the machinations of the 'tough and wily'(p 115) Playford, as that
'master of the halftr`uth' (p 121) schemed to get the best deal possible out of his
federal counterparts.
But it was the bloody- minded chauvinism of her own state party which was the
greatest obstacle to Nancy's career in politics. Despite her credentials, experience and
proven ability to draw votes from Labor, only once was she not relegated to the normally
unwinnable third position on the Senate ticket. 'It seemed that whenever I was contesting
a pre- selection ballot, the practices and courtesies usually given to male Senators were
not extended to me' (p 195). That she got in at all was due initially to another candidate's
death, and on two subsequent occasions, to an unexpected surge in the conservative vote.
Her loss in 1964 was particularly bitter, causing her to reflect that 'the Liberal Party was

never very loyal to me through most of my time in politics.'(p 133) A well deserved
DBE was some consolation near the end of her parliamentary service (1955 -65 and
1968 -74), and Dame Nancy was fortunate to have so many other channels for her talents
and energies after retirement.
Dame Nancy is attractively set out, sturdily bound and illustrated with well chosen
photographs. A delicate shade of blue, rather than the bright pink endcovers would,

however, more accurately have conveyed the author's party political complexion.
Although generally well served by her assistant, June Donovan, one or two minor but
avoidable inconsistencies mar the text. (For example, her parents' birth dates are given
as August 1885 and December 1886, yet the claim is made thatthey were both 23 at the
time of their marriage in March 1908.) Nevertheless, the book is a welcome and valuable
addition to the meagre annals of South Australian political history.
Jenny Stock
Politics Department
University of Adelaide

have moved outside - university teaching and research to engage in public history
activities. The close association between the public and the academic spheres and
the recent practice of some individuals who combine teaching with some form of
public history are reflected in this volume, which lists four academic historians, an
archivist and five freelance historians amongst its contributors.
William Shakespeare's Adelaide provides a meeting -place for those wishing to
explore the history of a city which as its editor, Brian Dickey, points out, has been
under - represented in Australian historiography.
In his engaging introduction, Dickey, Reader in History at Flinders University,
attempts toconnect the essays by means of the figure of William ^Shakespeare who
worked as an Adelaide City Council officer for almost fifty years to enforce the
Council by -laws regulating such matters as road safety, +public health and public
behaviour. Shakespeare's official title was Inspector of Weights and Measures,
Inspector of Vehicles and Registrar of Dogs, but his reports reveal a wider sphere of

operations. As the Council's law enforcement officer, he prosecuted Adelaide
citizens not only for such offences as using inaccurate scales or dangerous driving,
but also for keeping a brothel or, on one occasion, 'attempting to injure the swans
on Lake Torrens'.
As a unifying device, the character of Shakespeare fails to link adequately the
contributions on such diverse aspects of Adelaide life as churches, parklands,
pharmacists, hotels, abattoirs and the low life of the West End. However, Dickey's
portrait of the man draws attention to the richness of municipal archival material
which can yeild unexpected views of city life. Shakespeare's concern for the safety
and propriety. of Adelaide life. led him to prosecute offenders for bathing in the
Torrens without a bathing dress, sweeping a footpath afer hours, riding a bicycle
faster than 8 miles per hour and 'driving prostitutes in an open vehicle'. In placing
the Inspector's daily round of municipal duties in the context of the developing city,
Dickey suggests that Shakespeare was not one of the pioneers of colonial life but
that he represents the generation of 'inheritors' whose task was to 'not begin but to
develop, not to create but to civilise'.
The tantalizing glimpses of Adelaide life recorded in the lists of prosecutions
sought by Inspector Shakespeare are echoed by Linda Young's evocative piece on
Adelaide domestic life. Young uses inventories of household goods taken as part of
involvency proceedings and other sources to document what was regarded as a
minimum standard of living for residents of the inner city. The lists of furniture,
bedding and household equipment retained by insolvent families are evidence of
contemporary perceptions of what was needed for decency, if not respectability. For
example, 82 per cent of the insolvents kept a washstand and toilet set amongst their
depleted possessions. Apart from clothing, bedding and cooking utensils, Robert
Ware, a labourer from North Adelaide, retained only a child's chair, a small table
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and a sofa. To set against that glimpse of basic needs, we are given artisan Joseph
Elliott's detailed account of more comfortable living circumstances in a rented
cottage in Jeffcott Street in 1859 -61. Elliott's account is usefully contrasted witli the

evidence of the insolvency records to provide a fascinating view of Adelaide's
interiors.

Adelaide reputation as a `city of churches', explored by David Hilliard, is
balanced by Alison Painter's analysis of Adelaide's pubs which is concerned with
the relationship between breweries and pubs, the temperance movement and the
struggle to regulate the conduct of public houses. .
As one would expect, William Shakespeare's Adelaide does bring out the inevitable contrasts of city life, the Adelaide of.parks and gardens, slums and pubs, or
strong Protestantism and minority Catholicism. However, one looks in vain for such
essential elements of Adelaide history as the role of ,cultural institutions such as
theatres, libraries and museums.
William Shakespeare's Adelaide begins with enthusiasm but soon falters. In such
a diverse group of essays, it becomes harder and harder to sustain the symbloic hero
of Brian Dickey's imagination. He makes a token appearance in a few chapters.
Since something is known of his religious practices, he finds his way into the chapter
on churches: he is mentioned in passing in a few others but has no credible presence
in most. The sense of strain in the structure does slightly detract from a fine collection
which has many fascinating insights to offer.
Frances O'Neill
Historian for Heritage Assets Branch
Department of Planning & Development, Victoria

Barnacles and Parasites: Independent Members of the South Australian
Parliament 1927 -1970
Reece Jennings. Nesfield Press, Plympton, 1992, pp 154. $30.00
What is particularly welcome in Dr Jennings's book on the 21 Independent members

of the two Houses of the South Australian Parliament from 1927 to 1970 is his
detailed and frank account of the career of the most interesting and important of
them all, T C Stott. A Mallee wheat fanner, Stott entered the House of Assembly in
1933 and remained there until 1970, surviving a number of controversial incidents
and serving two termsas Speaker in 1965 and 1968. In the late 1960s he lost public
office in the Australian.Wheatgrowers' Federation over wheat quotas and then in
the State Parliament over the Chowilla dam issue. These setbacks, together with his
lack of success in mounting a crudely orchestrated campaign to obtain a knighthood,
turned Stott into a frustrated and embittered old man.
The author throws new light on the political scene of 1938 when the Liberal and
Country League Government, led by Sir Richard Butler, suffered a severe electoral
reverse at the hands of an unusually large crop of Independent members of parlia-
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ment. Stott's daring but unsuccessful attempts to create a Government of Independents is analysed at some length, but the account would have been improved
considerably had Jennings taken into account the findings of AD Blatcher's Flinders
University thesis `Consensus and.Division: The Non -Labor Parties in South Australia 1932 - 1944', which analyses the `Centre Group' and demonstrates Stott's
central involvement in what was, in effect, the continuing Country Party in South
Australia.
Dr Jennings is less successful in analysing Stott's involvement with wheatgrowers' organizations, and in particular with the Australian Wheatgrowers' Federation
of which he was General Secretary from 1931 to 1969. There is now a quite extensive

literature on farmers' groups; material which would have been useful includes
Penelope Hetherington's account of the involvement of her father Ron Loveday in the S A Wheatgrowers' Association (as well as in Labor politics) and the writings
of B D Graham, D A Aitkin and 'Others on the old Country Party.
Despite these criticisms, Dr Jennings has produced a `rewarding study of a very
interesting, and confusing, period in the political history of South Australia. It is a
valuable addition to our knowledge of the period and is to be highly commended.
John Playford

Order of Australia 1975 -1993
Plaza Historical Service, Cremorne, NSW, 1993, pp. 781. $80.00
This useful reference work records the almost eleven thousand men and women
admitted to the Order of Australia from June 1975 to June 1993. Their full names,
addressess (at the time of admission) and citations have been extracted from the
Commonwealth of Australia Gazette, and arranged in alphabetical grddr. (It should
be borne in mind, however, that from the Queen's Birthday Honours in June 1975
to the Australia Day Honours in January 1977 only names and grades were gazetted;
citations were not given until the Queen's Birthday Honours in June 1977.) There
are also included a numb& of invaluable statistical tables which provide us with the
number of admissions at each grade in every Honours list since the Order of Australia
was instituted in 1975.
The two editors are Frederick Kirkland, OAM, JR Managing Director of Plaza

Holdings Pty Ltd, and Warren G Cary, JP, who for many years has reproduced
insignia for the Order of Australia. In these days of computer wizardry, mistakes
seem almost inevitable in any reference book, and quite a few errors were spotted
by this reviewer. They included Sir `Selman' Cowan (p 26), Mr M J Tyree' (p 137)
whose surname should be Bryce, Mrs Diana Medun' (p 423) whose surname should

be Medlin, Lady (` Pimrose') Potter (p 491) whose Christian name should be
Primrose, and Warrant Officer W H 'Brgbd' (p 669) whose surname should be Bradd.
Eleven pages of photographs are tucked away at the end of the book. There are

two of the senior editor, Frederick Kirkland and Edna `Atkins', whose surname
should be Atkinson. The first (half -page) photograph is that of Gough and Margaet
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Whitlam; this is not unexpected, since the only piece on the history of the Order of
Australia to be found in the book is an extract from Mr Whitlam's apologia The
Whitlam Government 1972 -1975, published in 1985.,That remarkable book of 787

pages managed to avoid any mention at all of the Loans Affair, and the section
devoted to the origins 'of the Order of Australia leaves out a number of significant
facts and is at times highly tendentious. The polemics of party politics should not
have had a place in a reference book of this type.

.

John Playford
Politics Department
University of Adelaide.

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander People in Commonwealth Records.
A Guide to Records in the Australian Archives ACT Regional Office
Rosslyn Fraser, Canberra, Australian Government Publishing Service, 1993,

I am indebted to the Guide for introducing me to a most useful concept - the
Commonwealth Person, soiheone who generates the sort of records which do not fit
readily into a federal agency Series. Thus Colonel Sir Jack Keith Murray is Commonwealth Person 289, and Hilda Abbott, who occupied the Administrator's Residence in Darwin With her husband from 1937 until 1946, is Commonwealth Person
52. The term gives new meaning to statutory body' and I look forward to employing
it often, in this era of discourse on citizenship.

While all finding aids to government archives in Australia offer potentially
exciting discoveries, many frustrate rather than facilitate the search. Among the
reasons for this is lack of money and /or other priorities; I have never been sure of
the relative weight of these to explain why the Concise Guide to the Archives of New
South Wales was so out -of -date for so long, for instance. Using the Office copies
was quite an experience: having absorbed the sweat (from anticipation or frustration)

of generations of users, their pages were thickened and the covers of the volumes
smelt like old saddles.
I have heard government archivists patiently explain, often, why their archives

pp viii, 478. $20.00
I turned to the task of reviewing this archives guide without enthusiasm - there
seemed little point in doing more than assessing its usefulness. Indeed, weary

guides are not researcher- friendly. It is because the records are not there for
researchers, but for the purposes of government. They are part of the system of
government accountability which occupied many a governor's clerk, writing out

experience had taught me that it is probably easier to assess the degree of confusion

copperplate entries in the colonial Blue Books, and still has government departments

aroused than the user friendliness of such publications. Instead, my spirits lifted
with each page I turned. The compiler has in my view produced a model which, if
more widely adopted, will give new life to spent researchers. I am not suggesting
that this should be the chief goal of government archivists; it is just nice to have it
on the agenda at all..But more on that later.
The guide is divided into two main sections, helpfully printed on differently

producing annual reports to parliaments, although these days it is hard to tell the
difference between BHP's or Colonial Mutual's productions and those of state and
federal agencies.
I have never been satisfied with that explanation, although I recognise its elegant
rationality. Why then has the Australian Archives produced this Guide we can buy
cheaply, and use easily? Will the Director- General get away with this heresy in his

coloured pages. The first shows the government agencies with an indication of those
record series identified as relevant to Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders. The
second section describes the series in their agency groupings, and lists individual

Foreword ?:

items already known. There is an. excellent introduction, clearly and concisely
explaining enough of the facts of administrative life to enable the reader to stây the
course.
The index includes references to people, places, and subjects mentioned in the
records but not in the Guide, showing these in italics. This is a bonus, but the Index
has a failing - the first time I tried to follow up an entry in the Guide, the name I
sought did not make the Index at all. I assume this is an error although it seems an
unlikely one in our computer - assisted publishing age. This might seem rather picky,
but this was ,only one of the entries that sparked my curiosity which now cannot be
satisfied without a trip to Canberra - or can someone tell me why Cissy McLeod

was awarded the Royal Humane Society's Bronze Medal in 1912? Was she the
woman who saved people in the Roper River floods? Maybe I can look that up
instead. Does the Index have Roper River? Yes! But there are too many entries. Does

it have floods? Yes - and refers me to NT1916/1279. But no, 1916 is too late. So
why did Cissy McLeod get her award?

I hope that this publication assists in the process of making our records
more accessible and that many more people will be encouraged to make
use of the archival resources of the Commonwealth ...
The answer is made immediately clear in the announcement that the Guide is
published to celebrate the International Year for the World's Indigenous People, and
in response to a specific recommendation of the Royal Commission into Aboriginal

Deaths in Custody. This was that Australian governments provide access to all
government archival records pertaining to the family and community histories of
Aboriginal people so as to assist the process of enabling Aboriginal people to
re- establish community and family links with those people from whom they were
separated as a result of past policies of government.
This clear acknowledgment that government archives in Australia are collectively our memory is an important statement. Of course paper records can never
replace what was taken, or has been lost, but in many cases they are now all we have.
The records of the past are vital to us all if we are to face the 21st century, and our

differences, as people sharing one land. I hope South Australian state and local
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government archivists will see this Guide as a model in meeting the recommendadons of the Royal Commission. I hope, too, that government agencies responsible
for saving the Australian memory will at last begin to recognise that their democratic
accountability is not only to the government of the day, but to all of us, and to all
the generations whose lives are influenced by acts of government.
Lenore Coltheart
Politics Department
University of Adelaide

Subject Index to the Journal of the
Historical Society of South Australia
No's 1 -20 (1974 -1992)
Prepared by Brian Samuels with assistance from Kevin Harrigan

This index uses relatively broad subject headings. It indexes only the main
subjects of each article, judged primarily from the title, and not the contents.

Authors and titles are not separately indexed, but they do compromise
separate fields on the database on which the index is maintained, and hence
author and title indexes could be included in future published indexes if required.
The following items are excluded: Presidents' reports on the Society's activities,
book reviews (but not review articles) and advertisements.
The Journal number is cited before the page numbers. Occasionally a note in

square brackets has been added after a title. Within each subject items are
arranged alphabetically by author and by title when there is more than one article

by the same author. There are two exceptions. Within the subject Biography
items are indexed by surname and collective biographies are grouped at the
beginning. Within the subject Places general and regional items are found at the
beginning with other items arranged by place.
This index was originally compiled using Filemaker Pro software running on
an Apple Macintosh computer. The initial indexing was undertaken by Kevin
Hanigan, a volunteer with the State History Centre, Old Parliament House, and
is but one of many worthwhile projects the Centre's volunteers have undertaken.
My tasks were to select the subject - headings, to edit the entries for consistency
of subject and generally check their accuracy.
Brian Samuels (Vice - President, Historical Society of South Australia and
Acting Director, State History Centre)
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Dickey B
The South Adelaide Creche, 1887 -1936

16 pp 114 -126

16 pp 159 -164

Fletcher P L
An Adelaide Woman of Interest: Agnes
Milne, Inspector of Factories, 1896 -1906
15 pp 54-64

Geddes A & Hammond M
Agnes Nesbit Benham: Sexual Reform and
Socialism in Adelaide

Sumerling P
and infanticide in South Australia 1870 -1910
13 pp 111 -127

Warburton E
Ellie [Mrs. G.R. Debney)
7 pp 62-69

I5 pp 110 -123

Jones H

A Further Postscript to the Life of
Catherine Helen Spence
16 pp 165 -167

Cashen J

15 pp 82 -92

Women at Work in South Australia,
1889 -1906

2 pp 1 -17

Jones H

August:

October:

November:

Pauline Payne, `This Fairy Palace; The Old Palm House at
Adelaide Botanic Gardens'
Dr Harry Penny, `The Place of History in the Education of
Humans'
Susan Marsden, `Public History in the USA; An Illustrated
Lecture'
Dr Gary Scroop, `Introducing the Magic Lantern'
Joint Meeting with History of Science, Ideas and Technology
Group, 'A Sherlock Holmes Approach to Dr Watson; An
Entertaining Account of Adelaide's Professor Archibald Watson'
Denise Schumann, 'A Tale of Two Cultures; Excerpts from the
State Bank Oral History Project'
Dylan Walker, `Cinema in South Australia 1896 -1929; Complete
with Early Silent Films, Newsreels and Music!'
Dr Peter Howell, `The Adelaide College of Music and its
Founder'
Julie -Ann Ellis, `Legitimising a Defacto Relationship; The South
Australian Travelling Stoclç,Routes'
Dr Michael Talbot, South Australia's Institutes'

Women at Work in South Australia,
1889 -1906

2 pp 1 -17

Tours included those of the Adelaide Botanic Garden, led by Pauline Payne
in February, North Road Church of England Cemetery, led by Dr Robert Nicol
in August, and an all day bus tour of the historic Salisbury district, held in
conjunction with the Salisbury and Districts Historical Society in October.
An interesting addition to the year's events was a conference on sport in South
Australia's history, held in may in conjunction with the Migration Museum's
display titled 'Fair Game: the Cultural Connections of Sport in South Australia'.
The annual dinner, now a regular part of the Society's programme, was held
in September at St Mark's College, North Adelaide. Guest speaker was well
known journalist Stewart Cockburn, who titled his talk, 'Looking Back with a
Light Heart'. His reminiscences were so well received by members that we were
able to persuade him to have them published in the annual journal.
The Society continued its annual publications programme, with six issues of
,

Marsden S

Housing the Workers
16 pp 63-69

Rollison K

Rollison K

Working Women in South Australia during
World War II

Working Women in South Australia during
World War II

16 pp 54 -62

July:

September:
Dickey B
The South Adelaide Creche. 1887 -1936

Jones H

Jones H

May:
June:

IO pp 32-43

16 pp 159 -164

Lucy Spence Morice and Catherine Helen
Spence: partners in South Australian social
reform
II pp 48 -64

April:

Masters and Servants in South Australia.

A Postscript to the Life of Catherine Helen
Spence

March:

Work - see also Unemployment

1837 -1860

Jones H

February:

The Darker Side of Motherhood: abortion

16 pp 54-62

the Newsletter and a reprint of Volume I of 'Insights into South Australian

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF SA PUBLICATIONS
Thanks are due to Dr Ian Harmstorf for the former and Brian Samuels for the

Journal

latter. Unfortunately, due to the ill health of the Journal editor, Dr John Playford, the
1992 issue was delayed. Dr Playford announced his retirement as editor, with the

completion of the 1992 issue. He has laboured long and hard over many years to
ensure the high standard of the Journal is maintained. All members will, I am sure,
join me in thanking him for his valuable contribution to the Society's work.
Volume II in the `Insights', covering Germans in South Australian history,
and prepared by Dr Ian Harmstorf, was prepared during the course of the year,
and will soon be ready for publication, continuing the Council's determination

to make available to secondary school students, a wide variety of South

The Journal of the Historical Society of South Australia has appeared annually since
1975, with the exception of 1978 and 1980 when there were two issues. Back issues of
all numbers except 1, 4, 9 and 10 are available at $12.00 each (postage included). Note
however that stocks of some issues are running low.

i

The contents of each journal are listed in the `South Australian History in Journals'
guidesheets included in Newsletters No's 77 (July 1988) and 79 (November 1988).

Newsletter
Back issues of more recent years' issues are available at $1.00 each.

Guidesheets

Australian historical material.

Membership has remained healthy, and in the 450 range. In straitened
economic times, I believe this is a considerable achievement, though I remain
committed to boosting the figure above the magic 500 barrier. Income from the

endowment fund has contributed to the Society's success, by allowing the
Council to maintain subscription rates at their current levels.
Apart from the usual Council activities aimed at supporting and promoting
South Australian history, Council gave particular attention to the need to support
activities aimed at promoting the Centenary of Women's Suffrage, to be celebrated in 1994. Recognising the significance of the occasion, Council formed a
sub - committee to develop appropriate proposals.
Council has continued to support the work of the Federation of Australian
Historical Associations. At the 1992 AGM, I retired as President, to be replaced by
Professor Brian Fletcher. I didn't escape entirely however, and was elected senior
vice president of the Federation. South Australia was also represented by Pauline
Payne, who attended the AGM as an observer. The meeting was held in conjunction
with the Australian Historical Association conference in Canberra.

The overall financial position of the Society remained healthy. It is worth
noting that this was in large part because of the substantial income received from
the endowment fund. This allowed the Council to expand slightly its publication

These leaflets are made available gratis by the Society as a community service to promote
history beyond its membership. They are issued as supplements to its Newsletters and
additional copies are normally available in the Mortlock Library and the History Trust
head office.
No. 1 South Australian Local History 1. Guides, Indexes & Bibliographies
(1978, out of print)

No. 2 Good Reading in South Australian History (Revised edition 1987)
No. 3 South Australian History in Journals A Select List of Articles (1981)
No. 4 Making History (1988)
No. 5 South Australian History in Journals -2. A Select List of Articles (1988)
No. 6 More Good Reading in South Australian History (1992)

Occasional Paper
1840 -1985 (1987) $3.00 + $1.00 postage

Joint Publications
S. Marsden &
R. Nicol (eds)

various

activities, and to keep subscription rates down. The endowment fund was
established deliberately to ensure the long term survival of the Society, and to
ensure that it could manage through difficult times like the present.
Finally, as part of my report, I would like to thank all those who contributed to
the success of 1992; the speakers, the tour guides, the Council members (especially
Avis Huckle, Marcia Dunshore and Ron Gibbs), the auditor (Mr Keith Banfield),
and the volunteers who provided the monthly suppers so much enjoyed by members.
Robert Nicol
President

A Glossary of Local Government Areas in South Australia

E J. & J. R.. Robbins

The Politics of Heritage (1990) [with the History Trust of

S.A.] $7.50 + $1 postage. Available direct from the History
Trust only.
South Australian Gazette and Colonial Register A facsimile
reproduction of volume 1,18 June 1836 to 29 December 1838.
(1988) [in association with the S.A. Government Printer] $35
(limp) or $75 (hard back). Available direct from the
Government Printer and selected Adelaide bookshops.

`Insights' Series
R. Nicol &
B. Samuels

(eds)

Insights into South Australian History volume one: Selected
articles from the Journal of the Historical Society of South
Australia (1992) $14 postage paid. $12 for orders of 5 or more.

Ian A. Harmstorf Insights into South Australian History volume two: South
Australia's German History and Heritage (1994) $12 postage paid.
$10 for orders of 5 or more:

